BRETTSPIEL
L+D
DIGITAL

Die digitale Revolution
der Brettspiele

Lade die kostenlose
App herunter.

Lege dein Smartphone in das
Smartphone-Stativ.

Höre auf dein
Smartphone und
spiele einfach los!

Das neuartige Brettspielsystem
smartPLAY nutzt Smartphones
intelligent und eröffnet so völlig
neue Spieldimensionen für die
ganze Familie.

Starter-Sets
mit original Brettspiel + Smartphone-Stativ + kostenloser App

Das Ravensburger FamilienQuiz mit über 2000 Fragen
und Antworten.

Das kooperative Wettlaufspiel gegen die Zeit.

Die Einzelspiele
als Ergänzung zu einem Starter-Set (ohne Smartphone-Stativ)

www.ravensburger.at

Abenteuerspiel für die
Familie um den Thron
von England.
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LUDORIUM - gamesdatabase.at
How to use our data base LUDORIUM to find more games!
The navigation menu is available in German, English,
French, Italian and Czech.
All data in the database are based on copies in the archive
of the Austrian Games Museum. All facts have been taken
directly from the game and were checked again. All these
games are physically existing and available from the archive of the Games Museum.
We would like to assist you to find the right game for you
and your group and have therefore linked several parameters to the games. Up to now not all games have been
linked to all parameters, we are permanently working on
updating older games.
Currently our database offers more than 28.000 texts and
over 20.000 images. The majority of those come from
the articles in our monthly publication WIN The Games
Journal.
Our menu system currently is available in 5 languages:
German, English, French, Italian and Czech. The texts are
currently mostly in German and English, we are working on
offering them in additional languages, too.

Many new games

Besides letters many languages contain special characters.
In case your keyboard cannot print them, here’s the
solution:

Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief

For „Österreich“ type in only „sterreich“ or „_sterreich
For Gygés“ type in only „Gyg“ oder „Gyg_s“!
Parts of any term are valid search entries, too!
„_“ replaces any special character!
SEARCHING: Already with SEARCH you have many options
to find the game of your choice:
SEARCH FOR A GAME OR AUTHOR (There you can enter
the complete term or only part of it, which will yield more
results):
TITLE OF THE GAME
PUBLISHER
PERSON (Author, Artist, Editor)

RESULT OF THE SEARCH
Back to SEARCH
Last page
One game forward
One game back
Next page

SEARCH ON RECOMMENDATIONS (this information has
only been entered for some of the latest years)
GROUP – ALL, KIDS, FAMILY, FRIENDS, EXPERTS
SIZE OF GROUP – ALL, SINGLE PLAYER; TWO PLAYERS,
MANY PLAYERS
PREFERENCES – ALL, RANDOM, TACTIC, STRATEGY,
CREATIVE, KNOWLEDGE, MEMORY, COMMUNICATION,
INTERACTION, DEXTERITY, ACTION

BOXES ACTIVE AND VALID FOR ENTERING A NEW SEARCH:
GROUP – KIDS, FAMILY, FRIENDS, EXPERTS
(Lists only games for the chosen target group within the
selected year)

FOR PLAYERS (more criteria for your selection)
NUMBER OF PLAYERS
ABOVE AGE
RULE LANGUAGE
CATEGORY (our classic classification)

AWARD WINNER - Spiel der Spiele, Deutscher Spiele Preis,
Spiel des Jahes
(Lists only games with such an award in the selected year)

PUBLISHED OR AWARD WINNER IN THE YEAR
YEAR – ALL or 2001 to 1979
HONORS – Spiel der Spiele, Deutscher Spielepreis, Spiel des
Jahres (Note the year)
PUBLISHED – Nuremberg or Essen (Note the year)
LAYOUT
SHORT INFO – WITH, WITHOUT (WITH means the short info
is shown instantly)
SORTING (In case of marking year current games are
shown before older ones)
„Game title“, „Publisher + game title“, „Year + publisher +
game title“, „publisher + year + game title“, „recently added
to the Museum“
ALTERNATE LISTING OF PUBLISHERS
This enables you to access a game directly without
searching.
Please note, especially when entering criteria: The more
you enter the fewer results the system will yield, please
remember when making your selection.

PUBLISHED – ESSEN, NUREMBERG
(Lists only games from Essen or Nuremberg within the
selected year)

SIZE OF GROUP – ALL, SINGLE PLAYER; TWO PLAYERS,
MANY PLAYERS
(Lists the games with the chosen group size within the
selected year)
PREFERENCES – RANDOM, TACTIC, STRATEGY, CREATIVE,
KNOWLEDGE, MEMORY, COMMUNICATION, INTERACTION,
DEXTERITY, ACTION
(Lists all games fitting the chosen preference within the
selected year)
TEXTS
(Lists texts – short – middle – long- extra – in the language
stated)
LINKS
(Lists active links to a publisher or other internet sites)
IMAGES
(Shows additional images of the game)
We hope that you will find your game within our system.
Please help us to improve and let us know your comments
or suggestions at: office@spielen.at

We are happy to present our Games Companion already at SPIEL in Essen again, for the 6th
time this year, and are very proud pleased about
the incredible selection of publishers, nearly
160, that are presenting their games. We are
sure that YOUR game will be in here, make use
of the information that you find on those pages,
it is unique and unrivaled in this comprehensive
form. And we try again to answer your most important question: How do I find the right game
for my games evening?
We are also proud to inform you about another
of our activites - we offer two games, published
by the Austrian Games Museum. Both games,
the dice game Bakerspeed, winner of the Austrian Game Designer Competition, and the card
game Paititi are available for a donation; the
proceeds from both games go directly to our
Charity “Grenzenlos spielen”
Furthermore, we publish WIN The Games Journal, issued monthly, providing more then 600
reviews of games every year, plus one special
issue each covering the Nuremberg and Essen
events, usually presenting more than 1.000 games. Info: http://www.gamesjournal.at
We provide this information also on the web,
where you can look up texts and images of
ga¬mes in the database of the Games Museum anytime.
Info: http://www.gamesdatabase.at
We do more than publishing a compendium
and a journal: We are Stiftung Spielen in Österreich. Visit us on the web.
Info: http://www.spielen.at
3()&]HUWLIL]LHUW
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When you have made your entries, simply press the
SEARCH button!
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GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can help you to find the game
that best suits your tastes. The color accompanying each game title represents the
User Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number of players.
The Bar in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to 10 Features of a game.

Abluxxen
Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Michael Kiesling
Publisher: Ravensburger

10

USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the head line)
Children: Games for children an educational games. Adults can play in a guiding
function.
Families: Children and parents play together, all have the same chance to win and
have fun.
Friends: Young people and adults play together as equals
Experts: Games with special demands on rules and playing time. Especially for
game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Families and Friends: Children who love
to play can be ahead of their peers! Please note that our target group “families” does
not imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore, our user groups can
overlap. The choice of suitable games always depends on your playing partners and
your fun with games!

You are dealt 13 cards out of 104 number cards + 5 jokers. You
lay down one card or several cards of the same value - if necessary on top of cards already in front of you, no correlation to
such cards is necessary. If you played the same number of higher
valued cards than one or more other players, you can take those
cards up. If you do not want them, the owner(s) decide in turn,
if they want to take them back in hand or discard them. For
cards taken or discarded you draw new ones. When someone
lays down his last cards or the draw pile is empty, each card on
the table scores +1, each card in your hand -1 and you win with
most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no
Card collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of
players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player. We have listed
10 features players note when deciding on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in a game he will enjoy the game.
The color code marks the dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted preference.
No colored boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance: The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of random generator
Tactics: Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on one move
Strategy: Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several moves
Creativity: The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other creative efforts
Knowledge: Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory: Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication: Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction: Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity: Motor skills
Action: Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or are included in the game, often even more translations can be found
on the web
In-game text: A YES marks a game with language-dependent components that cannot be played without translation or knowledge of the language

4

IMPRESSUM
Hersteller und Verleger: Verein Interessensgemeinschaft Spiele (e.V.)
Game by Game 2015 Games Companion * ISBN 978-3-950739-09-6 Obmann Mag. Ferdinand de Cassan, 2285 Leopoldsdorf,
Raasdorferstrasse 28, Österreich, http://www.spielefest.at.
Published annually since 1988, English Edition from Oktober 16, 2014
Die Interessensgemeinschaft Spiele (IG Spiele) ist ein gemeinnütziger
Verein mit der Aufgabe, die Verbreitung der Idee des Spielens im
Verkaufspreis: € 5.00 (inklusive aller gesetzlichen Steuern)
Familienkreis durch Veranstaltungen und Publikationen zu fördern.
Anfragen zum Spielehandbuch richten Sie bitte per Email an:
office@spielen.at, mehr Spiele: http://www.spieledatenbank.at
Druck: Donau Forum Druck, Walter-Jurmann-Gasse 9, A-1230 Wien
Medieninhaber: Verein Österreichisches Spiele Museum (e.V.)
Redaktion: Alle Texte von Chefredakteur Dagmar de Cassan.
Obfrau Dipl.Ing. Dagmar de Cassan, 2285 Leopoldsdorf,
Raasdorfer-strasse 28, Österreich, http://www.spielemuseum.at.
Kontrollredaktion: Maria Schranz. Titelgrafik und Layout: Andreas
Das Österreichische Spiele Museum ist ein gemeinnütziger Verein, der
Resch. Bildbearbeitung: Walter Schranz. Satz und Endredaktion:
sich zur Aufgabe gesetzt hat, das zeitgenössische Spiel zu dokumentie- Ferdinand de Cassan und Bernhard Czermak.
ren und zu kommunizieren. (Archivstand: mehr als 25.000 Spiele)
Koordination der Arbeiten: Stiftung„Spielen in Österreich“
(tätig durch viele ehrenamtliche Mitarbeiter), http://www.spielen.at

Wohlwollend unterstützt durch:
Wirtschaftskammer Österreich
Bundesfachausschuss Spielwarenhandel
Toy Forum Austria
Wirtschaftskammer Wien
Landesgremium des Papier- und Spielwarenhandels
International
Spieleverlage e.V.
Copyright: Dieses Buch enthält urheberrechtlich geschützte Teile, ohne
schriftliche Bewilligung aller Inhaber dieser Rechte ist die Vervielfältigung, Mikroverfilmung und die Einspeicherung und Verarbeitung in
elektronischen Medien sowie jede Art von Verwertung verboten. Das
Bildmaterial wurde uns von den Spieleverlagen zur Verfügung gestellt.
Eine allfällige PDF-Kopie ist nur für den persönlichen Gebrauch!
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4 gewinnt

5 Minutes

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Ivan de Faveri
Publisher: Huch! & friends

6

6 nimmt! Jubiläumsausgabe

8

Designer: Wolfgang Kramer
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

10

The classic that keeps changing again and again - in 2014 the
game returns under its old name „4 gewinnt“ and comes in the
old colors of red, yellow and blue. You have a set of pieces in
your color - red or yellow - and alternate with your opponent to
place one piece into the 6x7 vertikal wall, which is blue in this
edition. If you are first to place four of your pieces in a horizontal,
vertical or diagonal row, you win. This is again the simple original
verision, no pushing out of pieces, no simultaneous playing, only
clever inserting of pieces!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

5 minutes are not much to complete tasks and implement actions. You have your own timer and 10 individual task cards plus
20 general task cards, shuffle them and stack them face-down.
You set your timer to 5 minutes. In your turn you start the timer,
draw the top card, read it, resolve the task fast, correctly and
completely - for instance list the alphabet backwards, name
famous duos, Film titles and/or types of vegetables, a letter
chain for countries etc. - and stop the timer. You win with most
remaining time when one player is out of the game with no time
left or the last one still having time left wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

104 cards of value 1-104 show different numbers of oxen. Four
cards begin four rows, you hold 10 cards. In each round all
reveal simultaneously a secretly chosen card. Then these cards
are added to the rows in ascending order, beginning with the
lowest. Each card is placed next to the card nearest to it in value.
If you place the 5th card, you take the five already there. After
ten rounds you win with fewest oxen on the cards you took. This
edition includes an expert version - all cards are known and you
choose your ten cards openly - and a Jubilee version featuring
ten Joker Cards of values 0,0 to 0,9 as well as two Fan variants.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Placement game for 2 players, ages 6+

Party game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Card placement game for 2-10 players, ages 10 and up

7 Steps

7 Wonders Babel

27th Passenger

Designers: Michael Kiesling, Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Antoine Bauza
Publisher: Asmodee / Repos Productions

Designers: Christos Giannakoulas, Manolis Zachariadis
Publisher: Purple Games

10

Seven board tiles with 7 colored dots each are laid out. In a turn
you place 1 to 7 discs for points and draw new discs up to 7. You
begin a turn with a disc on an empty spot of the same color, a
Level 1 tower. Then you can place more discs, always adjacent
to the previous disc, on the same level or maximum one level
higher, and score points equal to the new level. If you score 7 or
less you receive an assistant or victory point tile, at your choice,
for use in later turns. A Level 7 Tower is dismantled and its discs
are distributed to spots of this color. If you cannot replenish to 7
discs, you win with most points at the end of the round.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Two expansions that can be combined with each other and
other expansions: In Turmbau zu Babel you draft three Babel
tiles and can use a card also for adding to the Tower: You put
down card and tile. Babel tiles are revealed and placed at
the end of the round, they influence rules until covered by
additional tiles. Bauvorhaben in Babel -At the start of an era
a building project is laid out and equipped with participation
markers. When you build a card you can participate in a project
of the same color and pay the cost for both. Building projects are
scored prior to conflicts.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

You must identify assassins without harming innocents and be
the last one to survive! In the Station phase you reveal an event
and passengers and supply new ones. In the Travel phase you
play a face-down action card and resolve them in the order of
1) Investigation, Tail-After, Pursuit in relation to another player,
with feature cards - 2) Assassination, if a player has the identity
you name; if not you are out of the game - 3) Scheming with
Observation and Intimidation - 4) Deception with Low-profile or
Disguise, you reveal your card only at the appropriate moment
or to deflect an action directed at yourself.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Expansion for 7 Wonders for 3-7 players, ages 10+

Deduction game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Abluxxen

Abra Palabra

Abraca … What?

Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Michael Kiesling
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Daan Kreek
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Designer: Gary Kim
Publisher: Korea Board Games

10

7

You are dealt 13 cards out of 104 number cards + 5 jokers. You
lay down one card or several cards of the same value - if necessary on top of cards already in front of you, no correlation to
such cards is necessary. If you played the same number of higher
valued cards than one or more other players, you can take those
cards up. If you do not want them, the owner(s) decide in turn,
if they want to take them back in hand or discard them. For
cards taken or discarded you draw new ones. When someone
lays down his last cards or the draw pile is empty, each card on
the table scores +1, each card in your hand -1 and you win with
most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Two teams alternate to guess the most words, using the fewest
words for the explanations, because that in turn scores most
points. First you draw a handicap card for restrictions to your
explanations like “no colors”, then you announce the number
of words that you will use to explain terms and then you draw
a term card and turn over the sand timer. You explain the terms
on the card in any order and using the announced number
of words while adhering to the handicap restrictions and
other rules. When the timer has run out you score for correctly
guessed words in relation to the number of words, 5 to 1 points
for 1 to 5 words.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Magician use spells against each other to secure the ancient
Book of Spells for themselves. You see only the spell stones of
your opponents. You call out the name of a spell - if it is one
of yours the spell was successful; it is set aside and its effect is
resolved - others lose live points or you heal yourself or you may
check a mystic stone. Then you can call another spell, but only
spells of the same or higher value. For a wrong spell you lose life
points. After each round of spells - someone is out of spells or life
points - you score and move up the tower accordingly.
Version: multi * Rules: de en kr * In-game text: no

Card collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Word explanation game for 4-12 players, ages 12+

Deduction game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

5
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Absacker

Absolutely English!

Designers: Leo Colovini, Dario di Toffoli
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designers: Fay MacSween, Kelly James
Publisher: Piatnik

7

Abyss

12

Designers: Bruno Cathala, Charles Chevallier
Publisher: Asmodee / Bombyx

Collecting sacks is the motto, as quickly as possible and as many
complete rows as possible. The game features cards with sack
values of 3 to 7 - a row is complete when the number of cards in
it equals the sack value. All cards are dealt evenly to all players
and you draw three cards from your pile. You play one to three
cards into the corresponding rows and replenish your hand to
three cards. If you complete a row you take it; you can complete
more than one row in a turn and can immediately start a new
row of a value you took. If someone plays his last card and has
finished his turn, the game ends and you win with most collected cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The game comprises Challenge cards and Question cards
on Grammar, Vocabulary, Phrases, This & That and General
Knowledge. You want to be the first player or first team to collect
all cards according to your challenge card and to answer the
Final Question correctly. Question or instruction according to
the topic color you rolled are read to you; if you answer correctly,
you take the card. Instead of rolling you can swap two cards
already collected for a card from a missing topic, which you
must answer correctly. Pot Luck cards are event cards; the Open
Trading Floor cards initiate a trade minute; all can swap collected
cards with everybody.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

The new regent of Abyss must have most influence, gathered
from allies, recruited nobles and controlled locations - monsters
that are defeated in the course of the game earn you gratitude
and even more influence. In your turn you call new characters to
court and have one action chosen from: Explore Depths, allies
must be offered for sale; fighting monsters; demand support
from the Council or recruit a noble for his special abilities from
one of six guilds and pay the costs; take control of a location, either drawn face-down or open-faced when acquiring a third key.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it pl * In-game text: yes

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Language learning game and quiz for 2-16 players, ages 12+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Abyss Perdition’s Mouth

Activity Club Edition

Designers: Timo Multamäki, Kevin Wilson, Thomas Klausner
Publisher: Dragon Dawn

Designers: Paul Catty, Ernst Führer
Publisher: Piatnik

Activity Junior

18

Designers: Paul Catty, Ernst Führer
Publisher: Piatnik

8

In an ancient labyrinth of caves heroes must prevent summoning of a Demon. In a round each hero has a turn, monsters
have a joint turn. You choose one of eight actions on the wheel.
Spaces on the wheel are limited, so you need to discuss the selection prudently. With your deck of cards you can support your
own actions or those of other players. You can play the levels
separately or consecutively. Between levels heroes regenerate,
treasures are kept and can be swapped among heroes. Heroes
win when the Demon has been annihilated and at least one
hero is alive and leaves the dungeon.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

While the first edition of Activity Club Edition still featured some
terms that were taken from the original Activity Edition the new
edition of this adult version of Activity contains new terms. The
topics are pertinent and you should only play this game if you
are adult and do not mind the topic. Each of the cards features
two terms and both terms must be represented and guessed
at within a minute. When a team guesses the erotic question
correctly within 30 seconds it earns bonus points. As usual, the
winner is the team that reaches the finish first with their marker.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

In this version of Activity the mechanics of the game are adapted for school children. As usual, you must communicate a term
to your team members by drawing, explaining or pantomime. If
the team names the term correctly, the pawn of the team moves
forward on the board. The color of the pawn’s location determines the method of communication you must use to explain
the term. The board has been adapted to a playing time suitable
for children and the graphics suit the intended age group, too.
This, of course, also goes for the terms used in this successful
adaptation of a game mechanism to another target group.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Fantasy adventure game for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Communication game for 3-16 players, ages 18+

Game of creative communication for 3-16 children, ages 8+

Activity kompakt

Activity My First

Designer: Catty/Führer
Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Hablit, Eberl, Catty
Publisher: Piatnik

Activity Original

4

Designers: Paul Catty, Ernst Führer
Publisher: Piatnik

A great game in a small box, Activity for on the road and everywhere - on the meandering path you move your pawn from
start to finish and master tasks as usual - normally one of the sort
that is indicated by the location of your pawn - explaining, drawing or pantomime. For mastered task you advance the team
pawn by the value of the task card. When your pawn ends its
move on a case that is already occupied by the pawn of another
team, you send this pawn back one case. Terms printed in red
are played as an open round, that is, all teams may try to guess
the term. There are special rules for a game for three players.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The elephants „Lila“ and „Grün“ are on their way to the lake.
The variable board allows a short or a long game. Children play
in two teams following the usual rules of Activity. When the
term is guessed correctly the elephant goes to the next color
square corresponding to the one shown on the card. Terms are
illustrated with pictures. Activity My First is a very well working
version for small children, which is also suitable for children in
their first years of school.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Many versions exist for this modern classic game. This one
reverts to the roots. More than 2500 new terms are offered and
the basic rule is amended with a new detail, which brings a bit
of tactics and even more interaction into the game. If a team has
solves a task and moves to a square already occupied by another
pawn, this pawn is moved back. So you can try to use card selection to beat your opponent. If the pawn moving back ends up
on an occupied square, nothing happens, and both pawns stay
on this square.
Version: de * Rules: de and others * In-game text: yes

Creative communication game for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Communication game on definitions for 3-16 children, ages 4+

Communication game for 3-16 players, ages 12+

6

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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adaptoid

Adventure Tours

Designer: Néstor Romeral Andrés
Publisher: nestorgames

Designer: Seiji Kanai
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Alchemists

10

Designer: Matúš Kotry
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

An adaptoid is changing continually, you must feed them and
use them to eliminate opposing adaptoids. You begin with an
adaptoid without legs and pincers on a hex-shaped board with
37 cases. In your turn you first move an adaptoid as many steps
as it has legs. If it encounters an opposing adaptoid with fewer
legs this one is captured and removed from the board. Then you
can place a new adaptoid or develop one by adding a leg or
pincers. Finally, you remove all opposing adaptoids that are not
fed, that is, are not surrounded by as many empty speeds as it
has legs and pincers. If you capture five adaptoids, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es * In-game text: no

Cards from your hand are placed as an expedition participant
or as equipment next to your expedition board, for placing
equipment you draw a card; the demands of an adventurer
must be met and you can use his special action immediately
after placing him. In the standard version expedition boards of
players are identical, in the expert version different and have
special abilities that can be used once per turn. When someone
is out of cards, the expeditions are immediately scored: For
participating adventurers you earn money, adventurers still in
hand cost 2 coins each. After three such expedition rounds you
win with most money.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

As an alchemist you want to unravel the secrets of your trade. At
the start of the round the turn order is established and then you
choose actions by placing of markers and then those action areas are resolved separately. By mixing of ingredients you acquire
knowledge and you can check the mixing results with an app on
your smartphone. This app randomly establishes mixing rules for
a game. With magical artifacts, also different in each game, you
can improve your results. You earn reputation with your potions,
and this reputation is changed into points after six rounds. At
the end of the game you score for correct theories.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Set placement game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Deduction game with app for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Alien Alarm!

Alle auf Kalle

6

Publisher: Goliath Toys

Alles Tomate!

4

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

6

Aliens land and steal animals! In the first part of the game you
need to escape from the farm: You roll one die and move each
marker once - not counting taken spaces - until all farms are
empty. Now the space ships lands and you roll two dice: For
Farmer + number you move a marker. For Farmer + Beam you
pass your turn. For Alien + Number you move the ship: If if
crosses over a marker you try to suck it up into the ship. For Alien
+ Beam the ship goes to a location of your choice. Markers can
use secret passages. The toilet is a safe sanctuary and must be
reached with an exact dice roll. If you are the last one having
markers on the board you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl pl * In-game text: no

Kalle the Can is happy to be shot at with Play-doh marbles. Each
player has his plasticine catapult and his can of plasticine and,
for a start, sets down 10 lumps of plasticine in roughly suitable
sizes. Kalle is switched on and then - on a signal - all try at the
same time to form their plasticine lumps into marbles and to
shoot them into Kalle the Can. This works best if you wait until
you can see Kalle’s eyes. When you have used up your ammunition you are of course free to form additional marbles. Whoevers
sinks three marbles into Kalle first, wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You assist Max and Emmi to sort out the chaos on a farm. 7
theme cards are displayed, one farm card each is – after a short
time to memorize it – placed face down underneath the theme
card of the same color. Then a card from the stack is turned up. If
you are first to name the item that is hidden under the farm card
next to theme card of the same color as the card you just turned
up, you get the card. The card you just turned up is placed
face-down next to theme card, again after a few moments to
memorize it. When all cards are given out, you win with most
cards in your stack.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Movement and action game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Dexterity game for 1-3 players, ages 4+

Memo game for 2-8 players, ages 6+

Android: Netrunner

Angry Birds Monopoly

Designers: Richard Garfield, Lukas Litzsinger
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Publisher: Hasbro

Äpfelchen

5

Publisher: Ravensburger

4

A Living Card Game, set in the Android universe – Runner versus
Corporation. Both have their own deck of cards and goals. The
Corporation can spend three Clicks per turn for actions; to install
server protection or to trace the runner. The Runner can spend
four Clicks; for instance for a Run – a hacker attack on Corporation with different targets; when he manages to get into a server
he might find something valuable or just destroy the Corporation project. If you collect seven points, you win. Core Set, with
deluxe expansion “Ordnung und Chaos” and Datensatz-Packs,
z.B. „Luna Zyklus. “
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr pl * In-game text: yes

Angry Birds meet Monopoly: The pigs are fought with angry
Birds markers and board game slots from the Angry Birds Universe. You play with Red, Bombe, Stella or Frostvogel and instead
of houses and hotels you set up nests for those Angry Birds on
pairs of slots when you have acquired all those pig and bird lots.
If you have to draw an event card the moment for action has arrived: Pigs sit in the middle of the board on a tree and you shoot
down those pig cards with a catapult and an ammunition bird;
on their backside you find the next event. A funny variant with
lots of action and the best elements from both games.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

In this very beautiful game „real“ trees stand in the garden on
the game board, one tree for each player, and you have a pail
with a handle and 10 apples that are placed on the tree at the
beginning. A spinner replaces a die: Apple - You place 1-4 apples,
as indicated, from tree or meadow into your pail. Ice cream
cone - you went for ice cream with a friend and you must pass
your turn. The Raven - The bird steals apples from your pail;
you must put two of them into the meadow. If you do not have
enough, you take them from another player. Whoever has all his
10 apples in the pail, wins the game. New edition, Series “Meine
ersten Spiele”
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game for 2 players, ages 14 and up

Action and dice game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Dice and gathering game for 2-4 players, ages 4-7

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

7
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Appaloosa Pony Race
Designer: Dominique Ehrhard
Publisher: Piatnik

Aqua Doodle Baby

8

Publisher: Ravensburger

Arcadia Quest

1

Designers: T. Aranha, G. Goulart, E. M. Lang, F. Perret
Publisher: Asmodee / Cool Mini or not

At the start a pony color is assigned to you. The race track is laid
out with 24 tiles, including five obstacles and eight horseshoe
tiles. In turn you take the lowest available horse shoe chip, place
it onto a free pony tile and move the pony of this color by the
number of steps shown on the chip. When all five chips are
placed, the round ends and the starting player changes. If you
start from an obstacle tile you must move backwards, from a
horse shoe tile you move sum of horseshoe chip + horse shoe
tile. When a pony passes the finish that belongs to a player, he
wins; otherwise the pony and the highest horseshoe chip go
out of play.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr it nl hu sk pl * In-game text: no

Aqua Doodle is painting with water! A special fiber changes
color when it gets wet and returns to its original color when it is
dry again. For babies it is fascinating to watch when you make
their hands or feet wet and then press them on the mat to leave
an imprint. The box also offers to pretty stamps to make ducks
and fish appear on the mat, which itself is very prettily decorated
with images from meadow and pond and has a diameter of
53 cm. Huge fun for babies and toddlers to watch and to try
themselves, a fantastic training for motor skills and hand-eye
coordination when they try to make images appear on the mat.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it nl * In-game text: no

You lead a guild of three heroes and play a campaign of six scenarios out of eleven in order to defeat Count Tooth and to free
Arcadia. A turn comprises activation of a hero or a recuperation
period for the guild; you choose heroes randomly or draft them
and use standard dungeon crawl mechanisms to complete
quests, kill opponents and uncover treasures. This helps your heroes to develop and to acquire powerful items and weapons to
resolve a scenario. For a successful campaign you must successfully master three of six scenarios of the Outer Circle, two out of
four of the Inner Circle and the final confrontation at the center.
Version: de * Rules: de en es * In-game text: yes

Horse race for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Motor skill training for 1 player, ages 9 months+

Fantasy adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Aristo-Maze

Ark of Animals

Publisher: BakaFire Party / Japon Brand

Designer: Adam Kwapiński
Publisher: Historical Games Factory / FGH

Arler Erde

6

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

As an aristocrat you have the chance to loot the Emperor’s
catacombs. Dungeon cards feature creatures, threats, undead
and parts of the emperor’s legacy. You hire adventurers and
sent them into the catacombs in three rounds. In each round
you resolve the supply phase, income and dungeon set-up for
the respective round, followed by bids for checking catacomb
levels - the winner of the bid may check - and further auctions
for hiring of adventurers. Then you decide secretly how far you
want to advance, resolve effects of monsters and traps and earn
victory points if you survive.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: yes

Ark of Animals is the first children game published by Historical
Games Factory; players help now to save animals from the flood
by filling the ark. All draw animals from the pool simultaneously,
show them and place them face-down on their ark. You score for
being first to fill your ark, for most mammals, sets of three different birds, reptiles, amphibians and so on. You should also take
care not to place herbivores next to predators, as carnivores will
simply try to eat other animals. The game has various difficulty
levels, introducing the possibility to balance the Ark’s sides and
managing grain supplies.
Version: multi * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: no

In Arle you raise flax or grain, breed animals, cut peat, build
dikes and gain new land, you do forestry or manage a fleet of
vehicles or a crafts shop or a pub. In nine half years - summer
and winter alternate - you expand your village. In the quiet time
you position workers, use them in the work period and then
score your possessions. Each half-year offers 15 different areas of
action; each such action area can only be occupied and used by
one worker; you pay for the action, if necessary, and implement
it instantly. Vehicles move once in a half-year; Tideland must be
transformed into agricultural land by building dikes.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Fantasy adventure game for 3-4 players, ages 10+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Development game for 1-2 players, ages 14+

Ars Alchimia

Artificium

Asselschlamassel

Designer: Kuro
Publisher: Manifest Destiny / Japon Brand

Designer: Timofey Shargorodskiy
Publisher: Asmodee / Lifestyle

Designers: Martin Kallenborn, Jochen Scherer
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele / Drei Magier

8

The daily life hinges on the alchemy factories; we are overseers
and use those factories in our striving to be more efficient than
our competitors. In each round you place workers on action slots
- collect resources, accept order, employ assistant or transformation in alchemy factories, The more workers are assembled at a
location the less efficient it is and you must place more workers
there than the other players to be able to use the slot. When all
have passed workers are taken back, assistants are reactivated
and the next round is prepared. After four rounds incomplete
orders incur penalties and you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp + de fr * In-game text: no

Artisans are the key element for a well-situated town and
demand unbroken production chains. You begin each of four
rounds, comprising four phases, with five cards and then swap a
card from your hand with one from the market; one swap is free,
each additional one costs 2 coins. When all have passed all play
a card face-down. Then you use action cards for money or cards
or resources and building cards for production; before this you
can buy and sell resources. For buildings that you used you score
victory points instantly. After four rounds you sell all resources,
change money into victory points and win with most of them.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr ru * In-game text: no

Four position cards for squirmy animals are placed in a row. You
hold three cards for points, a number of cards is draw pile. As the
animal trainer you draw a card and inform silently on which animal is visible how often on the card. You slap the table a number
of times corresponding to the animal’s position in the row and
clap your hands corresponding to the number of animas. You
may mix clapping and slapping as you like. Whoever names the
correct animal and the correct number, takes the card. If you are
mistaken you discard a card. When nobody guesses correctly
the trainer takes the card. When the draw pile is empty, you win
with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: no

Worker placement game for 3-4 players, ages 10+

Trade and barter game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Listening game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

8

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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Auf der Flucht

Auf nach Indien!

Auf Teufel komm raus

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner-Verlag

Designer: Hisashi Hayashi
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designers: Tanja and Sara Engel
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

10

Both players simultaneously investigate a case - you are investigator and culprit in turn. You construct a case for your opponent
from location and escape vehicle cards; crime scene and arrest
scene are visible, with four locations and five vehicles face-down
in-between. In turn you ask three questions; answers are “yes”
or “no”. Then you can play an investigation card, which your
opponent can answer with a defense card, or swap a card. When
five location cards and four escape vehicle cards of your case are
turned up and you name the locations of accomplice and loot in
your case correctly, you win; if not, your opponent wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Seafarers are searching for the route to India and as a noble
sponsor you win with most victory points from discovering new
coastal towns, sale of goods and buildings. At the start, Lisbon
and three more towns are discovered = turned up. Money and
victory points are called Banker and Historian and are marked
with tokens on numbers. If you are out of markers, a surplus is
forfeit. A turn comprises 1) two actions of your choice for cost/
conditions – hire help, move ship including discovering town,
sell goods, build, make an invention or speed up ship and 2)
put tokens for later use as banker or historian on Lisbon and use
technologies.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

48 coal pieces with devils and numbers are lying face down in
the oven. All bid secretly on the highest sum in coals that will be
revealed by any player without the devil making an appearance.
Then you turn up coal until you stop or the devil appears. If
you stop you name the sum of coals; devils means a sum of 0. If
your bet was lower or equal to the highest coal sum your stake
is doubled or trebled; if your bet was lower you lose your stake.
Then all add their chips and place their marker: In last position
or when on area 0-50 you get 50 per turned-up devil. If you
reach a chips sum of 1600, the game ends and you win with the
highest total.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Crime puzzle with cards for 2 players, ages 14+

Worker placement game for 3-4 players, ages 12+

Bidding game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Auf zum Mäusenest

Auge um Auge

Avalon

Designer: Arwed Loquai
Publisher: Loquai Holzkunst

Designer: Henning Poehl
Publisher: Sphinx Spieleverlag

Designer: Don Eskridge
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

5

You have seven cats, the lid of the box serves as game board.
First you roll the color dice to place your cats on a spot of the
resulting color in the inner circle. When the inner circle is full,
you fill the outer circle and finally, cats go to the outside. When
all the cats are placed you roll again and replace an opponent’s
cat on a spot of that color in the inner circle with one of your cats
from the outer circle; if this is not possible you replace a cat in
the outer circle with one from outside. If you have five cats in a
two-player game or four cats in the inner circle, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

You want to be the first to give out eight black eyes with your
punch-happy gang. Each member of your gang has a name, a
number and a special ability as regards to dice results. You are
attacker in turn and can fight or lick your wounds with a healing
roll. If you fight you choose a target and then attacker and defender can ask for support. Agreements need not be honored. If
you retreat you incur one black eye per gang. Then you skirmish
with dice, according to detailed rules, you set dice aside with
offensive and defensive punches and use special abilities; this is
followed by a break in fighting and healing.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The sequel to The Resistance, a deduction game on secret identities. Arthur’s companions win if they succeed in three quests;
Mordred’s henchmen win by successfully block three quests.
The Leader ensures that all Mordred’s men know each other and
that Merlin knows all minions of Mordred. In a round the Leader
selects a team; players discuss it and then vote on the team; if it
not confirmed the role of Leader passes to the next player who
tries to select a team. If confirmed, the team starts a quest by
voting on it. Arthur’s companions must vote success, Mordred’s
minions can choose! The quest fails when there is only one vote
of failure!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Placement game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Dice game for 4-6 players, ages 12+

Deduction and discussion game for 5-10 players, ages 13+

Back2Back

Bakerspeed

Publisher: Jumbo / SmartGames

Designer: Marko Jelen
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum

7

Bamboleo

7

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

6

Back to back - the name is also a description of part of the
mechanics. Once again you use pieces that are composed from
several single elements of the same color; in this game those
elements are of different height and you put the pieces into the
6x5 vertical grid either from the front or the back. You start with
those pieces that are placed according to the puzzle template
and then fill the gaps with the remaining pieces to solve the
puzzle. 60 different puzzles offer five different levels of difficulty
to arrange the eleven pieces.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Bakerstreet’s hobby detectives try to catch criminals in order
to help LeStrade. Three deduction dice for features show three
colors, three symbols for the type and three numbers for the
number of persons. For each possible combination there are two
corresponding cards. The active player rolls three dice one after
the other in a sequence of his choice. After each die all players
try to discard a card with the correct number of features. The
fastest player may leave his card on the table. When nobody can
discard a suitable card, you ignore previous results in the next
toll(s) of this turn. Whoever is first to be out of cards, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The one and only mechanism in Bamboleo is balance! The
difference and beauty of the game lies in the unusual, unusually
pretty and challenging realization of the game. On a wooden
base vaguely shaped like an abstract tree trunk sits a wooden
disc on a cork ball. Before you balance the disc on the ball you
set all 30 wooden shapes on the disc. And yes, balancing the
full disc on the ball on top of the base. If you manage to balance
the disc, it is your task to remove one piece in your turn without
disturbing the balance and let the disc tumble! When it tumbles,
the pieces you collected up to this moment are scored.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr gr nl no * In-game text: no

Logic puzzle for 1 or more players, ages 7+

Dice and reaction game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Game of balance for 2-7 players, ages 6+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

9
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Banana Matcho

Bang!

Bang! The Dice Game

Designer: Thilo Hutzler
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Emiliano Sciarra
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designers: Michael Palm, Lukas Zach
Publisher: dV Giochi

6

8

High up in the tree bananas taste best, but Head Monkey
Banana Matcho wants to be on top himself! You start at the
bottom and hold 6 fruit dice, your left neighbor holds 3 Matcho
dice. Both roll simultaneously - you need to roll a fruit combination faster than your neighbor rolls 3 Banana Matchos by rolling
single dice, because whoever hits the banana first, wins. If your
neighbor manages 3 Matchos first, his monkey climbs one step.
If you manage a good combination first, by rerolling any number
of dice as often as you can, you move your monkey accordingly.
Whoever is first on top, wins!
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

On location at a wild-west genre film! Each player secretly chooses a role – sheriff, deputy, outlaw or renegade – and a character
with special abilities, but only the sheriff is known to the other
players. You draw two cards and use them to assist yourself,
maybe to acquire a horse or a weapon, or you attack another
character within your range. “Bang” is used to shoot; your target
may use “Missed” to defend himself. If you lose all life points, you
drop out of the game. You win if you eliminate your opponents:
The sheriff the outlaws, the outlaws the sheriff and the renegade
should be the last one standing.
Version: it * Rules: cn de fr fi gr hu it kr pl se * In-game text: yes

Shootout with dice in the Wild West! As sheriff, outlaw, deputy
or renegade you have the same goals as in the card game
and roll five dice, maximum three times. You can set aside and
reroll dice. Dice show symbols with different effects, which are
implemented in the order of Arrow, Dynamite, Bull’s Eye 1 and
2, Beer and Gatling - for yourself, your neighbor or all players.
For arrow, bull’s eye, dynamite or Gatling you lose a life, for
beer you win one. Dynamite cannot be rerolled and arrows are
implemented after each roll. When you lose your last life, you are
out of the game.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Dice and reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Wild-west card game for 4-7 players, ages 10+

Dice game for 3-8 players, ages 8+

Barragoon

Basari

Designers: Robert Witter, Frank Warneke
Publisher: WiWa Spiele

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

BattleLore Zweite Edition

10

Designers: Richard Borg, Robert A. Kouba
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

In order to win you need to defeat all opposing pieces or hinder
them to move by moving your own pieces and placing of
Barragoons. A Barragoon carries six different symbols and can
be crossed in direction of its arrow on top. Pieces move their
value or value minus 1, orthogonally and can change direction
once in a move by 90°.; they cannot be crossed or you cannot
defeat one of your own pieces. When a piece moves onto a
square with an opposing piece or a Barragoon, the piece or
Barragon is defeated, a Barragoon is placed again immediately.
For a defeated piece each player places one new Barragoon, the
defeated player goes first.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr es it nl * In-game text: no

You trade in gems and use action cards. In a round you receive a
bazaar card, lay it out and choose a face-down action card which
you reveal. Then the actions are implemented in alphabetical
order from A to C - take a bazar card or take victory points,
according to current rules. When two players choose the same
action you must negotiate according to details rules about who
will implement the action and pays with gems for implementing
it. When three or more players decide on the same action, it is
forfeit and not implemented. When you own 15 workers you
score gems at the end of the round. After three such rounds you
win with the highest score.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

BattleLore combines elements from board game, role playing
and taple top in a conflict between 2 factions, played out in scenarios.The new edition is set in the Runebound universe, Lords
of Daqan versus Uthuk Y’llan on the battlefields of Terrinoth. A
player turn comprises main phase and refresh; the main phase
is split into command, activation, movement and attack; refresh
comprises victory points, drawing of cards and power. Aim of
the game is to conquer a given number of banners or coat-ofarms tiles. Banners are acquired from the standard bearer of a
defeated enemy unit and coat-of-arms from conquering terrain
tiles.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en ru * In-game text: yes

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Trading game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Fantasy-Tabletop for 2 players, ages 14+

Battlestar Galactica

Bausack

Designer: Corey Konieczka
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Beasty Bar

8

Designer: Stefan Kloß
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

In Battlestar Galactica your allegiance to a team is secret and
teams have different goals. Humans are searching for the way
back to Earth and the Cylons want to destroy mankind. A move
comprises the drawing of ability cards, movement, action, crises,
activating Cylon ship and preparing for jumping. Humans win if
they travel a minimum of 8 units and do a final jump. Cylons win
if they hinder Humans to achieve their goal. The Pegasus expansion introduces support for Galactica from Battlestar Pegasus;
Exodus Expansion introduces the options Cylon fleet, Conflicting
Loyalties and Ionian Nebula. In the new expansion Götterdämmerung mutiny threatens.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it pl * In-game text: yes

A bag full of unusual building blocks – you find a mushroom,
an egg cup, a pyramid, or a Christmas tree. Players build towers
according to their rule of choice: A joint tower built by all. Or
an individual tower, you 1) bid for blocks to place or 2) bid for
placing a block and also for refusing a block, if you cannot bid to
refuse you quit the game or 3) have a base and build your own
tower, but at the start all players have chosen blocks and placed
them in a row; then you build and can take blocks from other
rows. Or 4) you win with three red blocks in your tower, blocks
are auctioned and placed in any tower.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Party at the Beasty Bar, you want your own animals to attend.
You have four animals and place one of them open-faced at
the end of the queue. Then you implement the action of this
animal, for instance move one animal past another. Then you
implement “permanent” animal actions, the hippo, for instance,
always overtakes weaker animals. At the end of your turn you do
the entrance check at Heaven’s Gate: When five animals are in
the queue the two foremost ones can enter and the last animal
is thrown out, and you draw a card. When all animals are played
you win with most animals in the bar. Version with scoring
animals in the bar.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

SciFi board game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Game of creative building for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Card placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

10

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
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Bedpans + Broomsticks

Bim Bum Bam

Designer: Fréderic Moyersoen
Publisher: Mayfair Games

Designer: Lorenzo Tucci Sorrentino
Publisher: Cranio Creations

Bite Night

6

Designer: Ronald Wettering
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Elders in a retirement home need to outwit staff for an outing.
One player represents personnel, the others inmates. You
begin with one tile, move, and place a new one when you look
through an open corridor. On the way, you can pick up stuff. You
move your markers (inmates and decoys) over room tiles - first
decoys, and then you roll the movement die, play stuff, move
your inmates and play stuff again. The personnel player wins if
he catches all inmates, normally 2 staff for one inmate; an inmate
wins if you is first to reach an exit before all inmates are caught.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Aren’t you fed up with never being the starting player, because
you are too old, too young, too tall or too shortsighted? Or
because you have not been to the Caribbean yet or because
you have no beard? Bim Bum Bam offers the solution for this
problem with a rather disrespectful, witty and cute deck of cards
that you can always use when you have to resolve a tie or when
you have to decide on a starting player. Simply give a glance at
all heads to see who wears the funniest hat? What do you mean,
a tie? Well, then, who has the broadest chest? What, tied again?
Well, then, who adores elves? You? Well done! You start!
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

All players collect moon tiles and enter secret collecting goals,
called rendezvous cards, into the game. You play turns made up
from rounds, and a round comprises: 1) Choosing a rendezvous
card and place it face-down on the board, the order must not
be changed! 2) All place three moon tiles into the middle, reveal
them simultaneously and grab three tiles again, if possible
corresponding to the secretly played rendezvous cards. When
all moon tiles have been assigned in this way, you turn over the
stack of rendezvous cards and implement the action or score the
points incurred.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

Movement and collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Card game for 2-99 players, ages 6+

Collecting game for 3-4 players, ages 8+

Black Fleet

Black Hat

Blitz-Dings

Designer: Sebastian Bleasdale
Publisher: Asmodee / Space Cowboys

Designer: Timo Multamäki
Publisher: Dragon Dawn Productions

Designer: Andrew Innes
Publisher: Kosmos

You command a fleet in the Caribbean, hunt for doubloons and
hope to be able to be the first who is able to pay 10 doubloons
to turn over the victory card as the last card development card
and thus win the game. With your merchant ship you transport
goods into harbors and load them with new goods; with the
pirate ship you loot goods from other players and bury them
for treasure in the sand; with the war ship you sink opposing
pirates. You play a movement card, move ships, do actions and
play special cards, then you draw movement cards and maybe
a special card and can pay doubloons to turn over the next
development card.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Data hacking is the topic - cards are the same on both sides, so
you know your opponents cards. You play one or several cards
or the same value; the others follow with a card or the same
number of cards of another value. The same number of cards of
higher value take the trick and you move your own marker or an
opposing marker. When Blackhat is played, the lowest combination wins and the winner of the trick can pick up cards from the
trick. When someone is out of cards, you score the round and
play another one. When a marker is on the critical asset slot or
cannot move you score the game and the game ends, you win
with the lowest score.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

In turn players turn over a card showing a symbol and a term.
When two cards show the same symbol a flash duel of card
owners takes place: For instance, if two circles and the terms
sports utensil and tourist attraction are visible, the duel is won
by whoever names a tourist attraction first if he holds the card
with sports utensil, and vice versa. The winner gets the card of
the other player for a victory point. When the removal of the
card results in the forming of a new pair a new duel ensues.
Joker are placed separately, show two symbols and trigger duels,
too. When all cards of a set are revealed you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Tactical card game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Trick-taking card game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Reaction and party game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Blizz Quizz

Blocky Mountains

Publisher: Goliath Toys

Designer: Gerhard Junker
Publisher: Juhu Spiele

10

Blöder Sack

6

Designer: Ralf zur Linde
Publisher: Kosmos

8

Each player sits in front of a mobile arm of the star-shaped game
unit, unused arms are locked. In each round another player
poses the questions. You turn the spinner, draw a card and read
the question in the color indicated by the spinner arrow. The
other players write their answer on the mobile arm, as fast as
they can, and release the arm. When all have answered, the arms
are pulled back - the first player to give the correct answer wins
the card for a point - it is always a correct answer on the lowest
arm that wins the card. If you score then points, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

An adventurous path leads up to Blocky Mountains peak; you
must build and climb it. You turn up a route card and build the
route, taking note of the additional task. Then you move trapper
and bear with sticks, food is pushed. If you succeed you move
your marker forward as indicated on an owl tile that you draw;
if you fail you move as far back. Mastered additional tasks earn
you squirrels. If you fail, you can try again if you discard a squirrel.
The next player can use the same route or change it; this costs
squirrels. Whoever reaches the peak on the board first with his
marker, wins the game. Includes team and advanced versions.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Five Bag cards are on display. Each player has 10 dice of his
color, rolls two of them for his turn and places them on the cards
on display, you can also oust dice already present. If you roll a
double or when a card is complete, you score: Whoever meets
the parameters of the card best, receives the card; in case of a
tie the card goes to whoever placed his last die on the card later.
Then you take back your dice and fill the display with a new card.
When someone has collected four Bag cards, you complete the
round and then score Bag cards for which at least one die was
placed, and then you win with most Bag symbols on the cards
you collected.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Quiz game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Stacking and dexterity game for 1-4/7 players, ages 6/8+

Dice placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

11
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Blood Bound

Blue Max

Blueprints

Designer: Kalle Krenzer
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designers: Phil Hall, John Harshman
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Yves Tourigny
Publisher: Asmodee / Z-Man Games

A long time after the War of the Vampires the Clan Elders search
for survivors for the Last Stand. As a clan member you attack
others to gain information on their identity. The active player
passes or attacks another player who takes damage. For damage
you must place a marker from stock next to your face-down
character card; the marker must concur in one symbol with the
character card. The attacked player can ask if another player will
take the attack instead. Players with unrevealed rank can offer to
take the attack instead. If you take your fourth damage, you are
overwhelmed. If you are the clan leader, the others win; if not,
your clan wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: yes

In this simulation of the aerial battles in WWI you try to score as
many hits as possible as pilot for either Entente or Mittelmächte.
The phases of a round – up to eight when using optional
rules – are: Tailing, Planning of Maneuvers, Movement, optional
Fuel, Combat (option Lewis Gun and Ammunition supply),
Damage and Special effects on planes (option flying altitude),
Recreation and Accidents. A machine I shot down when the fuel
tank explodes, the plane maneuvers off the map or you cannot
correct a stall.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: yes

You are an architect and rival for prices and awards for buildings
on randomly assigned blueprints. You use four types of building
material cubes for different numbers of points. If you adhere
to the template you score a bonus, but deviating from the
template can earn you a prize. Dice are on display for “Material in
Demand“ and stock of materials. In your turn you place a cube
from stock on your blueprint - onto an empty slot or onto a die
with the same number or fewer pips - and draw and roll a new
die for stock. When you have six dice on the card you score used
materials and compliance with the blueprint and then prizes
are awarded.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Bluff and deduction game for 6-12 players, ages 14+

Conflict simulation for 2-21 players, ages 12+

Placement game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Boom: Runaway
Designer: Christwart Conrad
Publisher: Korea Board Games

Bop it!

7

Brutzel-Meister

8

Publisher: Hasbro

4

Publisher: Goliath Toys

Stolen bombs must be retrieved. A guardian card shows
maximum numbers for bombs that can be retrieved. All play
first one, then two cards and reveal them. Now you check if the
guardian catches bombs. If you played most cards in a retrieved
color, you set aside those cards openly, the others set theirs
aside face-down. If you played most cards for a caught color
you take them back in hand, and so on, until the bomb can be
retrieved and cards can be set aside for points. When someone
has only two cards left, you win with most points on retrieved
bombs - all cards score one point and you add the values of
open-faced ones.
Version: multi * Rules: en kr * In-game text: no

Futuristic, cool, hip, fun! The game unit randomly names actions
which you must act out very fast using different parts of the unit.
The feature “scream” can be shut down. If you react correctly you
hear a specific sound and a new order. If your reaction is wrong,
the run ends or - in the multi player variant - you quit the game.
If you have managed to score 100 points at the beginner’s level,
the unit accesses the Master Level, and after that the Professional Level. In those levels spoken orders are mixed with sound
orders. You can play alone or hand on the unit to other players or
play in party mode.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Grilling is the motto of the day and you want to be first to get
three yummy things from the grill. In your turn you draw a card:
When it shows something to eat that is not yet on the grill you
take the tongs and place such an item on the grill. When the
food depicted is already on the grill you can get it for yourself
with the tongs. When you manage this without making the grill
jump you keep both food and the card. When the grill jumps
you replace food that was already there; food that caused the
jumping is put back into stock. For a joker you can choose the
kind of food you want to place or take.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card placement for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Reaction game for 1 or more players, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Bug Race

Bunny Boo

Designers: Konnov, Paltsev, Shkylyarov, Trehgrannik
Publisher: Rightgames / RBG

8

C. C. Higgins Rail Pass

Publisher: Jumbo / SmartGames

2

Designer: Patrick Stevens
Publisher: Numbskull Games

8

Beetles run towards the apple and should not stumble and not
disarray their legs. Between track sections there are niches for
beetle legs. To move the beetle body you must place the legs
correctly; a beetle must not lose its legs, they must always be
orthogonally or diagonally adjacent to the body. First you move
legs, into empty niches, then you let the body follow. Cards
determine which legs you must move. Between leg movements
you may move the body. In each turn you play two cards and
win, when your own beetle is first at the finish - body presence is
sufficient, all of the legs need not be within the finish.
Version: en * Rules: en ru * In-game text: no

Bunny Boo, a game of hide and seek made from wood, for
logic-loving toddlers. For6 60 different puzzles in different levels
of difficulty you must place a cute little wooden bunny rabbit
in relation to several wooden building blocks. You place the
rabbit in front or at the back, next to or into the wooden pieces,
as depicted on the card, and thus not only train hand-eye-coordination and spatial relations, but also teach terms like above,
below, inside and outside, visible and hidden or covered.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it * In-game text: no

You collect sets of Rail Passes and travel on historically and
geographically correct railway tracks of companies in North
America in the 1920ties of the last century. The first train moves
out of Chicago the the next city; the next train travels one city
further, the next train travels three cities, and then all other trains
can cover a distance of four cities in a turn. Ferries are considered
to be rail track; trains aren’t obstacles for each other and several
trains can stand in a city. Rail Passes allow you free travel. If you
do not travel, you still pay for Food, Lodging and telegraphs.
Payday Spots release money for you and if you are first to reach
your destination, you win.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Movement and placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Logic game for 1 or more players, ages 2-5

Railroad game for 3-6 players, ages 8+
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Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
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Cabals: Magic & Battle Cards

Camel Up

Designer: Mika Rosendahl
Publisher: Kyy Games

Designer: Steffen Bogen
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele

Carcassonne

8

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

10

As a wizard you want to conquer the enemy fortress or achieve
magical dominance, using cards from pre-prepared decks. A
round comprises the phases of Upkeep - including drawing
cards, resources for playing cards and dominance as well as
deploying relics and units - and a Main phase with any number
of actions in any order - Deployment, Movement, Attack and
Using ability of a unit, casting a spell and using hero ability. Units
on the board are used to conquer locations. If you conquer the
enemy fortress or acquire the fifth Dominance points, you win.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Camel race in the dessert - camels move along the race track and
players bet on stage results and final results. A player turn comprises exactly one out of four options: Take a stage tile to bet on
a camel - place your desert tile on the track - take a pyramid tile,
use the pyramid to toss dice and move the camel in the color
of the die ejected by the pyramid - bet on final winner or loser.
When all camels have been moved once, a stage ends and is
scored. When a camel unit crosses the finish line, you win - after
a stage scoring and the final scoring - with most money.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A modern classic in a new outfit - for this new editions the
graphics of the game have been redesigned. Cover and tiles
have been changed and the rules have been revised for even
easier access to the game: Otherwise the game is the same: You
place landscape tiles for a landscape of cities, roads, meadows
and monasteries next to each other, adjacent card edges must
correspond. 7 meeples are placed on newly placed tiles and are
scored when the landscape type is completed. Meadows are
scored at the end of the game and the winner is the player with
the highest score. Two mini expansions - The Abbot and The
River - round off this editionVersion: de * Rules: de en es fi fr nl * In-game text: no

Collectible card game and board for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Race and betting game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Position and placement game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Carcassonne Goldrausch

Card City - BoardGameTravel.com

Carnac

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Alban Viard
Publisher: BoardgameTravel.com / Ludibay

Designer: Emiliano Venturini
Publisher: Huch! & friends

8

The series Carcassonne Around the World takes us to the Wild
West with this edition - tiles are placed as usual and you place
cowboys on railway tracks, mountains, prairies and roads. Newly
placed mountains are equipped with mining tiles. Instead
of placing a cowboy you may place or relocate your tent or
take a mining tile from the mountain on which your tent is
currently located, independent of other cowboys or majorities
on the mountain. Scorings for mountains and railways feature
additional details, e.g. double points for only one engine on the
track and mining permits on mountains, both in interim scorings
and the final scoring.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

BoardGameTravel.com is a combination of a passion for travel
and a passion for games. The venue for the summer event 2014,
Cardboard & Sun, was Paros, and will be the venue again from
24.-29. August 2015. The welcome gift 2014 was Card City, a card
placement game: You place cards for a city in which different
buildings form boroughs that influence each other. The better
you plan and use those interaction the higher your score. In ten
rounds you play the phases Acquisition and Construction of new
buildings, Urban Development, Income and Cleaning up. Cards
in boroughs and money score points, empty lots cost you points.
Version: multi * de Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

You must set up the megaliths and dolmens of Carnac. Player A
places a megalith vertically, showing any color, on a free square.
Player B can now tilt this megalith - which now shows two symbols - and enter a new one vertically, or pass. When B tilts, A then
decides if he tilts and places or passes. When B did pass, A places
a megalith vertically, and so on. When at least three symbols of
the same color are adjacent, a dolmen has been created. Two
dolmen that merge result in one dolmen and are counted as
such. When all megaliths have been used or all squares are filled
you win with most dolmen.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Position and placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Card placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Cartagena

Cash ´n Guns

Castle Crush!

Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Ludovic Maublanc
Publisher: Asmodee / Repos Productions

Designer: Tsai Huei-Chiang
Publisher: Studio Soso

8

8

Pirates flee from the fortress of Cartagena across the jungle to
their boat. You move your four pirates with the help of cards,
have two actions in his turn and use them for different pirates or
both for the same pirate and also can waive an action. For an action you either play a card and move a pirate forward to the next
free spot showing the card symbol or move a pirate backwards
to the next spot with one or two pirates and draw one or two
cards accordingly. If you are first to get all your pirates to the
boat you win. In the more challenging version you play with
all six parts of the path, three actions and all five pirates. New
edition.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Cartoon gangsters fight with foam pistols for a share of the loot.
You choose one cardridge card face down and aim your pistol
at anothor player. The boss can choose the target for one player.
If you chicken out, you receive a “played chicken” marker. If then
a gun is aimed at a player still in play the cartridge cards are
resolved and “wounded” markers handed to those targeted with
a “bang” cartridge card. Those still in play now take a share of
the loot. With three “wounded” markers one is dead and out of
play. each “played chicken” marker reduces the loot by 5000, the
richest wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

You build castles and then attack opposing castles. Each of the
three rounds has three phases: 1) Building - you take pieces
according to the template and place them in correct alignment
and orientation on the basis; each piece scores basic value
x level. Then you place the King anywhere in the castle, the
General upright, only on the the base. 2) Two attacks - you place
the hammer on its base and let if fall - without pushing - into
any direction and score basic value + character value for pieces
that touch the table. 3) Cleanup - When King and General do not
touch the table they both score points and all pieces that are not
on the basis go back into stock.
Version: multi * Rules: cn en * In-game text: no

Movement game using cards for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Satirical party game for 4-8 players, ages 10+

Construction game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

13
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Chocolate Fix

Chosŏn

Chronos Conquest

Designer: Mark Engelberg
Publisher: Thinkfun / HCM Kinzel

Designer: Gary Kim
Publisher: Moonster Games

Designer: Guillaume Aubrun
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

8

Sweet fun with logic, featuring chocolates and Petit Fours - the
salver shows nine positions for sweets - there are 3 pink, three
white and 3 brown pieces. 80 puzzles in varying degrees of
difficulty give you hints how the pieces must be placed. Some
clues can only be placed in one way in the salver and therefore
show correct positions, other clues only show relative positions
among the pieces. Clues con give information on color and/or
shape and you have marker chip to make use of this information. Solutions are given at the back of the puzzle booklet. New
edition in the Series Brain Fitness Edition.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The Koryo-Dynasty has been ousted by General Yi‘s ChosŏnDynasty. However, nearly instantly so-called Watchers appear
and armed conflict ensues. In eight rounds you play phases,
always one phase by all players in turn: Time travel with a Time
traveler for discarding starting player and victory points marker
- deal cards - Orders in the guise of displaying card combinations
- revealing and resolving orders - end of round with checking
the display. Cards not used in the round are discarded. After 8
rounds you score influence points for card majorities in families,
remaining event cards, starting player marker and the marker
for Yi’s Legacy.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Playing with time - all play simultaneously and start the game
with run-down timers; you can only move your own, run-down
timers. You can move timers between cards or you can turn it
over again where it stand or take if off the board. When your
timer is alone on a card and has run-down, you take this card for
victory points or effects, for instance plagues, with which you
can send opposing timers to hell. In Hell, different rules apply
to timers. If you are not alone on a card, you negotiate. Two city
cards and 40 god cards, two of them for Greek Gods - introduce
special abilities to the game, which are activated by timer.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Logic puzzle for 1 player, ages 8+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Game in real time for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Civilization: Das Brettspiel

Click & Crack

Designer: Kevin Wilson
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Jun’ichi Sato
Publisher: Junias / MinimalGames

Clúb

6

Designer: Tom Lehmann
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Using diplomacy, war, economy and technology players guide
their people through the millennia from ancient times into
the space age. Each player leads a civilization and starts with a
small city without any inventions; he builds, expands, absorbs
smaller nations around him and must finally enter into conflict
with other big developing civilizations. You can either achieve a
cultural or technological or economic or military victory. A game
round has five phases which all players execute in turn. The
phases are: start of turn, trade, city management, movement
and research. Expansions “Ruhm und Reichtum” and “Weisheit
und Kriegskunst”.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it kr pl * In-game text: yes

Penguins are placed one by one on crossings of floes. With two
action markers - one side for 1 step, one side for a crack, both
with an arrow indicating a direction - you secretly choose two
actions. A penguin can cross cracks and pushes penguins on
occupied floes forward. For a crack a marker is placed on the
borderline between two floes. When a crack separates a complete area, the player who caused the fracture scores 1 point per
floe square in the smaller area. Penguins on this area are taken
off and cost the active player 1 point per penguin. You win with
7 points or most points, when only 6 floe squares or a maximum
of 2 penguins are left.
Version: multi * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

You begin with five white dice, colored dice are general stock.
Ten magic A cards are laid out in two rows, the rest is stacked
in given order. A turn has four phases: 1) Use your marker to
reserve a card in the bottom row or take a card from the top row.
2) Roll all dice and use them for actions - swap dice with stock,
re-roll dice or rotate dice - or place them on your bowl. 3) Fill a
demand on an unmarked card in the bottom row and take that
card for points. 4) Swap dice again, if you want. Drawing the last
C card from the stack triggers the end of the game with altered
end-of-game turns and you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Historic simulation for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Placement game for 3-4 players, ages 6+

Dice game for cards for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Cluedo Die drei ???
Publisher: Winning Moves

Cluedo Die nächste Generation

8

Co-mix

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Lorenzo Silva
Publisher: Horrible Games

6

In Rocky Beach items have disappeared and the three detectives
are tasked with finding out what was stolen by whom and
hidden where. You play according to standard Cluedo rules - you
roll dice, move, stop at a location or take - if you cannot reach a
location an Advantage Card. At the location you interrogate your
fellow players and are shown a card when it corresponds to your
question. Information thus received is marked on your sheet. If
you think you can solve the case you move to headquarters and
voice an accusation. If you are correct you win the game - if not,
you are out and the others continue to play.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Cluedo Die nächste Generation - CLuedo as we know it and yet
it is different! This development of the classic detective game introduces new characters and a new background story together
with new graphics;; the setting is now among secret agents,;
at the outset the guests of the victim were intended to protect
one of six Cluedo houses which shelter the biggest secrets of
the word. But yet again murder has happened before they could
receive instructions; the case is secretly set up and must be
solved by deducing weapon, crime scene and culprit. Only one
of the secret agents to be can be the murderer.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

You play alone or in teams of two and create one story in each
of the three rounds. At the start all decide on a title together and
then you display your story, using 12 double-sided cards. When
someone is done, the others have 90 seconds to complete their
story. Then all tell their stories and indicate each corresponding card. Then all play one of their critique markers to a story
- neutral or for most original, exciting and allover best story - and
all players, who have achieved a majority in one kind of marker
keep all for 1 point each. Everyone whose markers are still on
other stories, score 2 points per marker.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Deduction game for 2-6 Players, ages 8+

Deduction game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Narrative game for 3 - 10 players, ages 6+
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Cobrattack

Coconuts Duo

Publisher: Megableu

Designer: Walter Schneider
Publisher: Korea Board Games

5

Colors of Kasane

6

Designer: Hinata Origuchi
Publisher: Ouyuuan / Japon Brand

The cobra in its basket is guarding the Holy Snake Stone, players
however want to pinch it and must take care not to wake up
the sleeping snake. While the eyes of the snake glow green, the
cobra is asleep and you can keep moving slowly. But beware! As
soon as the color of the snake’s eyes change to red, the snake
has woken up and observes the active player. When she then
suddenly jumps out of the basket before a stone has been
taken you have been caught and the stone is lost for this round.
Whoever manages to pinch three stones from the snake, wins
the game.
Version: de * Rules: de fr * In-game text: no

A King for Monkey Mountain is needed - each player holds a
catapult behind the red line on his board. If you manage to
shoot a coconut into a cup you take the cup, even from an
opponent, and puts it on a free space on his personal board.
When all places in the bottom row are taken you build the next
level of the pyramid, etc. If you take a red cup, you have another
turn. With two “magical” cards you can influence the result of a
shot or change the rules for the duration of a turn. If someone
completes his pyramid or when all coconuts are in cups, you win
with a complete pyramid or with most coconuts in your cups.
Version: multi * Rules: de en kr * In-game text: no

At the Emperor’s party all guests wear different kimonos! Who
is wearing the most elegant one? In your turn you take the front
card from a row in the general display and put it into your hand
as first card. If you can form a combination with this card, you lay
it out. You may not change the sequence of cards in hand and so
you must place the card you just took as the first card. You mark
the combination for the number of cards in it. You cannot form
two combinations with the same number of cards, but you can
use a combination already on display by adding a card to the
front card.
Version: en * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Reaction and dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 5+

Dexterity game for 2 players, ages 6+

Card game for 3-4 players, ages 10+

Colt Express

Concordia Britannia & Germania

Continuo

Designer: Christophe Raimbault
Publisher: Asmodee / Ludonaute

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Designer: Maureen Hiron
Publisher: Game Factory

5

The Union Pacific Express is robbed - who will be the richest
bandit of the gang? Bandits are placed according to templates
into the carriages and you draw 6 caqrds from your deck. In
five rounds you have one move in turn in the Planning phase
and play one action card into the middle, corresponding to the
conditions stated on the round card; then those action cards
are resolved in the order they were played - move, change level
train/roof, fire, robbery, hit or marshal. After this action phase
you - maybe - resolve an event indicated on the round card,
for instance angry marshal, braking or taking the conductor
hostage, etc.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Both variants use the basic game with a new board and altered
basic rules. Britannia features 23 cities in 10 provinces, Germania
30 cities in 12 provinces; there are also additional fortresses and
colonist movement along rivers. All have the same starting card
deck and acquire additional cards for use as actions and victory
points. The Tribune lets you take up spent cards again, which
results in an intermediate scoring. For the last house built or
the last character card you take Concordia. Then a last turn per
player is followed by scoring Gods on character cards in relation
to buildings, goods, colonists, etc. Concordia gives you 7 points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Make up long sequences of colors, formed with colored squares
and score for each extension! 42 tiles are composed from 16
squares, in the colors red, green, yellow and blue: 4 L-Formations
show two colors, the corner squares are colored randomly. You
take the top tile and and add it anywhere to a tile already placed,
it must not overlap. New and tile already placed must touch
each other by at least one square. You score for all squares in
those colors that were extended by the new tile. When all tiles
are placed you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Card action game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Development game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Tile placement game for 1-6 players, ages 5+

Cosmic Encounter

Coup

Cowboy Schreck

Designers: Jack Kittredge, Bill Eberle, Peter Olotka, Bill Norton
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Rikki Tahta
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Publisher: Hasbro

4

Players represent one of 50 alien races with special and exclusive
features and want to conquer planetary systems and attack
planets of other races. In this revised new edition of the original
game from 1977 we encounter races from earlier editions and
also newly discovered ones like Remora, Mite and Tock-Tock.
They are accompanied by new technology cards, flares etc.
to optimize the well-considered deployment of forces and
the selection of allies. You win if you are the first to set up five
colonies on planets outside your own home system. To achieve
this you need a well-balanced combination of aggression and
negotiation abilities.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Political revolution and fights for power! For each role - Grand
Duke, Assassin, Captain, Contessa and Ambassador or Inquisitor
- there are three cards. In a round you choose one action that is
automatically successful if not deflected or contested. As regards
to the ownership information on the corresponding card you
can lie, bluff or tell the truth. Negotiations are possible, but arrangements are not binding. Face-down cards in front of players
represent influence; in case of loss of influence due to a lost challenge you must reveal a card of your choice. When both cards
are revealed you are out of the game. The last one in play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Buckaroo, terror of cowboys, is back. The obstinate mule must
be made to carry a cowboy’s equipment. First you must put the
saddle on the mule and then load the other items in any order
onto the saddle. Each item must touch the saddle, you cannot
fasten anything to ears or tail and you may not touch or hold the
mule while you load something onto the saddle. If one or more
items fall off during your turn you must quit the game. You also
must quit when the mule kicks in your turn. Whoever is last in
play or loads the last item onto the mule without it kicking, wins.
Three levels of difficulty are provided.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it pt * In-game text: no

SciFi conquest game for 3-5 players, ages 12+

Bluff game with cards for 3-6 players, ages 13+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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201 5
Cranium Party

Crossboule C3

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Mark Calin Caliman
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Crowns

6

Designer: Benjamin Schwer
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

8

Cranium is a party game for two teams, featuring four categories
of tasks - Wörterwurm, Starsteller, Denkonaut and Kreatokater.
Depending on the color of the spot beneath your mover you
solve a task of the corresponding category - answering questions, drawing or modeling clay, solving a word puzzle or acting,
singing or imitating. Your goal is to reach Cranium Central in the
middle of the board. If you solve your task within the time limit,
you roll the die and move on. When you reach Cranium Central
you must solve a task in a category chosen by your opponents
to win the game. This new edition features a board without a
Fast Track.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Variant of Boules, featuring soft balls, playable in any surrounding. The small target boule is called ”Jack”; if you throw it, you
determine how everybody throws their boules, “left hand only”
or “roll them” etc. You try to get your own boules as close as you
can to Jack. You can play “Dog eat Dog” or in teams. First you
throw Jack; then each player in turn throws one of his boules.
When all are thrown, you score for lowest distance to Jack and
for combos that are formed by one or more of your boules
touching Jack. With 13 points you win a set, with two sets you
win the match. Two-Player Sets in many color versions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

You roll dice and mark cases on your board with chips for points.
In your turn you roll all six dice once and place chips. A number
is marked according to its occurrence in the roll, but you choose
which results you want to mark and you can change a result
to a lower number, if this number occurs at least once in your
roll. You need not place any chip at all. If someone has placed
all chips, the game is scored at the end of the round: All chips
in incomplete rows, columns and diagonals in the 5x5 grid are
removed, single chips on border cases remain. Then each crown
on marked cases scores one point and you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Creative party game for 4 or more players, ages 12+

Dexterity game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

Dice game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Cthulhu Wars

Cuatro

Designer: Sandy Petersen
Publisher: Green Eye Games

Designer: Jürgen P. K. Grunau
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Cubo

8

Designers: Julien Gupta, Johannes Berger
Publisher: Queen Games

8

The Great Old Ones have woken and war begins. You choose
a faction with individual abilities, monsters and spell books
which must be acquired. A turn starts with adding up powers
and checking for minimum power. The Doom phase comprises
advancing on the Doom track - if you achieve 30 points, you win
- as well as Annihilation Ritual, special events and determining
victory or defeat. The action phase comprises, based on copious
detailed rules - recruiting of cultists, summoning monsters, waking the Great Old One, setting up a Gate, movement, battle and
taking cultists prisoner, until you have spent all power.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Cuatro offers a combination of the mechanisms from Yatzy
and “Four in a Row”. Squares on a game board are marked with
results of dice rolls, each player has 15 pagoda roofs. You roll five
dice and have five rolls to achieve a useable result, which you
need not announce before rolling. You may set dice aside and
re-roll them later. The dice result determines – within certain
restrictions for when the result was achieved - where on the
board you can place one of your pagoda roofs and if you can
cover another payer’s roof with one of your own. If you cannot
place a roof, you lose a roof. Whoever achieves four roofs in a
row first, wins the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

You have 4 red dice, four blue dice and one white joker die.
The starting player rolls 2 red and 2 blue dice from stock. At a
signal all players roll all their 9 dice and then re-roll their dice
or arrange them into a Cubo: 3x3 dice with the white joker die
in the middle. In the horizontal and vertical rows you want to
form as many straights and triplets as possible. If you are done
you cover your dice and take one die from the middle; it can be
swapped for scoring later, and the round ends for all: Straights
score the value of the highest dice, triplets the value of one die;
mono-colored results score double.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Epic fantasy game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Dice and placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Da ist der Wurm drin

Dark Tales

Dark Tales Snow White

Designer: Carmen Kleinert
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Pierlucca Zizzi
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designer: Pierlucca Zizzi
Publisher: dV Giochi

4

Worm-burrowing party in neighbor’s garden! You pick a worm
head and let it disappear into your worm’s tunnel. Then you roll
the die and push a worm section of this color into your worm’s
tunnel. When the first worm head appears at the other end, the
round is finished. You win, if the head of your worm is furthest
ahead. In the version for older children you can place your daisy
tile and your strawberry tile next to the corresponding slit in the
tunnel of the worm which you believe will become visible first.
If you picked the right slit, you can feed the tile to your worm by
pushing it into your own tunnel.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Stories in the Land of Dark Tales do not always have a Happy
End! With randomly selected Setting Cards A and B you choose
the Story. In your turn you draw a card, play - optional - an item
and resolve the effects according to the valid card A and then
you play a card. You score the icons of the card for victory points,
placement location and effects. Items that you receive are laid
out. The interactions between cards and items are the key to
the game, the effects of the items change with the background
stories, the Setting cards. If someone cannot move, you resolve
card B and win with most victory points.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

With this expansion you transfer the fairy tale story of Snow
White into the Land of the Dark Tales. The Snow White card is
added to Settings Cards A and B, it determines the use of the
special items and their effects. The remaining cards of the expansion are shuffled with those of the core game, resulting a longer
playing time. Otherwise, the rules of the core game apply; Evil
Queen and Prince allow you to play an item in “Phase 3 play a
card”, even one that you have this moment acquired due to the
card just played.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Card game with a fairy tale topic for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Expansion for Dark Tales for 2-4 players, ages 14+
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201 5
Das magische Museum

Das Vermächtnis: Stammbaum der Macht

Der 3. Punkt

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Michiel J.E. Hendriks
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Publisher: Loquai Holzkunst

8

Your smart phone with a free app works as a game master; you
place your phone into the holder and begin to play: Your dog
Fluffy has escaped and wreaked havoc in the Magical Museum.
Players must find the treasures and catch Fluffy before the
museum opens in the morning or the noise-sensitive T-Rex
captures them. In each round the Night Watch blocks passages,
players confer and place action discs on action spots, within a
given time frame. In the action phase you implement actions,
the Night Watch names the active player. All win together when
all tasks are completed by 8:00 and all have returned to the
entrance hall.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

By establishing relations with families all over Europe you want
to establish your dynasty. In nine rounds over three generations
( 2-3-4) you place markers in the Action phase on your own
board for Marriage, Children, Society and loans - all for multiple
use - and on the main board for title, doctor, real estate, venture,
mission and donations - all available only once. Each action
offers multiple opportunities, variants and consequences;
all except marriage arrangements only concerns the current
generation. At the end of a generation you get income and then
honor points for prestige; after three generations you win with
most prestige.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr pl * In-game text: yes

Adventure game with app for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Worker placement game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

6

14 light and 2 dark square tiles are laid out for a track, the dark
ones can be placed anywhere between position 5 to 11. You
should be first to score 3 points: You roll and move one of your
4 pieces or add one to the track; if you roll 5 or 6 you pass your
turn. When you move onto an opposing piece it is blocked.
Pieces on dark squares cannot be blocked. When one of your
pieces reaches the final square of the track exactly, you score
one point and all pieces start anew. Edition in a wooden box.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Roll & Move game for 2 players, ages 6+

Der 3. Punkt Matchbox

Der Eiserne Thron Zweite Edition

Der Herr der Ringe Das Kartenspiel

Publisher: Loquai Holzkunst

Designer: Christian T. Petersen
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Nate French
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

6

14 light and 2 dark square tiles are laid out for a track, the dark
ones can be placed anywhere between position 5 to 11. You
should be first to score 3 points: You roll and move one of your
4 pieces or add one to the track; if you roll 5 or 6 you pass your
turn. When you move onto an opposing piece it is blocked. Pieces on dark squares cannot be blocked. When one of your pieces
reaches the final square of the track exactly, you score one point
and all pieces start anew. Miniature edition in a matchbox.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

In Westeros intrigues are often deadlier that swords and axes.
King Robert Baratheon is dead, and the houses Stark, Lannister,
Baratheon, Martell, Tyrell or Greyjoy lay claim to the throne.
Elements from expansions were incorporated into this second
edition of the board game: harbors, garrisons, Wildling cards
and siege engines. Using diplomacy, planning and clever use of
cards you try to acquire control over the majority of fortresses
and towns to claim the throne for your house. The 10 rounds of
the game comprise Westeros phase, planning phase and action
phase.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

In the cooperative Living Card Game players, in a fellowship of
heroes, master dangerous adventures in Middle Earth. The Core
Set features 226 cards in four starter decks, which can be used
immediately for an introductory game. This is amended by scenarios and 84 Encounter cards which you can master. The cards
used are hero cards, player cards, encounter cards and adventure cards. If at least one player survives until the last part of the
adventure deck has been dealt with, the players win together.
Adventure Packs, deluxe expansions and Saga expansions, the
latest one is “Die Stimme Isengarts / The Voice of Isengard”
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it pl * In-game text: yes

Roll & Move game for 2 players, ages 6+

Fantasy development game for 3-6 players, ages 14+

Card game with a fantasy topic for 1-2 players, ages 13+

Der kleine Drache Kokosnuss Ausflug ins Abenteuer

Der Natur auf der Spur

Designer: Manfred Ludwig
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Klaus Kreowski
Publisher: Ravensburger

6

Der Rat von Verona

4

Designer: Michael Eskue
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Drache Kokosnuss and his friends want to find the mysterious
Duck Flower and you win if you are first to reach the Duck Flower
Meadow. You choose a character and a starting position and
must stay on the chosen path for all the game. You roll a die: For
Green Feet you advance your character accordingly, for a Red
Foot you move one step backwards and for the Arrow Symbol
you place the dice on one of six feet spots on the board. You
turn the spinner and move the indicated character forward or
backward according to the spot where you placed the die. When
a move ends on a path case with feet, you move it accordingly.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Three game modes on knowledge of nature and animal tracks:
Version 1 - Spurensuche for 2-4 players, ages 4+: Tracks must
be assigned to animals before nightfall. An animal back + track
is turned up and allocated to the corresponding animal front.
Version 2 - Profi-Spurensuche for 2-4 players, ages 5+: Cards with
complete animals are laid out, tracks without animal parts must
be assigned. Version 3 - Entdeckungsjagd for 3-6 players, ages
5+: A card is turned up, all search for the image on the board, the
fastest player gets the card. If Garbage is turned up you need to
grab the garbage card.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Verona is fed up with the conflict between Montague and Capulet families, a council is meant to mediate the conflict and to
bring peace. You draft your hand of cards which have abilities or
an agenda; you play a card on either Council or Exile and can, if
you want, use its abilities; also optional is playing of an influence
marker on a character showing an influence icon. When all cards
have been played you can place one last influence marker. Then
you ignore all cards that do not meet their agenda and score
character cards that meet their agenda.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Educational game for 2-6 players, ages 4-8

Card and placement game for 2-5 players, ages 13+
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Der unendliche Fluss

Descent 2. Edition Reise ins Dunkel

Deus

Designer: Guido Hoffmann
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele / Drei Magier

Designers: K. Wilson, D. Clark, C. Konieczka, A. Sadler
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Sébastien Dujardin
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Pearl Games

6

A test of courage for little mages - a visit to the scary entities at
the Endless River. You have a secret picture card and the mages
sit in their boats. Pictures show a mage and a scary entity and
you must take the mage to the landing corresponding stage
in the respective color. To achieve this you move the river with
both hands and push him in the direction you want the boat to
move. When you have reached the landing stage, you stop the
river and draw a new card. Attention! The other boats also move!
Whenever a mage reaches his target stage you may call stop,
show the card and draw a new one. Whoever is first to collect
six cards, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: no

The 2nd edition of Descent is based on the 1st edition and
introduces a revised character and combat systems for playing
epic campaigns or individual adventures. Up to four heroes pitch
themselves again the Overlord and cooperate to defeat him by
an extremely astute approach. The goals for each adventure
are different and you win or lose as a group. New in this edition
are defense dice, simplified rules for “line of sight” and a new
mechanism for control of the Overlord Powers as well as the
possibility to develop your hero with experience and strength.
A new expansion is “Schatten von Nerekhall”, introducing a new
campaign.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es pl * In-game text: yes

You lead and develop an ancient civilization and must keep
on the right side of the gods. In each turn you decide between
building and making a sacrifice to a god. In order to build you
play a building card and place the building. The card is placed in
the column of the same color and you can profit from all abilities
of all cards in this column - victory points, resources, money,
and progress in science or attacks on neighbors or building
a temple. To make a sacrifice you discard cards and get help
from one of the gods in return. When all Barbarian villages have
been attacked or all temples have been built you win with most
victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Fantasy adventure game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Dice Run

Dicke Dämonen

Designer: Spartaco Albertarelli
Publisher: Kaleidos Games

Designer: Heinrich Glumpler
Publisher: Edition Erlkönig

10

Die Akte Whitechapel

10

Designers: Gianluca Santo Pietro, Gabriele Mari
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

16

A race among 30 dice! Players need to meet a secret specification in four stages. All dice are rolled and sit in the middle. You
play a card, draw a card and move all dice as stated on the card,
turn them, swap them - e.g., if you played “All red ahead” then
you take, beginning with the first group, all red dice in a group
and move them one position ahead. When a stage card appears,
it triggers a scoring - 1 point for each color and number in the
first group that corresponds to your specification - and you get
new specifications. Whoever has the highest score after four
stages, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Colors fight for dominance by summoning white ghosts and
colored demons. Colored strings are laid out in circles crossing
each other. In a turn you summon one of four creatures in your
hand, may then choose a color and draw another creature. A
demon appears in a corner with his own color and without a
ghost in the area. A ghost appears in the middle of an inner area.
TO choose a color you place a creature of this color on the table.
When no creature can be summoned anymore, colors score
their corners and crossings. All colors with a tie in highest score
are winners, whoever chose one of the first, wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Jack the Ripper is being tracked, he in turn must commit five
murders without being caught. In four nights you prepare the
starting situation according to detailed rules. In the Pursuit
phase Jack marks a target space on this sheet and moves or uses
a special marker. When he reaches the case carrying the number
chosen for his hide-out Jack announces that he has successfully
escaped. Otherwise police men figures move and can announce
investigating for clues or taking into custody. When the number
named for taking jack prisoner corresponds with the number for
Jacks hide-out, he is caught and has lost the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en it nl pl * In-game text: no

Race game with dice for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Placement game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Bluff and deduction game for 2-6 players, ages 16+

Die Baumeister

Die Biene Maja 1-2-3

Designer: Frédéric Henry
Publisher: Bombyx

Publisher: Studio100 Media

Die Biene Maja 4-in-1 Spielesammlung

4

Publisher: Studio100 Media

3

As a builder you want to set up the most valuable buildings
with your workers. Workers and building are on display; you
have three actions, additional actions cost money. You choose
beginning of a building, hiring workers or sending them to
work or taking coins. A worker sent to work brings resources,
costs money, is added to a building and stays there. When the
resources supplied by workers meet the demands of a building
the building is complete. Workers are taken back and you
receive money. Machines are buildings and enhance workers.
If someone reaches 17 victory points, you win at the end of the
round with most victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr hu * In-game text: no

Flip the Grass Hopper has portrayed all inmates of the Corn
Poppy Meadow, but Willi throws them all over and the portraits
break up - Maja helps to reassemble them. Picture parts are
marked with dice symbols 1 to 6. You roll the die and take a
portrait piece with this symbol. You must assemble the portraits
in sequence from 1 to 6. For each 1 you take part 1 plus the
corresponding frame; if none are left you take it from another
player, but only keep the frame and part 1, other parts go back
to the middle. You cannot steal portraits with 5 or 6 parts. When
all portraits are complete you win with portraits.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it nl * In-game text: no

The little lovely bee invites her friends with this collection to play
four different games with her; first of all a puzzle depicting Maja
on a meadow of sunflowers, made with parts fitting the age of
the target group! With 2x 24 picture tiles showing images from
the series you can play two classic children games: a memo
according to standard rules or a game of Lotto; each player is
given a board showing six different images. For the domino the
game features 28 double picture tiles; Lotto and Domino, too,
are played according to standard rules.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it nl * In-game text: no

Set collecting and placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Game Collection for 2-4 players, ages 3+
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Die Biene Maja Blütentanz
Designers: Christine Basler, Alix-Kos Bouguerra
Publisher: Studio100 Media

Die Biene Maja Bowling Set

4

Publisher: Studio100 Media

Die Biene Maja Polli Hop

2

Designer: Thomas Daum
Publisher: Studio100 Media

5

Maja is collecting pollen for the Honey Party, but it begins to rain
and players help Maja to will the combs with pollen before the
flower leaves topple due to the weight of the rain drops. You roll
a color die and and use Maja to pick up such a pollen from any
leaf - or any pollen if you rolled the question mark. You place the
pollen in the comb and must, if the pollen has a blue backside,
place a rain drop on the leaf. A wrong pollen goes back to the
leaf and you place a rain drop. When the comb is filled before a
leaf topples, all win together. In a variant you score Maja chips
for successful pick-ups.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Bowling in your living room or in the nursery, but also in the
garden on an even surface or on a terrace. The cute little Maja
Bowling pins not only help with learning numbers or colors but
do also train hand-eye- coordination, assessing of distances or
controlled sweeps to overthrow as many pins as possible in one
throw and to score points. You can add values of fallen pins or
count fallen pins or invent your own rules. Agile fun with sturdy,
easy to hold and easy to set up pins; not only for children, but for
the whole family.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it nl * In-game text: no

In the beehive a party is organized to honor the Queen Bee.
Maja and her friends want to bring her the best honey from the
Corn Poppy Meadow. But Maja must plan carefully, each friend
can only carry three pollen balls. You have pollen balls of a color,
roll the die and must place a pollen ball to one of Maja’s friends
or Ant Paul. You try to place your pollen in 3rd place as often as
you can. If you manage that in all boxes, you earn a Maja Chip
and win after three rounds with most chips.
Version: de * Rules: de fr it nl * In-game text: no

Angling and balance game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Agility game for 2-8 players, ages 2+

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Die Biene Maja Über Stock und Stein

Die Biene Maja Was ist da im Busch?

Publisher: Studio100 Media

Designer: Thomas Daum
Publisher: Studio100 Media

5

Die Burgen von Burgund

4

Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger

The Queen Bee of the Sunshine Beehive has a very important
message in a letter for the Queen Bee of the Corn Poppy
Meadow: A wonderful field of rapeseed has been discovered.
Maja and her friends have been given the honorable duty to
deliver the message. A challenging race of the enchanting
playing pieces across stick and stone begins, a beautiful flower
is doing duty as a die and the beehive has real steps leading up
to the queen. There are shortcuts on the way! Who will be first to
deliver the letter to the Queen Bee?
Version: de * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

“One, two, three – coming!” Maja and her friends play hide and
seek in the Corn Poppy Meadow. Where are Willi, Flip, Ben and
all the others? Maja hastens from shrub to shrub and searches!
Fortunately there is a good breeze rattling the hideout. Did
something move over there? Players assist Maja to find her
friends in their hiding places on the Corn Poppy Meadow. You
need to puff diligently and accurately and have a good memory
to be first to find three inmates of the meadow and win.
Version: de * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Players are princes in 15th century Burgundy and acquire
victory points from trade, animal husbandry, city development
and knowledge extension in five turns with five rounds each.
For each turn a display of function-hex-tiles and trade tiles is
prepared. In each round you roll your dice for two actions, in any
order and also the same one twice. Workers are used to change
dice values. Actions are: Take or place hex tiles, sell goods or take
workers. At the end of a round you get coins from mines owned
and results from knowledge tiles. After 5 turns you score for
unsold goods, coins, workers and your own yellow tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Roll & Move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Puffing and memo game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Resources management game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Die drei ??? Kids Spur des Drachen

Die frechen Mäuse

Designer: Steffen Bogen
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Peter Neugebauer
Publisher: Noris Spiele

7

Die Fürsten von Catan

5

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

A mysterious thief wearing a Dragon mask is prowling about
Rocky Beach! Players assist in investigations. The interrogate
witnesses and suspects, search for clues or collect clues. A turn
comprises 1) to move to a location, 2) press a detective button
of the electronic game unit to investigate, and 3) note clues
and draw conclusions. Players win together if they find the loot
and pin down the culprit before time has run out. Due to the
electronics and varying levels of difficulty the cases change and
are always challenging. Published February 2015.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Cheese, sausage, bread and junk, all strewn about in the attic,
the little mice try to salvage what they can. You roll and move
your mouse, not crossing other mice and not on spots guarded
by the cat. When your mouse arrives at a chip you take it. A
bread chip you can keep or swap it for another chip from a fellow player. If you roll the cat you may relocate her to chase mice
away into their holes, from where the start afresh. When only
5 chips are left on the board, you win with most points from 3
points for each cheese, 2 for each sausage and 1 for each bread,
the majority of junk earns you six points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

The principality of each player with two settlements, 6 landscapes and 1 road is laid out. You roll 2 dice for resources and
event, both valid for both players. Then you use cards from your
hand for actions or development of the principality. Settlements
and cities earn victory points. To win the introductory game “Die
ersten Cataner”, using the basic set, you need 7 victory points
and 12 for the theme set games. These sets „Zeit des Goldes“,
„Zeit der Wirren“ and „Zeit des Fortschritts“ introduce new cards,
in „Duell der Fürsten“ you use all sets for 13 victory points. New
edition of „The Settlers of Catan The Card Game“.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: yes

Detective game with electronics for 1-4 players, ages 7+

Dice and gathering game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Card game of development for 2 players, ages 10+
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Die Legenden von Andor

Die Legenden von Andor Die Reise in den Norden

Die Legenden von Blue Moon

Designer: Michael Menzel
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Michael Menzel
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

10

Heroes protect the realm of Andor from evil creatures, which
advance to the King’s Castle, and heroes lose when too many
creatures invade the Castle. In five legends we must defend the
Castle and complete Legend Objectives. A narrator moves along
a letter track; when there is a legend card for a letter, it is read
out - it tells the story, introduces creatures and resources, and
names legend objectives and additional rules. Each hero has 10
hours per turn; the narrator moves when a creature is defeated
and when all heroes have used up their turn time. When the
narrator reaches the end of his track, legend objectives must be
complete.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr ru * In-game text: yes

In this „big“ expansion the heroes follow a n appeal for help from
the North to Hadria. In four legends they confront the might of
the sea and frightening sea monsters. The expansion can only
be played together with the base game and mainly follows the
rules of the base game, with various changes, for instance: On
the new North board the Sea Warrior replaces the Dwarf; instead
of moving on land you can now sail a ship. On the North Board
the Narrator is moved only after every second killed creature,
on the Hadria Board only after every third killed creature. Three
characters don’t feature in the game, but can be used to invent
your own legends.
Version: de * Rules: de fr jp * In-game text: yes

As one of the rivaling heirs to the throne of Blue Moon you want
to attract dragons to your side when you win a battle, and are
rewarded with shards of the Holy Crystal. Each player has a deck
for a people, in the core game for Vulca or Hoax. Players lay out
cards, placing them according to type, and the combat values
of the chosen type of combat are compared. Whoever wins a
combat attracts a dragon; winning the game depends on where
how many dragons stand. Normally, you win, if you have more
dragons on your side of the board, but when all dragons are in
the neutral area you win if you are the one who still has cards.
New edition of Blue Moon.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Cooperative adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Cooperative adventure game, part II, for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Fantasy card game for 2 players, ages 14+

Die letzten Tage von Atlantis

Die Logik-Piraten

Designer: Marcin Wełnici
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Wolfgang Dirscherl
Publisher: Ravensburger

Die Staufer

5

Designer: Andreas Steding
Publisher: Hans im Glück

As the head of a Royal house you want to save your people. In
the Senate phase you reveal a bid and all place markers in order
of the bid into the Senate. In the Faction phase you choose a faction for alliances. In the Voting phase you place five politics card
face-down and vote on them in sequence; you vote for your
own card. If you win you can implement either your card or that
of your left neighbor. In the Doom phase you check majorities
for refugees and Senate, move ships, resolve an event, clear up
the board and draw politics cards. After three rounds you win
with most victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: no

Pirates are treasure hunting, solved puzzles tell the cave you
must hit for gems. In Schatzjagd you take one of the puzzle
cards, choose one of the rows and figure out which symbol
should replace the question mark. If you solution is correct, you
search for the symbol on the Island card and try, using the ship,
to roll the marble into the cave indicated by the symbol. If you
succeed - you have three tries - you take a gem tile and decide
if you want to continue. Should you turn up a gem of a color
that you already collected, you lose all gems collected in this
turn. In Seeungeheuer ahoi! sea monsters in the water provide
obstacles.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Emperor Heinrich VI. The Staufer traveled tirelessly through
his lands and reigned from his horse. As princes we travel with
him and want to gain influence. This is achieved by occupying
administration venues in the region, offering advantages and
victory points. In your turn you place the action marker on the
supply track for Ambassadors or Nobles on the Deployment
track to place Ambassadors and Nobles into a free administration venue. Those moves are done in order of action markers,
followed by a regional scoring and a cleanup-phase including
movement of the King. In the 5th round you do a final scoring
for task cards and treasure chests instead of the cleanup phase.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Bid and placement game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Educational game on logic for 1-4 players, ages 5-8

Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Die verrückte Vogelscheuche

Die verrückten Experimente der Microminds

Designer: Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Noris Spiele

4

Publisher: Ravensburger

7

Die Welt
Designer: Günter Burkhardt
Publisher: Kosmos

Sparrows want to get grain from the straw bales, Magic Raven
Schnabelgrün helps them. You roll two dice and may hide grain
chips in the bales. Then Schnabelgrün flies to the bale determined by the color die and you take the chips from this bale.
Whoever is first to collect six grains, wins. Two blue bales and
choice of color if Schnabelgrün already sits on the color rolled
allow for some tactics. In variants Scarecrow and rotten grains
are introduced. The Scarecrow chases Schnabelgrün away and if
rotten grain is in the bale you cannot take any grain, unless you
spend on magic star.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

The Microminds have crashed with their space ship and
players must assist in missions to repair the ship, using their
smartphones. The necessary app is available for free download.
Microminds guide you through the game. A mission starts with
the King of Microminds; you use your handy camera to receive
your task and then you use the camera to load material into the
cargo hatch. In three games for the smart phone you modify
the material in the hatch, five modifications for each game help
you to master the task. You can play missions several times to
improve your score. Series: Ravensburger Digital
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Players choose how detailed they want to locate sites all over
the world. Sites are laid out, each player chooses one. To locate
your chosen site you place the first marker for the Continent
board, then for West, Middle or North on that board, followed
by a choice of North, South or Middle. Finally, you can choose
one square of four in the resulting grid area. For each correctly
placed marker you score one point, but if there is one mistake,
you do not score at all. If you placed enough correct markers for
a card, you keep the card for a bonus at the end of the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Memo and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Board game for smartphones, for 1-2 players, ages 7+

Site location game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Die Werwölfe von Düsterwald Der Pakt

Difference

Designers: Herve Marly, Philippe des Pallières
Publisher: Asmodee / Lui-même

Designer: Christophe Boelinger
Publisher: Gigamic

Dimension

6

Designer: Lauge Luchau
Publisher: Kosmos

8

There is a big party honoring all the villagers in the freshly
renovated village. Guests have arrived from all the neighborhood and make a contract to ensure the survival of the village
- but already new adversaries mingle with guests, but there are
also powerful allies for the village. 47 character cards, 36 event
cards and 14 buildings are the base of events - yes, Der Pakt
packs all editions published so far for Werewolves of Düsterwald
into a big Boy - werewolves, individuals, villagers and dubious,
ambiguous figures that can change identity and allegiance.
Version: de * Rules: de fr * In-game text: yes

The game comprises 25 double-sided, easy cards featuring
Circus/Castle and 25 difficult ones featuring Lake/Dragon. You
choose an image, place one of the face-down cards on the table
and deal the rest evenly to all players. All play simultaneously:
You turn over your top card and try to spot the two differences
between your card and the reference card on the table. If you
spot them, you say “Difference” and point them out. If you are
correct, your card becomes the new reference card. Each card
has one difference in common with the previously placed card.
Whoever is out of cards first, wins. Variants are listed.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt * In-game text: no

Aim of the game is to place marbles correctly. Six task cards
determine how the marbles must be placed to achieve the
highest possible score. Parameter cards demand “color A not
next to color B” or “ a total of 4 marbles in the given colors” or
“more marbles of color A than of color B” or “color A not under
marbles” or “not on top of marbles” or “marbles of given colors
must touch” or “exactly this number of marbles in the given
color(s)”. You score +1 for each marble on the board and pay a
penalty of -2 for each missed parameter; you can earn bonuses
for placing all colors or placing less marbles than the player with
most marbles.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Collective box for the deduction game for 8-28 players, ages 10+

Spotting game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Placement and logic game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Dino Race

Disney Die Eiskönigin Olaf aus dem Häuschen

Designer: Roberto Grasso
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Ares Games

8

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Disney Planes 2 Immer im Einsatz Leiterspiel

3

Publisher: Hasbro

A Race of Dinosaurs - a pair of dinosaurs and the egg need to
cross the finish line! For your turn you draw a card for each of
your dinosaurs on the track. Then you play cards to move one of
your dinosaurs, always corresponding to the next terrain that he
will enter. With special cards you can obstruct other dinosaurs put them back, hand them the egg, steal a card or push over an
opposing dinosaurs. The event die gives you cards or makes the
volcano erupt. A dinosaur at the finish gives you a prize marker;
when you have your second dinosaur at the finish you have also
saved the egg, should you carry it - the game ends!
Version: en * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Olaf is completely out of shape and his parts are strewn all over
Arendelle, players come to his assistance. You choose Elsa, Sven,
Kristoff or Anna and place a marker at the start. In your turn you
press the Snowball: For 2, 3, 4 and 5 you move forward accordingly. For a six you may place a marker at the start or move six
steps; you roll again in both cases. If you reach a taken square
you move the marker there back to its house. When your marker
has moved around the course once you move it onto the backmost free finish spot. If all your markers are at the finish, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The well-liked characters from Planes 2 on missions as rescue
pilots or fire jumpers - you choose your character, place it next to
case #1 and try to reach case #100 on the board first. In your turn
you use the spinner and then advance your marker accordingly.
Several markers can be on the same case. When you reach the
bottom end of a ladder you climb up and end your turn on the
top end of the ladder. When your turn ends on the top end of
a chute you must slide down to the other end. If you are first to
reach case #100, either via the ladder or with an exact roll, you
win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Movement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Disney Sofia Komm mit zum Schloss!
Designer: not named
Publisher: Ravensburger

Disney Sofia Memory

3

Publisher: Ravensburger

DKT Alpen

4

8

Publisher: Piatnik

Prinzessin Sofia is on her way to the Royal Castle. She is wearing
the magical amulet ov Avalor, which usually helps her to get
homer quicker, but can also sometimes send her back. You place
your Sofia marker at the start. In your turn you roll the color die
and move your Sofia to the next case of this color. If it is already
taken, you send the Sofia, which is already there, back to the
start. If you roll the amulet symbol, you turn over the top amulet
tile. You then search for the friend depicted on the tile and move
your Sofia marker to this case. Whoever reaches the green case
at the castle first, wins the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

The well-known game mechanisms of memory are here used for
a game featuring the latest princess from the universe of Disney
Princesses, Sofia, who becomes a princess when her mother
marries King Roland II. 72 cards form 36 pairs and show images
from the animated cartoon series. As usual, you play according
to standard memory rules: In your turn you reveal two tiles. IF
you have found a pair, you keep it and can turn up another pair
of cards. If you have turned up different images, you turn both
tiles over again and the turn passes to the next player. When all
pairs have been found and taken you win with most pairs.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

DKT, Austria’s equivalent of monopoly, now under the aegis of
Austria’s traditional and oldest producer of games, has been
given a new, typical Austrian twist with a special edition for her
capital. Following the well-known rules players, in the guise of
tourists, move through the Austrian mountains and want to
make big money with mountain huts and hotels. In this version,
amendments to the traditional rules - roll & move, buying lots
and paying rent or building houses and hotels - demand body
action, you must “wedeln” or moo! Summer and winter tourisms
demand different activities and tourist attractions, after all!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 3-7

Memo game for 2-8 players, ages 4+

Economics game with dice for 3-5 players, ages 8+
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DKT Classic

DKT Europa

8

Publisher: Piatnik

DKT junior

8

Publisher: Piatnik

Publisher: Piatnik

5

DKT, Austria’s equivalent of monopoly, has been re-launched
unchanged by Austria’s traditional and oldest producer of
games. You roll the die and move your marker. If you end on a
free lot, you can buy it. If you do not want to buy, the lot is NOT
auctioned. If you end up on owned lots, you pay rent to the
owner. On lots you own you can build houses and hotels. If the
bank has not enough houses to satisfy the demand, houses are
auctioned. Event squares must be observed. You may only be
indebted to the bank. If you go bankrupt, you quit the game and
your assets are auctioned. The last one in play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

This version features 21 European countries, and the special
squares, too, have been adapted to the topic. The rules correspond to those of the standard edition. You roll the die, move
and buy lots of land. Land that is not bought is not auctioned.
On lots owned by other players you pay rent. On your own lots
you build houses and hotels. If the bank has not enough houses
to satisfy demand, houses are auctioned. Event squares must
be observed. You cannot run up debts. If you go bankrupt, you
quit and your assets are auctioned. The last in play or the richest
player after an agreed amount of time of play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The junior version of the Austrian classic! Players spend their
pocket money on acquiring fairground attractions and traffic
in entrance tickets. When a player has collected 5 different
entrance tickets, the game ends and the winner is the player
with the highest amount of money. You roll the die, move your
marker and can either buy an attraction or pay entrance fee for
it. At the house you receive pocket money or pay the owner.
The piggybank can be looted or you can pay money into the
piggybank. Surprise cards are carried out. On the way to the
playground you pause for a round and come back into the game
via your own home.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Economics game with dice for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Economics game with dice, for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Economics game with money for 2-4 players, ages 5+

DKT Urlaub

DKT Wien

8

Publisher: Piatnik

Dog Cards

8

Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Michael Kiesling
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

8

For DKT, Austria’s equivalent of monopoly, now under the aegis
of Austria’s traditional and oldest producer of games, there
is now yet another version. Following the well-known rules
of the core game players invest in the most favored holiday
destinations. You buy hotels, cruise ship companies, restaurants
or boarding houses in Austria, Italy, Croatia, Spain, USA, Turkey
or Egypt. In addition to the standard rules – roll & move, buy real
estate lots, build boarding houses and hotels on them and pay
or collect rent – you can use train or plane to reach your destination more quickly. Souvenirs let you make additional money.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

DKT, Austria’s equivalent of monopoly, now under the aegis of
Austria’s traditional and oldest producer of games, has been
given a new, typical Austrian twist with a special edition for her
capital. Following the well-known rules you visit Hofburg or
Donauturm or even the sewers in Vienna’s „Underworld“, evoking a flavor of „The Third Man“. You build hotels and typical Viennese cafés, hoping for customers, and instead of going to jail you
take a Fiaker and visit a Heuriger in Grinzing. And if money runs
scarce, there is always a therapy on the couch of a fellow player!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Rows from 1-14 are the aim of the game; in a game of two and
three you form two such rows. With four players you form two
teams, play with slightly changed rules and each player forms
one row. 13 cards are laid out and can be used by all, but no
card may be occupy a position equal to its value. You hold 5 or 7
cards and must do one action: Start or continue a row by playing
a card, always ascending, with as many jokers as you like - buy
a card from the display by discarding a card of a value equal to
the position of the card you want - play a special card into your
row or use its ability - swap joker card - discard a card and draw
a card.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Economics game with dice for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Economics game with dice for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Card placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Doktor Bibber

Dominion

Dominion Fan Edition 1

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Rio Grande Games / ASS

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Rio Grande Games / ASS

6

Patient Paul lies on the table in the operating theatre and players try in turn to heal poor Paul. In order to do so they use the
pincers to extract bones and other things from Paul’s belly. But
take care! Don’t touch anything but the things that need to be
taken out. Don’t jolt anything or scrape along the edges of the
wounds! If you do, Paul will start to scream because of pain and
his nose will gleam red and your turn will be over. This action
game with special effects has been re-launched and features
an electronic announcement system, new ailments and funny
sound effects.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

As a monarch you expand your realm using your deck of action,
treasure and victory point cards, curse cards, reaction cards
and attack cards. It holds resources, victory points and possible
actions. All start with identical cards, 7x Copper and 3x Property.
Ten sets of cards of 25 are selected for a game. In your turn you
play an action, can buy a card, discard cards and draw 5 new
cards. Actions you played can result in additional actions and
buys. When 3 sets are finished you win with most victory points
in the deck including hand cards and discard pile. New edition
with new designs for cover and basis cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en + 14 languages * In-game text: yes

Fan Edition 1 is also part of the big relaunch for Dominion, this
edition will be published as alimited edition. This box presents,
for the first time, newly designed and refined cards, cards refined
with foil which turns the cards into collectible items. Furthermore, the box brings more exclusive components like a travel
box, storage boards and also promotion cards as well as coins,
separation cards and empty cards for your own ideas; those
empty cards are foil-refined, too.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Action and dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Deck building game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Extension for Dominion for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play
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Dominion Mixbox

Dominion Seaside

Dreck am Stecken

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Rio Grande Games / ASS

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Rio Grande Games / ASS

Designer: Stefan Breuer
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

The relaunch of Dominion is continuing with a combination
edition, called Mixbox, featuring two expansions that were
previously published separately: “Alchemisten” and “Reiche
Ernte”. “Alchemisten” introduces the new card variety TRANK for
use as a money card, STEIN DER WIESEN is also a new money
card, but of the type Kingdom cards, albeit with new instructions
for playing. In “Reiche Ernte” the topic is harvest in the kingdom,
there are 12 new Kingdom cards and a new PUNKTE card, as well
as the new card type PREIS with five different cards. Card from
the Mixbox can be combined with the core set.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

The aim of the game is to assemble a deck from action cards,
treasure cards, victory point cards, curse cards, reaction cards
and attack cards and to win with most victory points in the deck.
All start with identical cards, 7 “copper” and 3 “property”. From 25
sets of cards 10 are chosen for the game. A basic move consists
of 1 action and 1 buy, modified by the cards you play. Seaside is
an expansion for Dominion and Dominion Intrigue with a ship
and pirate topic and introduces only new Kingdom cards. Some
of these influence the current and next move, some determine
the next move of the player. For use with the base game or
independently with basis cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

All players – virtual ones in case of less than 6 – each are dealt a
culprit and a crime card as well a time table of the main crime.
You question a player – from round 2 even a virtual one. He must
answer with yes or no, can lie, and places one of his 3 truth cards
or his 1 lie card. A virtual player answers by special rules. With
the “threat” card you can check a card placed. If a player wants to
solve or if all have been questioned 4 times, all must name their
suspicions for all players. You score for correct suspicions and
lose points for wrong ones. You win if you achieve the highest
score.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Dominion for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Dominion for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Deduction game for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Drecksau

Drecksause

Designers: Frank Bebenroth, Arpad Fritsche
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Gunter Baars
Publisher: Kosmos

7

Dungeon Bazar

6

Designers: P. Cecchetto, S. Luciani, D. Tascini
Publisher: Cranio Creations

8

Each player tries to be the first to only have swines in his display
and to clean up the other players‘ swines. You have 3-5 clean
pigs in front of you and are dealt three cards. In your turn you
play a card and either place it next to your pigs – the Stable,
the Lightning Rod and Annoy-the-farmer. Or you discard the
card – Mud, Rain, Lighting and Farmer-scrub-the-pig. You can
implement the action of the card. Stables protect against rain
that cleans up pigs, lighting destroys an opposing stable unless
protected by a lightning rod, Annoy-the-farmer nails the stable
shut and protects against farmer-scrub-the pig.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Muddy across the finish? Finish photo achieved! You start with
six black & white pictures and a clean pig. The spinner determines how often you may push your pig with the broom - it can
end up in the meadow, or slide into a mud puddle - you turn
the marker to muddy, or slide into a water puddle - you turn the
marker to clean, or slide across the finish line - when it is muddy
at that moment, you turn over a pig photo. If you push the
farmer out of the puddle, you turn over the farmer photo. When
the pig is thrown out of the box, it goes back to the start, clean!
Whoever turns over all photos first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

As traders we sell goods to heroes that want to defeat dragons.
Stacks of goods and rule cards are on display, as are three heroes. You offer chips and then place chips to goods, in the order
of bid amounts. There can never be chips of the same valeúe
next to a stack. Then stacks are resolved and you chose - in relation to the value of the chip and the number of bidders at the
goods - a good and they pay to be able to offer it in your own
display. Now heroes buy in sequence of their desires according
to the current rules, for instance as cheaply as possible, as long
as they have money.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Bidding game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Dungeon Fighter

Dungeon Lords Happy Anniversary

Duplex

Designers: A. Buonfino, L. Silva, S. T. Sorrentino
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

Designer: Andrew Innes
Publisher: Piatnik

8

10

A new dungeon, a new adventure, new magic items and rather
horrible monsters, and again we go and confront them. But in
this dungeon our abilities determine the abilities of our character. Can you hit the target when throwing the dice from under
your legs with closed eyes? And make it bounce once? When
the die is not completely in one target zone you must count its
corners to determine the zone. Need you ask why the monsters
sometimes win? Even despite the fact that we composed the
dungeon ourselves? Expanded by “Dungeon Fighter Feuer Frei!”
with Fire as central topic and now with “Dungeon Fighter Die
große Welle” mit Water as topic.
Version: it * Rules: de it * In-game text: no

On occasion of the 5-year Jubilee of Dungeons Lords a new
edition for the Dungeon builders is published. You send Minions
to the surface to acquire food, building permits or mining rights.
They hire workers and creatures and acquire blueprints for trap
construction and corridor extensions. >The new edition features
the core game plus the expansion “Festival Season”, special
components like metal coins and stickers for food tokens. There
is also a mini expansion “Dungeon Set-up” which gives each
player a differently designed starting dungeon.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

In turn you draw a card: Letter cards are laid out in front of players, category and symbol cards on stacks in the middle. In case
of two identical symbols or symbols of of the current symbol
card appearing on letter cards with players a duel ensues
between players involved - if you are first to name a word of
at least five letters, corresponding to the current category and
with both letters somewhere in the word, you win the top card
of your opponent’S discard pile. In case of “all play” you name a
word with all letters on display. When the draw piles are used up,
you win with most cards won.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu it sk * In-game text: no

Adventure game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

New edition of Dungeon Lords for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Letter and word game for 3-6 players, ages 10+
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Eat me if you can!

Edo Yashiki

Designer: Jun’ichi Sato
Publisher: Iello / Purple Brain

Designer: Hisashi Hayashi
Publisher: Okazu Brand / Japon Brand

6

Einfach Genial

6

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Kosmos

10

Little Red Riding Hood and the piglet family live in the village,
but are threatened by the wolf and set traps for him. In each
round the characters are randomly distributed. The wolf player
of the round tries to eat another player and scores points. The
other players are prey and score for traps, if they played a “trap”
card and are attacked by the wolf. If you believe that the wolf will
not attack you you can play a card “sleep” and score when you
are correct. You can only score if your card and the action of the
wolf correspond. If you are first to score 10 points (= marbles),
you win.
Version: jp * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

Daimyos in the Edo era want to build most impressive houses
for their yearly visit to Edo for status symbols. At the start of a
round building cards are laid out. All players have their hands
below the table and on a signal all grab the building card they
want and place it on their house according to the rules; vertically
adjacent to or overlapping a card already displayed, at least one
square must correlate. Rows of three cannot be covered. Then
the round is scored for squares of a kind. When all building cards
have been used or someone has scored 25 points, you win at the
end of the current scoring with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Tiles show symbols in six colors and you place tiles to score for
groups of symbols. You always have a stock of 6 tiles and place
one tile per turn, if possible next to identical symbols. Symbols
on the board must not be covered. Then you score for groups of
symbols, starting from the newly placed tile. The new tile itself
is not counted. A score of 18 in a symbol color grants a bonus
move. When placement is no longer possible, the game ends.
The winner is the player whose lowest score of all six symbol
colors is higher than the lowest score of all other players.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it nl jp kr and others * In-game text: no

Bluff and guessing game for 4-6 players, ages 6+

Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Tile placement game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

El Gaucho

Eldritch Horror

Elefun

Designer: Arve D. Fühler
Publisher: Argentum Verlag

Designers: Corey Konieczka, Nikki Valens
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Publisher: Hasbro

10

3

Gauchos train at a dice rodeo and catch cattle for sales. In a
round you roll all dice and then all players in turn choose two
dice for actions: Place a gaucho upright on an empty cattle tile
or lay him down or stand up a lying gaucho or place a gaucho
on a special action - Sorting, Roll as you wish or Instant Sale,
Steal cattle, Wake up gaucho or Oust gaucho or Secret cattle.
When after dice placement all rows on a corral are taken all players take cattle tiles with standing gauchos on them and place
them ascending or descending order into their rows. When you
must place a tile that does not fit the order you must sell the
herd before that tile for a price of most expensive tile x number
of tiles. Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

As an investigator you solve mysteries in order to ban the Great
Old One. A round begins with an action phase for traveling,
resting, exchanging, preparing, looking for support and using
„action“. In the encounter phase you fight monsters or resolve
encounter cards and in the myth phase you resolve a myth card,
including doom marker, revenge effects, appearance of gates,
monsters and clues, displaying a rumor and myth markers and
other events. When three mysteries and maybe the Last Mystery
have been solved, investigators win, but there are several ways
to lose the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr jp pl * In-game text: yes

Elefun, the baby elephant, plays with butterflies and gently
blows them high into the air with his long, long trunk. As it
blows slowly, the butterflies do not get far away from the
elephant! The children are invited to play along with Elefun and
the butterflies and are supposed to catch the butterflies with
their net. First, try and catch those dancing in the air. At the end
of a round you can take care of those butterflies that have sunk
to the floor. The player who catches most of the butterflies wins
the game. In this new edition glimmering fireflies dance out of
the trunk and there is a fast refill-feature. Series: Elefun & Friends
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Cooperative horror adventure for 1-8 players, ages 14+

Dexterity and action game for 1-2 players, ages 3+

Ene mene miste

Erster Obstgarten

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Anneliese Farkaschovsky
Publisher: Haba

6

Erwischt!

2

Designer: Christian Lemay
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Two picture cards are on display, a third card is turned up from
the stack. Now all players search for items that are depicted on
a minimum of two cards and add all those items. Two frogs and
three torches, for instance, at up to a total of five items. If you
are first to name the correct sum, you take one card, but not the
one that was turned up last. You may only name one solution, if
it is wrong you are out for the round. When there is no solution,
because there are no identical items on different cards, the card
goes to the player who first calls “zero”. When you cannot turn up
a third card anymore you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Harvest time in the fruit orchard. Cherries, apples, pears and
plums must be harvested before the naughty ravens appear and
nibble at the sweetest and juiciest fruits. In this toddler version
of Obstgarten you do not assemble a puzzle, but lay out a row of
path tiles. When the raven is rolled he advances one tile. When
the raven reaches the orchard, before all fruit has been harvested, the raven wins. When players manage to harvest all fruits
before that, they all win together. Series: Meine ersten Spiele.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

A game within a game and for all occasions! Each person
receives a card and decides if and when to enter the game. The
duration of the game is fixed, and from now on all players try to
execute all three tasks on the card, but at all costs in front of several witnesses. If you manage to complete the task, you wait 30
seconds and name the task. If you believe that someone else just
completed a task, you call “Gotcha” and name the task. If you are
right, the player cannot score this task. At the end of the game
all add their scores and name witnesses, if necessary. “Erwischt!
2” features 60 new cards and can be combined with “Erwischt!”.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr pl * In-game text: yes

Spotting and counting game for 3-6 players, ages 6+

Cooperative collecting game for 1-4 players, ages 2+

Party game for 4-50 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

25

201 5
Escape Zombie City

Espresso fishing

Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Asmodee / Queen Games

Designer: Davide Rigolone
Publisher: Piatnik

Essen

8

Designer: Harry-Pekka Kuusela
Publisher: LudiCreations

The game mechanics of Escape combined with a Zombie topic!
Within 15 minutes players must reach the bus, starting from the
church, in this real-time adventure and leave the town in order
to escape the zombie hordes. The town is set up from modular
pieces randomly. Then all roll their five dice simultaneously and
as fast as they can to collect - in the first phase of the game items, tools, medicine and stores, fight zombies and find the exit.
Some zombies must be fought cooperatively, but for this you
need to be at the same location. In phase Two you must leave
town on time on the bus.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Espressi help against falling asleep, as you want to catch as many
fish as possible. The box with fishes is put in the middle for a
pond and you hold two Espressi chips. You roll three blue and
two red dice and and can re-roll each one individually, once.
Then you may fish or steal fish. To fish you need worm, wave and
hook - waves x hooks determines the number of fishing rolls
with the white die. To avoid the falling-asleep symbol you can
discard an espresso chip before rolling (!). For certain dice combinations you may steal fish or espressi. When the pond is empty
you win with most fish, ties are decided by the yellow fish.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it nl pl sk * In-game text: no

As a publisher you want to attract visitors at SPIEL, sell games to
them and earn most money with this. You play on your booth
board the phases of Booth Set-up with number of visitors,
efforts for sales or demo of games - Action with choice from
promote sales, cause a stir, direct competition or special offer
/ advertising / bookkeeper with buying a tile from the central
board - sales with income and adaption prices - create a stir to
attract visitors - clean up your booth. After 8 such rounds you
win with most money from sales and bonuses. With two copies
you can play with up to eight players.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Cooperative real-time adventure for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Worker placement game for 2-4 (8) players, ages 12+

Euro bleib´ im Vulkanland!

Evolution Random Mutations

Eye Know play it smart

Designer: Klemens Franz
Publisher: Spielfunke

Designers: Dmitry Knorre, Sergey Machin
Publisher: Rightgames / RBG

Designers: Paul Berton, George Sinclair
Publisher: Kosmos

6

We have a shopping list and travel through the Vulkanland
region to shop at local producers. You roll dice, choose a result,
move to the spot of this color and have corresponding actions:
Buy a local product, pass or take money. If you pass start, the
account is balanced: You must buy missing products at the supermarket for 2 money units and take a new shopping list. Play
continues until all have completed one list. When all together
have spent more Euros in the region than at the super market,
the richest player wins. When you spent more money at the
supermarket, all lose together.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You breed your own species and must cope with different
amounts of food. Each round comprises the phases of development, climate, feeding and extinction. To develop you play cards,
either as an animal or as a new feature or to raise the population
in a species. For climate you roll dice and determine food, parasites and shelter for the feeding phase. When all cards have been
used, you score for surviving animals and each of their features
as well as for features that raise the amount of necessary food.
Version: en * Rules: en ru * In-game text: yes

In this picture quiz you choose one of 14 picture cards and name
the specified image. For a correct answer you take a #1Chip and
the card - for points in color sets at the end of the game - and
answer a question; if you cannot name the image, the others
in turn can try to name it. For the question you bet 1 to 5 chips,
choose the type of question and receive chips accordingly, if you
answer correctly. When all have been active five times, you win
with most points from chips and sets. In the play-it-smart version
you choose picture card or app challenge offering picture fragments; you must recognize the picture within a time frame.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Roll & move game with shopping topic for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Stand-alone Version of Evolution for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Visual trivia quiz with app for 2-8 players, ages 12+

Fanni Elefanti

Fatal Rendez Vous

Faulpelz

Publisher: Goliath Toys

Designer: Olivier Finet
Publisher: Gigamic

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Kosmos

4

Fanni Elefanti is a little blue elephant which is still mixing the
times for eating and times for bathing and spouts water around
with pleasure. Fanni Elefanti is filled with cold water. In your turn
you take Fanni Elefanti and draw a face-down banana leaf tile.
You press down Fannis arm, he raises his trunk and you can push
the leaf into his mouth. If it is a leaf without food you must draw
a second leaf and feed it to Fanni. If Fanni spouts water at you
you must finish the turn and take a Spout Chip. If you take your
third Spout Mark, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl pl * In-game text: no

Friday night in a mansion in Paris, the guest list includes two
assassins. Will they do their evil deed or is the rest of the guests
observant enough? The butler - in a game of 10 or more players - is the game master and hands out characters of assassins
and guests. According to detailed rules similar to those of
werewolf games you play rounds comprising phases Murder Free Suspects - Voting - Imprison Suspects, with differences for
murder by day or night. Guests win when both murderers are
imprisoned and identified at the same time. Special rules for 5
to 9 players.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Action game for 2 or more players, ages 4+
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Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

8

You collect sets of animal tiles, cards determine animals. 105
animal tiles are placed openly within a 15x7 grid in a frame. You
hold a set of animal cards and take three in hand. In your turn
you play a card and take a tile showing the animal depicted
on the card and having at least one free edge. Then you take
a second tile that is horizontally or vertically adjacent to the
first tile, without playing a card. A complete set comprises tiles
with as many symbols as stated on the tiles and is set aside
face-down. Schräge Vögel are joker tiles. After 12 turns (cards
have been played twice) you win with the highest score from
complete sets.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Role-playing party game for 5-20 players, ages 8+
Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+
GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

201 5
Feuerdrachen

Fibber

Designer: Carlo Emanuele Lanzavecchia
Publisher: Haba

5

Fief: France 1429

7

Publisher: Spinmaster

Designer: Philippe Mouchebeuf
Publisher: Academy Games

Volcano Rubino is spewing Dragon Rubies, which make Fire
Dragons invincible. As a Dragon Rider you move around the
volcano to collect rubies. You roll dice: For one or two volcano
symbols you lift the volcano top – when it is filled, rubies roll
onto squares or outside for stock – and then you fly as many
steps as indicated on the second die. Without volcano you fly for
one die result and put rubies from stock into the volcano for the
second die. When you reach a spot with rubies you take them;
should you meet other dragons you draw one piece from them,
maybe you can do both! When the stock of rubies is used up you
win with most rubies.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

In your turn you advance silver nose and put the number of
cards that are indicated by it into the middle, face down, naming
kind and number of cards. Or you “fibber”, that is, you bluff. If
somebody does not believe you, he says “Fibber”. If he is correct
you must put a nose on your spectacles and take all cards on
the discard pile. If you did not fib, you show your cards and the
doubter puts a nose on. Should you be out of cards you put all
your noses down onto the board, collect all cards from players
and redistribute the evenly. When you need a nose and only
the silver one is available, the game ends and you win with the
shortest nose.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A game on conquest and diplomacy, rivaling of noble families
for dominance in the realm. You start with lord, castle and troops
and play in rounds. You will have to negotiate, make contracts
and form alliances through marriage; three times in a game you
can demand private negotiations. You use effects of cards you
play, cash income and bonuses and buy troops and buildings.
When a lord moves he takes his troops along. When you control
all villages you can try to take control of the fief. By Positions of
Bishop, King and Pope are assigned by voting and give you advantages and VPs, as do fiefs. You win with three VP or with 4 VPs.
Version: fr * Rules: en fr * In-game text: yes

Movement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Bluff game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Development game for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Filly Butterfly Sagaland

Find den Mörder

Designers: Alex Randolph, Michel Matschoss
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Heinrich Glumpler
Publisher: Edition Erlkönig

6

Find die Liebe

10

Designer: Heinrich Glumpler
Publisher: Edition Erlkönig

10

Butterfly FIllys and their pets are playing Hide & Seek. You roll
and move your Filly, for the total or the individual results and
with special rules for a double One. When you meet another filly
at the end of a turn or partial turn, this filly goes back to the start.
When your turn or partial turn ends on a pink spot, you may look
underneath the tree. If you have found the filly or pet depicted
on the the current search card, you go to the Butterfly Ship. If
you reach it with an exact roll result, you check the tree again. If
it is correct, you show it to all and take the card. When all cards
are handed out, you win with most of them.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Seven tiles each for letters M, Ö, R, D and E and one tile „The
Victim” are shuffled face-down and laid out in a 6x6 grid. You
turn up a tile; if it is the victim, you turn up all 8 tiles surrounding
it. Then you can try to form the word MÖRDER - you must turn
up tiles with those letters that are horizontally, vertically or
diagonally adjacent in the correct order. The chain may cross
itself, but you must have six tiles. If you do not succeed, your turn
ends. If you believe that the word cannot formed can quit the
game, but only one player can do so! The winner is whoever can
form MÖRDER or has quit! Variants available for download.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Eight tiles each for letters L, I, E and B and one tile „The Heart“are
shuffled face-down and laid out in a 6x6 grid. You turn up a tile;
if it is the victim, you turn up all 8 tiles surrounding it. Then you
can try to form the word MÖRDER - the necessary tiles must lie
in the grid in the correct order, horizontally, vertically or diagonally adjacent, in the correct order. The chain may cross itself, but
you must have six tiles. If you do not succeed, your turn ends. If
you believe that the word cannot formed can quit the game, but
only one player can do so! The winner is whoever can form LIEBE
or has quit! Variants available for download.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Dice and memo game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Memo and search game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Memo and search game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Find nix

Finger weg!

Fire in the Lake

Designers: Brad Ross, Robert Leighton
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Peter Wichmann
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designers: Mark Herman, Volko Ruhnke
Publisher: GMT Games

7

Look carefully is the motto here - each card features the
elements of animal, item, as well as color and shape of its background. You score if you are first to discard all your five cards.
One card is revealed as the first Findnix card. If, in your turn, you
hold a card that has two elements in common with the Findnix
card, you place your card on top of the Findnix card and your
card is the new Findnix card, the turn passes to the next player.
Should your card show three elements, you place it also as the
new Findnix card, but have another turn, if you hold a suitable
card. If you are first to collect the necessary number of points,
you win.
Version: multi * Rules: bg cz de fr hu it nl pl sk * In-game text: no

You should avoid one „bad“ statement out of eight for a given
topic. A card is placed into the safety unit and read out. The
starting player chooses a statement which he believes to be
safe; all others vote on this with their “Finger-Weg” discs. The
control slide is opened. According to elaborate rules you score in
relation to the result in the slide and your chosen disc and may
have to quit for the round. Also depending on the result in the
slide, the next player chooses a statement from the same card
or becomes new starting player using a new card. The later you
make a wrong choice the higher your score. In the end you win
with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The fourth part of the COIN series features the peak of US
engagement in the Vietnam War, up to the Peace of Paris.
Each player represents a faction - USA, North Vietnam, South
Vietnam and the Viet Cong. A card is revealed and determines
the order in which factions can choose the event on the card or
a special activity or an operation. Coup cards beneath the event
cards offer possibilities for instant win of the game or action
like collecting resources or influence public opinion. Rules for
non-player factions provide means for solitaire play or games
with two players.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Spotting game with cards for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Quiz- and betting game for 3-8 players, ages 12+

Conflict simulation for 1-4 players, ages 13+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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201 5
Firefly

First to fight

Five Tribes

Designers: Aaron Dill, John Kovaleski, Sean Sweigart
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designers: Adam Kwapiński, Michał Sieńko
Publisher: Historical Games Factory / FGH

Designer: Bruno Cathala
Publisher: Asmodee / Days of Wonder

A story card must be chosen by a player and resolved successfully in order to win. You have a choice from four action and can
choose two of them in a turn and interact with other players.
Actions are Flying, Buy Equipment and Hire Crew, Make Deals
and Finish Jobs. Quite a few actions are illegal and can have
consequences. In case of Movement from planet to planet you
must draw and resolve a “Full Speed” card for each step. When
the story card gives you several goals, you must complete them
in the given order to win. The expansion “Schwerelos / Breakin‘
Atmo“ introduces new Job and Supply cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Based on historic events in WWII players are officers in General
Command of the Polish army and command Polish soldiers
fighting on various fronts of World War II, trying to stop the
progress of the Axis powers. They have representatives of many
military formations at their disposal, many of them based on
real historic persons – pilots, sailors or sabotage specialists.
Game rounds comprise Order Phase and Ending Phase, led by
whoever ordered maneuvers. You aim to succeed in missions
to support allied efforts. You earn victory points for successful
missions. When all players are out of mission cards you win with
most points.
Version: multi * Rules: en pl * In-game text: yes

As a stranger in Naqala you head clans, summon Dschinns and
win influence in order to become the new Sultan. In a round you
first pay, in order of bids, for turn order positions. In your turn
you first relocate the turn indicator to the bidding track, move
move meeples and lay claim to tiles by taking back meeples.
This is followed by clan actions for meeple colors in hand and
the action of the tile last entered as well as, maybe, commodity sales. If someone places his last camel or no meeple can be
moved, you score for gold, Viziers, Elders, Victory points from
Dschinns and tiles with camels, palms and palaces as well as sets
of commodities.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

SciFi adventure for 1-4 players, ages 13+

Conflict simulation for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Placement and acquisition game for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Flash Point Flammendes Inferno

Flatterspatzen

Designer: Kevin Lanzing
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Publisher: F-Hein Spiele

10

Fleet Commander

5

Designers: Bergerat, Charpentier, Redici, Schindler
Publisher: Capsicum Games

Fire alarm – all players cooperate to save victims from buildings
on fire. Each player must spend four action points in his turn to
move, fight the fire, demolish walls, roll for fire progress – when
smoke is placed on smoke, it turns to fire – and refill information
markers. When fire reaches a spot that is already on fire, there
is an explosion. If you save seven victims before the building
crashes, all win together. Two variants for a family game and a
game for experienced players, featuring random set up, vehicles
and vehicle actions. Several expansions are available, most current are “Großstadtgebäude” and “Das nächste Level”.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Eight colorful fluttering sparrows are depicted in the corners of
the tiles, four on each side of the tile. All hold the same number
of tiles, one is displayed for a starting card. Then all try simultaneously to place their sparrow tiles into the display, of course
adjacent sparrows must correspond. And you can naturally turn
over tiles to find suitable sparrows. And if you were unlucky in
one round you must hope to succeed in the next one, as you
must be first to discard all cards in several rounds to win the
overall games.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Schwerkraftströme als Energiequelle ließen neue Reiche entstehen, die um Dominanz kämpfen. Man kommandiert eine Flotte
auf einem 5x5 Brett mit Gelände-Eigenschaften und hat eine
Anzahl Würfel zur Verfügung. In Phase 1 des Zugs werden Effekte aus Asteroidenfeldern, Waffen und Szenarien abgewickelt,
dann wählt man in Phase 2 drei seiner Würfel und nutzt in Phase
3 die Resultate. Nicht genutzte Würfel aus Phase 3 setzt man
für Phase 4 auf die Kommandobrücke als Reserve für weitere
Züge oder auf Spezialwaffen. Grundsätzliche Siegbedingung
ist, mindestens 8 gegnerische Schiffsklassen zu zerstören, in
Szenarien gibt es noch andere Siegbedingungen.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Cooperative dice game for 1-6 players, ages 10+

Placement game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

SciFi dice game for 2 players, ages 12+

Fleets: The Pleiad Conflict

Fliegende Zeilen

Flizz & Miez

Designer: Daniel Fryxelius
Publisher: FryxGames

Designers: Max J. Kobbert, Alexander Herbst
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Designers: Klemens Franz, Hanno Girke, Dale Yu
Publisher: Stadlbauer Marketing + Vertrieb

5

Mankind has colonized the Pleiades and corporations fight for
influence and control with fleets, diplomacy, ruse and brutal
force. A round comprises determining turn order - construction with ship building and ship upgrades - development with
placing of fleets in systems - diplomacy with retreating your own
fleet for 2 diplomacy points and driving off an opposing fleet
for six such points - battle with one shot per ship in a system in
order of the initiative number - Revenues, you get new energy
and you score one VP for each system in which you are alone; if
you are first to score 7 VPs you win.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

In a poetry lecture manuscripts have been mixed and the Flying
Lines must be combined into new texts. The reciter of the round
displays a task card, rolls a die and reads the corresponding task,
that is, type of text. To determine the valid verse in the register
you roll again. Then all players must transform the corresponding verse into, for instance, a crime story or a headline, within
a time frame of 90 seconds. Then all read out their texts in turn
and each player evaluates texts of all other players with a score
and all players note their score. After a pre-set number of rounds
you win with the highest score.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The cat is chasing the race cars - who will be faster? There is
always a driver and a cat player, others are race directors, and
all take turns in those roles. The driver places tiles to complete
cars; for each tile his race car on the track moves one step. The
cat player rolls the die - for each cat symbol the cat advances
one step. When the cat reaches the car or the car reaches the
“Stop” sign, the turn ends and the race car moves back one step
for each mistake in the puzzle. When a car crosses the finish
the game ends when all players were drivers equally often and
you win if your car is in front. Includes Advanced and Obstacle
versions.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

SciFi Conquest game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Creative text game for 3-6 players, ages 14+

Car race game for 2-4 players, ages 5+
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Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
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GABIS explanation on page 3
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201 5
Fox & Chicken

Francis Drake

Freedom: The Underground Railroad

Designers: Stephanie Burrows Fox, Michael Fox
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Designer: Peter Hawes
Publisher: Huch! & friends / Kayal

Designer: Brian Mayer
Publisher: Academy Games

8

Depending on the number of players different numbers of
chicken and fox roles are secretly assigned to players. In Analogy
to werewolf games the Game Master learns who belongs to
which faction and who embodies a special character, if any are
in play. In the Night phase all foxes decide on a chicken that is
eliminated. In the Day phase all players discuss who might be
a fox to be chased away. When more than 50% agree on one
player he is ousted, regardless of being chicken or fox. Should
there at any point be more foxes than chicken, the foxes win
instantly. Chickens win if they manage to oust all foxes.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

You embark on three journeys, following the journeys of Francis
Drake. Each journey has two parts: In the supply phase you place
your markers on location - with different availability - for crew,
ships, cannons and food. In the sailing phase you decide which
Forts, Towns and Galleons you want to plunder. Only one marker
per player is allowed at a target, but several player can attack
the same target, and each target can only be attacked twice.
After each mission you can return to Plymouth and must do so
after Mission 4. Attacks on Town, Forts, and Galleons are scored,
resources and treasures are scored after the third journey.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Opponents of slavery want to abolish it by influencing of events,
collect donations and lead slaves to freedom in Canada. The
role card gives you advantages and special actions and you play
up to eight rounds including: Slave catcher with a dice action planning with taking marker - action with using your role, play
donations or conductor and buy Abolitionist card and use it slave market; lack of space there can lose you the game - Lantern
with refilling cards. All win together when enough slaves have
been guided to Canada, all support markers have been bought
and the round does not end with loss of the game.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Werewolf variant for 7-41 players, ages 8+

Worker placement game for 3-5 players, ages 14+

Cooperative development game for 1-4 players, ages 13+

Frischfisch

Fun Farm

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: 2F-Spiele

Designer: Luca Bellini
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Fungi

6

Designer: Brent Povis
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Market day, struggling for best positions near to the delivery
vans! You choose reservation of an empty spot or drawing a
tile. If you reserve, you must choose a spot next to a road or an
already reserved spot. If you draw, you must own at least one
reservation: A flea market stall is placed on one of your reserved
spots. A market stall is auctioned - who has a stall of that kind,
gives a closed bid. The highest bidder pays and places his stall.
Then, if necessary, new roads are placed. When all stalls are
placed, you count road segments between your stalls, deduct
your coins and win with the lowest total.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

Off to the sheds! Runaway animals need to be caught, the first
farmer draws a card and rolls two dice. When a card shows one
of the dice results, the card is activated and the animal on it
can be snatched. The player who grabs it gets the card and the
animal is put back in the circle. When there is no corresponding
result the card remains in place and the next farmer adds a new
one. Now, two cards can be activated in each turn. If you grab
the wrong animal you put a card back in the middle, it can now
again be activated. The game ends with the round in which the
last card is drawn from the pile and you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: cn de fr it ru * In-game text: no

At dawn we enter the forest to collect mushrooms and you win
with most flavor points for fried mushrooms when the last card
was taken from the forest. A display of cards is prepared and you
have one action out of five options: Take a card from the forest
and - for a card from the Deep Forest - pay with stick cards; take
all cards from the Rotten Stack; fry 3 or more identical mushrooms; sell 2 or more identical mushrooms or set out a pan; for
both Night cards count double. Depending on the number of
mushrooms you fry you can score more flavor points when adding butter and/or cidre. Selling mushrooms earns you sticks.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Auction and placement game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Reaction game with cards and dice for 2-10 players, ages 6+

Set collecting game for 2 players, ages 10+

Funkenschlag deluxe Europa/Nordamerika

Galaxy Defenders

Galaxy Trucker App

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: 2F-Spiele

Designer: Simone Romano. Nunzio Surace
Publisher: Ares Games

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

A revised version of Funkenschlag on occasion of the 10th
Anniversary of the game. New features are boards for Europe
and North America, Gas for resource markers instead of garbage,
plus generators, new power stations and summary cards. The
standard rules apply - each player represents a company that
produces electricity in power stations and supplies cities via an
energy network. In the course of the game you bid for power
stations and buy resources for energy production. At the same
time you must expedite the expansion of your network to supply a growing number of cities. The game also offers new rules
for two players.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

As a secret agent you fight enemy aliens together in a team of
up to five agents. You command unique abilities to defend your
planet, based on the mechanisms of conflict simulation. The
game controls the aliens; each mission can end several ways successfully, party successfully and in failure - and the success
of a mission influences the flow of the story. Experience gained
develops your agent’s abilities. The rounds of a mission comprise
Refresh, Strategy with choice of leader, Battle - including Movement, Combat and Action - and Event, implemented according
to enormously detailed and very complex and copious rules.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

Revised edition of Funkenschlag for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Complex SciFi conflict simulation for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

Build and fly your ship now with an app and do this in several
game modes: You can build it in hectic haste in real-time or in
a brand-new mode based on player turns. In the multi-player
mode you can play on a tablet with friends, find an opponent
automatically or set up your own game in the Online Lobby.
If you need a playing partner Al is available, as one of twelve
different opponents in varying degrees of difficulty and also
with varying personalities. In campaigns you complete varying
missions with different goals and unique ship parts.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

App for Galaxy Trucker for 1 or more players, ages 12+

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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201 5
Game of Thrones Der Eiserne Thron Das Kartenspiel

Game of Thrones Die Intrigen von Westeros

Gardens

Designers: E. M. Lang, C. T. Petersen, N. French
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Perepau Llistosella
Publisher: Kosmos

8

Based on novels and board game, you represent one of the six
great houses of Westeros, assisted by other familiar characters,
in military, intrigue and fights for power. The Core Game holds
all that is necessary for a game of four players and you can
customize your game to your liking with Chapter Packs. The
Core Set has ready-to-play decks for Lannister, Stark, Targaryen,
and Baratheon; you start with seven cards in hand. A round comprises topic = plot, then draw, assemble, challenges, dominance,
status and taxes. If you are first to collect 15 power points, you
win. Many expansions and deluxe expansions are available.
Version: en * Rules: cn de en es fr it * In-game text: yes

The Iron Throne is your goal and you secure the support of
courtiers at the Court of King’s Landing. In as many rounds as
there are players you are dealt character cards featuring houses
Stark, Lannister, Baratheon and Targaryen. According to stringent rules you play a card in a row or above other cards, in case
there is a house showing one of that house’s characters directly
beneath. The bottom row cannot exceed eight cards. If you
cannot play you are out of the game, the last one in play wins
the round a card “Iron Throne” which cancels penalty points, all
others score penalty points for remaining cards in hand. You win
with fewest penalty points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Each gardener wants to see most flowers of his favorite color in
the new garden.
Garden tiles show flowers in four colors in the corners, also water
and paths. You place them edge to edge, continuing water and
paths. You first place a new or your personal tile plus moving or
placing one of your gardeners; if you do not want to or cannot
place a tile you remove one gardener, if both are in the garden.
Then you can move the second gardener and score completed
flower beds; for a majority in a bed you put one of your flower
tiles there. At the end of the round in which someone places his
last flower tile you win with most won flower beds.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Living Card Game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Card placement game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Geheimsache

Geisterei

Designer: Jörg Domberger
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Designer: Guido Hoffmann
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele / Drei Magier

Geistesblitz

6

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Spies are meeting their criminal contacts according to a strict,
but variable weekly schedule. You are dealt two informant cards
in each of the five colors plus two cards from the mixed stack.
You see the weekly plans of all other and must deduce your
own. In each round all play a card face-up and then in turn name
the player with the latest and earliest date. If you think you know
your schedule you take the lowest available agent card (1-5)
and keep playing, but you cannot alter your notes. When all are
done or 12 cards are played, you win with a correctly deduced
schedule and the lowest agent card number.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You must bring the Ghost Egg into the castle so that the little
ghosts can hatch from the egg. The active player picks up the
egg from the blueberry bush with Ghost Mummy Charlotte - it
sticks to her cloak - and must then carry it to the castle in the
manner dictated by a die: On tiptoes, with bent knees, holding
Charlotte high over his head or after walking once around the
blueberry bush or by mastering an obstacle impersonated by
another player. When you succeed and drop the egg into the
castle you get a ghost tile. When someone has collected six tiles
all tiles in players’ nests are revealed and you win with most
ghosts on your tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: no

Balduin the Ghost has taken pictures of all items he loves to
make disappear, even himself! But the magic camera also produces pictures in the wrong colors and Balduin gets muddled
and needs some assistance. The items are placed in the middle,
cards are shuffled. One card is turned up and all try so grab the
correct item in the correct color. If no such item is pictured, you
must grab the missing item in the missing color. If you are right,
you get the card. If you make a mistake, you discard a card. In
the end you win with most cards. The rules list a variant with
naming of items.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr gr it nl * In-game text: no

Deductive card game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Agility game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Game of fast reaction for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Geistesblitz 5 vor 12

GeoCards

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Bob Galinsky
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

8

Get Lucky

7

Designer: Mario Truant
Publisher: Truant Spiele

Balduin has a rendezvous and needs a hat, some perfume and
his key. Owl and bat stir things up a bit. Nine items are set out,
one card is turned up and you quickly grab the depicted piece
in the correct color. When no piece is depicted correctly, you
grab the missing piece in the missing color. When ghost and
watch are visible, you name the time. In variants you grab the
piece in the mirror, name the missing piece or name the color
of the piece in the mirror. If you grab the correct item, you take
the card; for a mistake you lose the card and whoever has most
cards when all have been played, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

50 country cards show on one side the country, its name, the
location of the capital, the continent and names the size of the
country and its population. The back side names the capital and
shows the location of the country on the continent. In three
version you name in Version 1 the country when the capital is
given or vice versa or name in Version 2) neighboring countries,
control is possible on the capital/continent side of the cards, or
compare in Version 3 two countries - you use the capital/continent side - and guess which country is bigger. This you can also
play with size of population comparison.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

All guests of the dinner party want to kill Doctor Lucky. You hold
two characters, additional ones are on display. Doctor Lucky
visits all characters in order of their number, this character can:
Draw a card - Play a card to improve a character; a perfectly
suitable card earns you2 points in a murder attempt - Swap a
character - Try to kill Doctor Lucky. You announce the attempt
and sum the cards of the character; then players in turn can play
cards to thwart the attempt with more Clover points played or
they can pass. The last one in turn must attempt to thwart the
murder. If your attempt at murder is successful, you win.
Version: de* Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Reaction game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Geography game for 1-4 players, ages 7+

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 12+
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Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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Ghooost!

Gib Gas!

Designer: Richard Garfield
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designers: Klemens Franz, Hanno Girke, Dale Yu
Publisher: Stadlbauer Marketing

8

Gitterrätsel

8

7

Publisher: Goliath Toys

You must rid a haunted mansion of its ghosts before dawn. You
hold four ghosts, several more are stacked for your mansion, and
the rest is Crypt. You either play cards openly to the cemetery
- equal to or higher than the top card there - or draw the top
ghost from the crypt. If possible, you play this ghost and end
your turn end; if not, you take all cemetery ghosts. When the
crypt is empty, you still play ghosts to the cemetery or take all
cemetery cards if you have no suitable cards in hand. If you have
no card in hand at all, you play one from your mansion. Ghosts
can cause events. If you are out of cards, you quit; last one in
play has lost.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en it jp * In-game text: no

Using a personal set of cards each player tries to adapt the
speed of his car to the conditions of the track section - full speed,
breaking and crash. Four track sections are on display. You play
a card face down, then all cards are revealed and evaluated.
Players with identical speed collide and take damage; whoever
among the remaining players meets the section conditions best,
wins the section card. You win, if your damage marker is still on
your damage record card and you have collected most stars on
the the section cards you won.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

A task card is chosen and placed onto the board. Then the
transparent part of the board is turned till the first word appears
in the ring slot. This word must now be found in the grid. It can
appear horizontally, vertically, diagonally and even backwards.
If you find it you grab the totem and mark the word with your
pieces. If your new word crosses the word marked for another
player his markers are removed. Then you turn the board for the
next word. If you make a mistake, you quit the game. When all
words are found or a player is out of markers, the winner is the
player with most markers on the board.
Version: de * Rules: de en nl * In-game text: yes

Card shedding game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Card game with a car racing topic for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Word spotting game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Gloobz

Gold Ahoi!

Designer: Alexandre Droit
Publisher: Gigamic

Designer: Stephan Herminghaus
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

6

Golden Horn

8

Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Piatnik

8

Color and shape of Gloobz are represented by three figurines
and three point pots. You turn over a card. If you say “More
Gloobz”, you must grab the most frequent figurine and paint
pot on the card. For “Less Gloobz”, you need to grab figurine
and paint pot not on the card or least frequent. In case of a tie
you take all figurines and paint pots involved. A figure that you
picked up must be kept. When Megagloobz appears on a card
you can only take the multi-color figurine representing him. In
case of a magnifying glass you grab as many pieces as you can.
For each correctly taken piece you score 1 point, for each wrong
one you lose 1 point.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt * In-game text: no

Treasures are the goal, more treasures than the pirate competitors, but to achieve this you need more access routes to the
treasure chests. You place a tile into the display, adjacent to one
already there and within the limit of the 6x6 grid and you may
not begin a new row at the side of your opponent. When all 36
tiles are placed you check which regions you can access from
gates at your own side and score one points for each treasure
chest in those regions. When both players can access a region,
the player who has more gates to this region, scores it. In case of
a tie the region is not scored. You win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en it jp * In-game text: no

As a Venetian trader you sail from Venice via Mordone to
Constantinople and back. In your turn you can play pirate cards
to rob a ship on the high seas and you must move one of your
ships. In the starting harbors you can load all commodities of
one color on your ship; when the ship reaches the other end you
unload the commodities to your store and draw cards; en route
you can play wind cards for additional ship movement. A ship
cannot change direction unless is is empty after a pirate’s attack.
At the end you score commodities in storage and sets of 4, 5 or
6 different commodities; one commodity can only be scored
for one set.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Good friends?

Grabolo

Designer: Jean Tarrade
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Maureen Hiron
Publisher: Game Factory

Grand Slam

6

Designer: Ariel Seoane
Publisher: Korea Board Games

6

What do your friends really think about you? In your turn you
read out a question; all players now need to assign this question
to one or two players by putting two voting cards into the box,
both for one player or one each for two players. You cannot vote
for yourself. Then all assess how many votes they might have
received and place an assessment card, 0 for no vote, + for the
majority of votes and + for one or a few cards. Then the voting
cards are counted by color and then the assessment cards are
revealed. You score three points for a correct assessment of 0 or
+ and one point for +. After 12 rounds you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

A simple aim of the game - collect cards! Collect 10-8-6 cards
in case of 5-4-3 players. All cards are spread out, number side
up, not overlapping. You roll both dice for a combination of
color and number and all try as fast as they can to cover the
corresponding card with their hand. The fastest player takes the
card and sets it aside face-down. When the wanted card is no
longer visible you can name the player of whom you think that
he does have is. If you are correct you take the card, if not, you
discard a card. You can also call your own name to protect your
card in case you have it.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Tennis with cards! You hold a deck of 24 cards and draw six of
them. If you serve you play your top card and place the ball. Your
opponent receives and places the ball in turn. If you now hold a
card with the same attack point as the receive card you play it for
a return and turn the ball marker over to “smash”. Your opponent
needs two suitable card for an answer and even three if he
wants to “smash” himself. If you have only one card to answer a
Smash, you may not draw a card. If you cannot receive the ball
your opponent scores. If you score four points, you win. Two
decks enable you to play a double!
Version: multi * Rules: en kr * In-game text: no

Communication and assessment game for 3-6 players, ages 15+

Memo and reaction game for 3-5 players, ages 6+

Tennis simulation for 2 or 4 players, ages 6+
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201 5
Green Deal

Greenland

Gregs Tagebuch 10 Sekunden Balla Balla

Designer: Juma Al-Joujou
Publisher: Karma Games

Designer: Phil Eklund
Publisher: Sierra Madre Games

Publisher: Kosmos

8

Boss of a corporation in the year 2050 - in 10 rounds you acquire
victory points from sustainability cards, dividends, action cards,
PR scoring, Sustainability scoring and company scoring. The
turn order is auctioned, then you invest in projects and action
card, place projects on the world map and can cooperate with
adjacent project or compete with them. You should take card to
develop all product categories as there is scoring for the weakest
one and also points for the best reputation in each category.
Chips for PR scorings of sustainability categories are placed
secretly.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

In Greenland, from the 11th to the 15th century, players
represent three tribes, who secure food, resources and technology, struggle with climate and lack of resources and vacillate
between monotheism and polytheism. You play six phases: Resolve events, fights, animal migration, cooling and auction when
a ship arrives - Assign hunters with hunting, collect resources,
colonization, raids for women or animals, advancement to
Elder - Negotiation - Evaluate hunting - Pay for domestic animals
- Actions of elders. Scoring is based on orientation - successful
hunting / polytheism or gathering / monotheism.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

First over the finish line! You roll and move, turn up a task card
and decide if you accept the challenge or - only on cases where
your chosen character is not depicted - hand it on to your left
neighbor. If the task returns to you, you must accept. You have
10 seconds to succeed. If you do, you advance the number of
steps given on the card; otherwise you must go 1 step backwards. For 2-player tasks you choose a partner to master the
challenge and both partners advance or retreat. Tasks are movement with the Balla Balla, name terms for categories or events
like moving your character or receiving a bonus for later use.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Economics game for 3-5 players, ages 12+

Worker placement game for 1-3 players, ages 14+

Party game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Gregs Tagebuch Eiermatsch

Gregs Tagebuch Stinkekäse

Designer: Jeff Kinney
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Jeff Kinney
Publisher: Kosmos

8

Grimassimix

8

Designers: Draxler, Poteranski, Strehl, Trausmuth
Publisher: Piatnik

4

The starting player draws the top card from the stack of 50 topic
cards and reads out the topic. Then he switches on the Rupert
Egg, names a term corresponding to the current topic and
hands the Rupert Egg quickly on to another player. This player
in turn names another term and hands the egg on, and so on.
If you hold the egg when it makes a “Krack” sound, you take the
topic card and are the next starting player. If you name a word
for the second time in a turn, you must keep the egg until you
name a correct term or the egg goes “Krack”. If you collect the
third card, you quit the game; whoever is last in play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

All players choose a marker, the oldest takes the cheese piece.
You move from start to finish and execute tasks on the way; if
you are the active player in a task and complete it successfully,
you always move, sometimes other players move, too. If you
cannot complete the task successfully, you take the piece of
cheese. The color of the spot where you start your turn determines your task; the tasks always demand to achieve correlation
with another player or to guess correctly what they answered.
If you are first to reach the finish, you win, but only if you do not
hold the piece of cheese at that time.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

In the Grimassimix School of Clowns the main subject is making
faces including putting out you tongue, blowing out your
cheeks and performing lip acrobatics. The grimaces are placed
on the board. The top grimace card is turned up and you try to
imitate the face shown as exactly as possible. The other players
look for this special face on the board. The fastest player sets his
balloon on this face and earns the grimace card. The first player
to collect 5 cards wins. A game with lots of fun and logopedic
functions.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Vocabulary and association game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Creativity and communications game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Game of facial expressions for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Grog Island

Große Helden in Schlafanzügen

Designer: Michael Rieneck
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele

Publisher: Red Glove

Retired pirates turn into property owners. One player rolls five
auction dice, places them on the commodity cases of the same
color and then moves dice into the auction row, placing them
from left to right, in descending order, 1 pip is 1 coin. The next
player can raise the bid by move dice, according to those rules,
between commodity and auction row. Parrot cards can change
dice results. If you pass you receive commodities from cases
without dice and trades with a ship. If you win the auction you
pay and take rewards from auction cases with dice - buildings,
pirate points or lock. At the end you score chests, coins and
target cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no
Auction game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 10+

3

All items of heroes that are in play and one to four dragons are
laid out face-down. The active player draws a card - if it is an
item and belongs his own hero he puts it onto his hero card. If
it is a dragon you must give back an item, if you have got one,
and then replace the dragon and shuffle the cards. If you find a
wrong item you just replace it. When you have found all items
for your hero card and then find a dragon, you win. In a variant
without dragons you turn up an item in turn and give it to the
hero to whom it belongs; if you are first to have all your items,
you win.
Version: de * Rules: de it * In-game text: no

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Ravensburger

5

Scary apparitions have a rendezvous in the villa, by invitation of
the Stone Devils who are standing on apparition images on top
of the fantastic 3D castle. The active player moves those sliders
which he believes will move the wanted characters into the middle of the room. If he sees all of them through the peeping hole,
the active player gets a Scary Chip and the Stone Devils move
one step to the left. When not all wanted characters are visible
you only tell how many you see. Then the next player moves one
Devil by one to three steps and then tries to locate the wanted
apparitions. Whoever is first to own three Scary Chips, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Memo and collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 3+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

Gruselrunde zur Geisterstunde

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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201 5
Guardians’ Chronicles #1

Guildhall Neue Ränkespiele

Guinness World Records

Designer: Frédérick Condette
Publisher: Iello / The Red Joker

Designer: Hope S. Hwang
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Publisher: Kosmos

8

Evil Doctor Skarov versus Liberty Patrol - The patrol invades
Skarov’s base to counter his intentions. One player embodies
Skarov and minds the traps in the base, the other players choose
one hero each. Characters fight, move, use abilities etc., according to standard mechanisms with strength comparison. When
the heroes thwart a plan of Skarov, they are mentioned on the
title page of the Guards Chronicles. Doctor Skarov is mentioned
when he defeats a hero or completes a project. At the end of the
game the composition of the title page determines who gets
more attention and wins.
Version: en * Rules: en fr * In-game text: yes

You have opened your Guild Hall and attract representatives of
many professions who share information and plan deals in your
Guild Hall. Once again you collect complete sets of professions
in separate guilds and use them to buy prestige cards for victory
points - 20 VP will win you the game. You have two actions, can
play a card into the action area and resolve them or discard any
number of cards and draw cards or buy a victory point card from
the display. You need not resolve all effects of a card you played
and you can lay out only one profession in your turn. Card actions do not affect complete sets of professions in the guildhall.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

One player is quiz master, his left neighbor the candidate and
chooses one of three cards on display. As the quiz master you
read out the text and the question; the candidate gives a guess.
When the tip is outside the scale, you announce 0 points and
“too low” or “too high. When the tip is within the scale you
announce the score and the candidate moves his marker accordingly. When the result was 0 or not equal to the maximum
of 6 points, the next player can now give a tip and move, if his
result is better, and so on till the maximum score is achieved or
all have guessed once or twice. After 20 cards you win, if you
advanced furthest.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Adventure game for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Set collecting game with cards for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Quiz game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Habe fertig

Hamsterbacke

Designer: Steffen Benndorf
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

Designer: Francesco Berardi
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

8

Han

8

On 66 cards, 1-11 in six colors, stars mark points. From 12 cards
that you are dealt you set aside 2 cards face down, 2 cards begin
two discard piles. In turn players choose either passing and
drawing a card or playing a card. A card is played into a gap with
a number between numbers visible on the stack and in a color
that is missing on the stacks. Such a card earns you another
turn. Or you place the same color or the same number as on one
of the cards. When there is no gap a card from the draw pile is
placed. If you place your last card, you score points for stars on
set-aside cards, the others score penalty points for stars in hand.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

120 cards have seven colors, each color is assigned a value between 1 and 7. You receive two cards, eight cards are laid out to
start a row. A set has a number of cards equal to the value of the
color. You choose two actions: Take a row of cards and replenish
cards. Blocking - you lay down a set of card in a color currently
not visible. Scoring - you turn over your blockade stack into a
scoring stack and take a number of cards equal to the value of
the top card in the blockade stack from the player with most
hand cards. When there are only three rows left in the circle you
win with most cards from the scoring stack minus cards in hand.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Card collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Players rival for the position of Emperor in China – they build
palaces and send ambassadors for the majority of points. One
places buildings and ambassadors with the help of cards:
Houses on free cases, only one house per case up to the
maximum possible number per province. Ambassadors are
placed on the dragon case of a province, up to the number of
house majorities in provinces. A completed province is scored
for player majorities. At the end of the game one also scores
for connections between provinces when one has the majority
of ambassadors in both provinces, and for a minimum of five
palaces in uninterrupted line.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no
Placement and position game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Hanabi

Hand aufs Herz

Hansa Teutonica Britannia

Designer: Antoine Bauza
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designer: Julien Sentis
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Andreas Steding
Publisher: Argentum Verlag

8

10

All players together make up one firework in each color, using
cards of values One to Five in ascending order. You only see the
other players’ cards and give card information to a player or discard a card or play a card to a firework. To give information and
discard a card, one uses a white or black hint tile which is turned
over to the other side. If no corresponding tile is available, you
cannot perform the action. If you play a wrong card, you turn
over a lighting tile. Should the third lightning tile be turned
over, all have lost the game together. When the fireworks are
complete and cards left in the draw pile, all win together.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr gr jp pl * In-game text: no

A red heart is placed in the middle, all players but the game master put both their hands on the table and the game master reads
out the first statement. You decide instantly if the statement is
correct and place your right hand for YES and your left one for
NO on the heart or hands already there. Then the round is evaluated: Red statements are wrong, green ones are right, black ones
relate to the players. If you are correct, you score points: The
player with the lowest hand in the stack scores as many points as
there are correct hands, all others score one point less for each
higher position in turn.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

In England, too, the rules of the core game apply, but there are
also changes: Differences in the set-up; ships on some trade
routes can only be claimed by merchants and not by traders.
Bonus markers cannot be placed in Scotland and Wales and
not on routes with permanent markers. Changes in resources in
Scotland and Wales demand special permits, but those permits
are cumulative. Other changes relate to resources movement
and placement of traders and the game ends with eight complete cities. The “Kontor network” stretches from Oxfort to York.
The rules for two players have been revised.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Cooperative card game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Knowledge and reaction game for 3-8 players, ages 10+

Expansion for Hansa Teutonica for 2-5 players, ages 12+
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Hatschi Iglu

Häuptling Bumm-Ba-Bumm

Publisher: Megableu

Designers: Stefan Dorra, Manfred Reindl
Publisher: Haba

4

Heckmeck am Bratwurmeck

6

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

The little ice bear is sick and players build him an igloo. Each
player holds ice cubes and the little bear sits inside the igloo. In
turn you roll the die and - depending on the result - you may
place one of your ice cubes into a free slot at the igloo and turn
the igloo by one quarter or swap your screen with all cubes
behind it with another player. When you roll the sneezing ice
bear, you press the igloo entrance down - the little bear sneezes
and some cubes might fall off, which you must put behind your
screen. If you are first to get rid of all cubes, you win!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The Chief is hard of hearing needs a rhythm to understand
the drum messages: One shaman card and one drum card per
image are laid out; the current Chief draws a card and drums
the rhythm of the corresponding card as a mixture of hitting the
drum and touching his own forehead. Then all players hit - as
fast as they can - the card among those on display of which they
believe that it shows the rhythm they just heard. The face-down
card is checks - who smacked correctly takes the card. Four
different FEX variants enhance the level of difficulty and the
learning effects.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Helpings of fried worms in values 21 to 36 are laid out. In turn
you try to acquire a portion from the grill or a fellow player. You
roll all 8 dice, choose a symbol and set aside all dice with this
symbol. The remaining dice are rerolled, but you must choose
another symbol to set aside. You add the values of all dice set
aside, worms have a value of 5. For the correct value and a minimum of 1 worm in the dice set aside you get the corresponding
portion from the grill or the top one from another player. When
no portions remain on the grill, the player with most worms on
his portions wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl and others * In-game text: no

Dice and placement game for 3-4 players, ages 4+

Educational games for 3-5 players, ages 6+

Dice game for 2-7 players, ages 8+

Hedbanz

Hellweg westfalicus

Hensslers Küchenrallye

Publisher: Spinmaster

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Spiele aus Timbuktu

Designers: Steffen Henssler, Tobias Bischoff
Publisher: Kosmos

7

Players wear a head band with a character card. These “characters” can be an animal, a kind of food or an item. You ask all
players in turn a question about the card on your head; the
other players must answer truthfully. You can ask while the timer
runs. You cannot ask „What am I?“, but you can ask „Am I ...?“.
Assistance cards suggest possible questions. If you did not guess
the card when time has run out, you take a chip and get a new
card. If you guess what you are, you discard a chip, get a new
card and go on guessing while the time runs. If you are first to
discard all chips, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

On the Westphalia Hellweg, a trade route since more than 5000
years old, you buy commodities cheaply and want to sell them
for the best price. In 12 turns you play phases: Lay out new trade
card - Selling commodities in relation to demand according to
the trade card, maybe with removal of a coach - Actions: Place
trader on trade card or market space and buy commodities or
coach or place them or buy a commodity card or take money New Starting player. Commodity cards yield special functions. At
the end you score goods cards and money. Includes expansion
modules “Lagerhaus und Privilegien” and “Personenverkehr” for
experienced players.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You gather ingredients according to a recipe card. For a dice
result of 1 to 5 you move forward according to the rules, for the
Henssler symbol you can choose. On the case you reach you
answer a question, either by choosing one of three answers or
by completing a phrase. For a correct answer you receive an
ingredient of the case category. Event cases bring you ingredients or cost you ingredients. On Henssler cases you can swap
ingredients. If you have gathered all five ingredients and bring
them to the Henssler case in the middle of the board, you win.
The variant “Second Chance” allows a second answer if you pay
for it with an ingredient.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Guessing game for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Trade and worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Quiz game for 2-8 players, ages 14+

Heroes

Heroes of Three Kingdoms

Designer: Adam Kwapiński
Publisher: Historical Games Factory / FGH

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Korea Board Games

Hexemonia

7

Designer: Fabio Attoli
Publisher: Truant Spiele

Heroes is the first card game from this company without a
historic topic. You are a hero in a magical fantasy world and command mighty special powers which are related to elements - Air,
Water, and Fire and so on. As the leader of mighty fantasy armies
you send your creatures - Dragons, Elementals, Ifrits, Hydras and
Gnomes - into confrontations with opposing troops to defeat
the opposing heroes and his armies to comply with the aim
of the gain. In this dice-driven card game you throw element
dice in real-time for combinations of symbols, with which you
activate creatures and move creatures, use spell cards, etc.
Version: en * Rules: en pl * In-game text: yes

Heroes from the era of Three Kingdoms are a hired by players.
You begin with three heroes and play either heroes or contracts.
When you play several cards, they must have the same color or
the dame symbol and you can then take away from both your
neighbors one card with this color or icon. You place heroes
sorted by colors. For contracts you can take away any card from
your neighbor or secure a color row with a contract on top. If
you have most heroes of that color, scores a points. After each
round you score majorities for heroes in each color and then
place them beneath the castle.
Version: multi * Rules: en kr * In-game text: no

You lead an ancient Greek city state and rival for dominance.
One turn comprises: draw tiles and resources - play tiles that you
can activate; Polis tiles must be different; with suitable resources
on it a tile is active - one action of your choice from production
of resources, strategy with moving resources, war on tiles with
free edges or using tile abilities of active tiles - controlling the
political situation for revolts and discarding of surplus tiles.
When the last tile is reveals you score - at the end of the round
- types of tiles sets of myth tiles, gold and bonuses from the
Acropolis.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Icon explanation
Solo Play
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Hilfe, Hai!

Holterdipolter

Publisher: Hasbro

Designers: Guido Hoffmann, Jens-Peter Schliemann
Publisher: moses. Verlag

5

Honigbienchen

5

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

4

Help! The hungry shark attacks the fish! A nicely gruesome shark
is mounted on the board. One fish per player is placed at the
start; the shark starts at the position appropriate to the chosen
variant. A dice handler is determined and the shark is started.
The handler calls out the colors rolled, twice in case of a double.
The owners of these colors move their fish forward one step per
call as fast as possible. The shark, in the meantime, continuously
moves forward; when its jaw completely covers a fish, this fish is
eaten. When only one fish is left, the game ends and the owner
of that fish has won.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Walpurgis Night has arrived! The philosophers’ stones rumble
down Blocksberg to witches and magicians. Blocksberg and a
stock of stones are prepared. The active player calls a spell and
lets a stone drop from stock into the mountain. All listen closely
where the stone ends up. Then the active player rolls a die and
moves Cat Hugo von Samt, maximum number of steps equal
to the dice result, and lifts witch or magician now in front of the
cat: If he made an error, he takes the figure and next player rolls
and moves, but does not roll a piece! When you did find a stone
you take it. All witches and magicians are put back and the turn
passes.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Colored bees hide under beehives and change places often.
36 Cards are shuffled and stacked face-down. In your turn you
reveal the top card: If it is a bee you search for her under one and
only one beehive, but you can also look under a hive that is in in
front of another player. When you find the bee that is depicted
on the card, you pull the beehive in front of yourself. When
the card shows a beehive, you take any hive without checking
underneath. If you reveal a bear, you must move one of your
hives back into the middle. If you manage to gather four hives
you win instantly. Otherwise, you win with most hives when the
stack of cards is empty.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Dice game with mechanical device, for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Listening game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Memo game for 2-5 players, ages 4+

Hook!

Hospital Rush

Hot Tin Roof

Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designers: T. Laursen, K. Storgaard, S. Thomsen
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele

Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Mayfair Games

8

10

Doldrums! The bored pirates shoot at each other with cannon
balls and catch parrots. Each player turns over a target card
and all decide quickly how the place which of their visor tiles
on whose target card. Then you evaluate: For each visible crew
member the player thus hit must take one cannon ball tile; for
the Black Pirate you choose another player for a hit; Barrel or
cage protect you from hits; a bomb hits everybody. For rum you
can discard a cannon ball and if you catch a parrot you can take
the target card. When all target cards have been resolved you
win with most parrots.
Version: multi * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: no

As a doctor you heal patents, bribe personnel and pass final
exams to win prestige. You have two actions, chosen by placing
markers, and resolve them instantly: Treat patients, acquire
medicine or money or acquire qualification, but also snitching
on other players or sabotage them by stealing medication or
money. Action cases on player boards are designed individually
and only usable by their owners. After actions you release cured
patients for prestige. When someone reaches or tops 10 prestige
points, the game ends and you win with most prestige points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Cats up on the city’s roofs! In your turn, you 1) distribute five
sardine cans on five dumpsters; 2) choose one dumpster, take
all cans from it and implement the action connected to the
dumpster - build either a catwalk or a shelter or take a home tile
and place two identical cats; 3) move your own cats in a Roof
Race onto a patio - crossing opponent’s paths costs you sardine
cans. Two identical cats of your own earn you a fish and go off
the board. When the last fish is taken off the market, the game
ends - you pay for cats still on the board and win the sobriquet
of Top Cat with most food.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Reaction game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Worker placement game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Network building game for 3-4 players, ages 10+

Hüttengaudi

Hyperborea

I Spy ABC Puzzle

Designer: Nandi Piatnik
Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Andrea Chiarvesio, Pierluca Zizzi
Publisher: Asmodee / Asterion Press

Publisher: Game Factory

16

4

A collection of 20 Après Ski games, varying from communication
games to card and dice games as well as party games for large
groups. If you have to take a “Gaudipunkt”, which is penalty point
that is painted on your face, you need to get rid of it by doing
“Forced Labor”. The form of this labor is chosen by all players
before the game starts, which offers lots of room for creative
ideas. “Hüttengaudi” is a fun game for very special groups of
players, big and small, for some special occasions, mostly funny,
sometimes hilarious, sometimes a bit risky and sometimes even
challenging.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The ancient Empire lures players with forgotten knowledge and
hidden treasures. You play either in invasion mode - identical
home countries for all - or war of factions - different home
countries and individual starting abilities - and must, depending
on the version - complete 1, 2 or 3 end-of-game conditions. You
place civilization markers on board and cards and activate cities;
you explore ruins or develop your civilization - resulting effects
must be used. At the end you add VP for jewels, destroyed
ghosts and markers of other players, improved technologies and
control of regions.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

By making use of the concept of two-part puzzles and of the
I Spy concept you correlate rhymes and images in this game
or combine rhymes. A puzzle pair always comprises one text
half with a verse and one image half; two corresponding text
halves make up a pair of verses and are marked with a color bar.
Using the 16 puzzle pairs and 8 verses you can play five different
games which demand paying close attention and taking a close
look: Discover Pairs of Puzzles - Listen and Compare - Find Verses
- Read and Combine - and, finally, a Memo. For some of the
games adult supervision is necessary.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Collection of party games for 3-30 players, ages 16+

Development game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Game collection for 1-4 players, ages 4-8
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I Spy Fish

I Spy Memo

Designer: not named
Publisher: Game Factory

5

I Spy Original

4

Publisher: Game Factory

Designer: Martine Redman
Publisher: Game Factory

5

48 playing cards of 24 pairs of oversized cards are used to play
three different kinds of games – the two cards of a pair show the
same central image but a different background: I Spy Fish is a
version of Happy Families; you start with seven cards and take a
card from the table when the player you asked for the card does
not hold the card you need. If you can make up the pair in question with the card from the table, you can lay it out. In Schnapp
players try to collect pairs of cards from the pool on the table as
fast as they can, and in Memo you play according to the familiar
standard rules, you turn up two cards and try to find pairs.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

On 20 pairs of cards you find one central object on a different
background, in different size and position, perspective or
illumination; furthermore, there are 8 rhyme cards. You can use
those cards to play a classic memo game or a “Reim-Spaß” game
in which you must find the four cards corresponding to a rhyme
card; objects on those cards are not identical to the central
objects used in the memo game! In the “Reim-Memo” game
you search the objects for your personal rhyme card among the
face-down cards. In the „Kreatives Assoziation“ game you search
for correlations among all cards. You can play all these games in
cooperative mode, too.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: yes

Four different spotting games use four double-sided picture
boards, picture cards and rhyme card. On each picture card you
find one object from each of the eight pictures on the boards.
You use a picture card and either search for the object of your
own card on your own board or a previously chosen object with
handing on boards or you use a rhyme card and search for the
object determined by the rhyme card or one player chooses an
object and you try to identify and find it by posing questions
to this player. Depending on the version, you take the picture
card for a victory point or score points in the order you spotted
your object.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: yes

Collection of card games for 1-6 players, ages 5+

Four memo-type games for 1-6 players, ages 4+

Collection of spotting games for 1-4 players, ages 5+

I Spy Snap

Ich einfach unverbesserlich Monopoly

5

Publisher: Game Factory

You play three different games with twelve quartets showing
the same object with different backgrounds. First, all cards are
regarded and the objects named. I Spy Snap – you turn up the
top card of your stack, for a correlation you name the object and
take the stacks of cards with those objects on top. If you hold all
cards, you win. In Esel you touch your nose if you hold a quartet;
if nobody does this, all hand one card to their neighbor; when
now someone touches his nose all must follow suit; the last one
notes an E. If he is slowest again later, an S etc. If you complete
ESEL you lose. For Memo you must find four corresponding
cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no
Collection of reaction and memo games for 2-12 players, ages 5+

Im Tal der Drachen

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Once upon a time there was a Disney film and there was also
Monopoly …. Thus begins a new success story for a classic
game. „Monopoly Ich - Einfach unverbesserlich Minion Made“
features five exclusive collectible characters, the game board
featuring locations from the series was designed as a stadium
and instead of rolling a die you send a spinning top over the
numbers on the stadium floor. When someone does not have
enough money anymore to pay his dues the game ends and
the winner is whoever owns more banana mats; the winner is
declared Grus favorite minion.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Designers: Johannes Berger, Julien Gupta
Publisher: Queen Games

A family of dragons lives hidden in Dragon Valley, only some
magicians are aware of this. When the dragon babies visit the
little magician’s apprentices to play dragon ball, Mage Razandar
is annoyed and you need to get the little dragons back to their
valley quickly. You roll the die – in case if a dragon baby all players holding a card in the color of the dragon baby pulled out of
the bag use their wands to lift and carry the baby to the valley.
If this magic fails, the black Razandar die is rolled and the Mage
moves toward his tower. When all dragon babies are in the valley
before Razandar reaches his tower, all players win together.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Monopoly version for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Im Wandel der Zeiten Das Würfelspiel Eisenzeit

Imperial Settlers

Inkognito

Designer: Tom Lehman
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Ignacy Trzewiczek
Publisher: Portal Games

Designers: Alex Randolph, Leo Colovini
Publisher: Piatnik

8

6

10

The Iron Age has begun! The number of provinces or harbors
that you own determines the number of dice for you. Results are
marked on a peg board, then you must provide food to provinces and resolve conflicts, catastrophes as well as implementing
conquests, tribute demands and conflict and mark them on
your score sheet, all based on values on the peg board. Then you
build harbors, provinces, monuments, military and ships, buy
achievements and change goods to wealth, all with markings on
the score sheet. When a game-end condition is met, you score
monuments, achievements, bonuses, wealth and tribute minus
catastrophes.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Four super powers settle new regions - as one of those powers you collect victory points by expanding your realm and
obstructing your opponents. Romans and Barbarians offer a
more simple play than Egypt and Japan. In a round of the game
you receive new cards, take resources, workers, raze markers
etc. from the production of your own faction in the production
phase and use all those resources in the action phase to expand
your area of influence and to accrue victory points. In the
cleanup phase you discard all resources, worker, gold and markers. After five rounds you then score locations in the realm.
Version: en * Rules: en pl * In-game text: yes

Carnival in Venice – masked agents on secret missions mingle
with the crowd. You receive cards for your identity, habitus and
a mission which must be completed with your yet unknown
partner. You identify him via information from cards you are
shown. When you meet other agents or the Ambassador you ask
for identity or habitus and are shown cards accordingly, one of
them must be correct. Colored marbles in the Phantom die determine who can be moved on land or water. To win, you must
identify your partner, reveal yourself to him only and complete
the mission together. Special rules apply to games for two, three
and five players.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: no

Tactical dice game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Card game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Deduction game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Intrigue City

IQ Fit

Designers: Christos Giannakoulas, Manolis Zachariadis
Publisher: Purple Games

Isaribi

Publisher: Jumbo / SmartGames

6

Designer: Hisashi Hayashi
Publisher: Okazu Brand / Japon Brand

The city of Aar is controlled by six guilds but in the background
the Spider Lodge pulls the strings. As a member of the Lodge
you want to become Chancellor without aggravating the guilds.
You interact offensively or defensively with the guilds - by placing action markers, implementing actions and moving intrigue
marker. You can receive guild prestige cards which you can use
in your own action phase. The total influence equals the total
of all influence markers at a guild, six influence points are the
optimum and earn equilibrium cards of guilds for power points
at the end of the game. When the era changes all vote which
guild should be preferred.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

124 different two-dimensional puzzles in varying levels of difficulty are solved with three-dimensional playing pieces. Colored
balls are combined to pieces of five or six balls of the same color.
The board is a 5x10 grid of holes in which the pieces must be
placed. There are pieces where balls are only arranged in one
level, others have balls in two levels. The puzzles determine
positions for some of the pieces, your task is to arrange the
remaining pieces on the board, without gaps and without parts
of pieces sticking out over the edge.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

As a fisherman you take out your boats to fish, sell the catch and
win at the end of the day with most money. In five rounds you
prepare the market and the catch, then you place boats in the
fishing area or the harbor; then you can either do a turn or pass
for the round; in a turn you use action points according to the
boat card and can fish, move the boat, sell your catch, acquire a
technology or turn over a market card. When you pass you take
one of the available helpers. At the end of the round you discard
surplus catch. Helper cards change fishing quotas or allow to
take a look at market cards, and so on.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: yes

Worker placement game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Logic puzzle for 1 or more players, ages 6+

Collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Istanbul

Ivor the Engine

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Tony Boydell
Publisher: Surprised Stare Games

Jäger + Späher

8

Designer: Gerhard Hecht
Publisher: Kosmos

Merchants and their assistants buy, transport and deliver goods
in the Bazaar and buy rubies for their profits. In your turn you
execute four phases: 1) Movement, 1 or 2 steps plus placing or
collecting assistant; 2) Encounter with other merchants, pay
Lira; 3) Action for Merchant with assistant: Take goods, expand
wheelbarrow, change Mail indicator, bonus cards, collect assistants, ge money, sell goods, free family member, deliver to
Sultan, take Mosque tile, buy ruby; 4) Encounter with opposing
family members, Governor or Smuggler for money, bonus cards
or goods. If somebody has five rubies you win at the end of the
round with most rubies.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Somewhere in the top left-hand corner in Wales there was once
a railway company with an endless name and at one end of the
line the little engine lived, called Ivor by its friends - in this game
Ivor collects lost sheep and completes tasks for his friend, based
on the stories in the book. In your turn you first take a sheep,
then you move your wagon and can either before or afterwards
take a card to complete a job or do a special action. Then you
take a card from the display and refill the display. If someone has
20 or 25 sheep, you get sheep for gold and event cards at the
end of the round and win with most sheep.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

You use character cards for tribe members who hunt for meat
and furs in hunting grounds and bring home raw materials
for item manufacturing from the wilderness. In your turn you
can play a character and implement the instruction or take
back tribe members - including fetching raw materials, discard
hunger tiles or create items - or initiate sundown with an interim
scoring - with 1 point per tribe member on tribe card and location cards minus 1 point per hunger tile. If someone acquired 24
points you win at the end of the round with most points. There
are rules for an introductory game, a standard game and a variant Fight for Survival.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Worker Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Gathering game for 2 players, ages 12+

Jenga Boom

Jenga Classic

6

Publisher: Hasbro

Jenga Tetris

6

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Jenga – synonym for stacking games, in a new edition: 36
wooden Jenga blocks offer their familiar appearance.The base
is new – nicely shaped like a pack of dynamite sticks, the timer
in disguise. You prepare the base and then stack the blocks,
as usual. Now you play in turns: To start you press the arrow
button to start the timer; then you take a block with one hand
from within the stack and put it on top, again as usual. Then you
press the button marked with a square. Should the detonator
“explode” or the tower fall due to any other reason, the winner
is whoever was last to press the end-of-turn button without
causing the tower to fall.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + 17 languages * In-game text: no

This is the currently available edition of the classic game with
rectangular blocks, this time again made from wood and
attractively packed. The blocks are now housed in a round tub,
featuring a nice cord handle for carrying around. Due to the
well-fitting cover there is no sliding out of blocks during transport! The rules and the mechanics of the game are of course
unchanged. All blocks are stacked, 3 in a level, each level rotated
90° against the one below. You pull out a block with one hand
and place it on top of the stack. If you can place the last block
before the stack tumbles, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Jenga means stacking and Tetris means stacking – both combined deliver a new challenge for spatial thinking and dexterity.
47 parts are shaped like Tetris pieces and are stacked as in Jenga.
They are made from plastic as the pieces must slide well and
easily! In analogy to Jenga you draw a piece from somewhere
within the stack and place it on top of the stack. In analogy to
Tetris you earn a bonus if you manage to stack one level on top
without any gap – you may determine the next player! When the
stack or a piece fall you win if you were the last one to successfully remove and restack a piece.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 8+
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201 5
Joe‘s Zoo

Johari

Jushimatsu

Designer: Wolfgang Dirscherl
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Carlo Lavezzi
Publisher: Asmodee / Lookout Spiele

Designer: Madoka Kitao
Publisher: Komado / MinimalGames

4

4

Some animals in the zoo have gone into hiding in other
compounds and that is something Joe the animal nurse does
not like at all. So you must entice flamingo, zebra, crocodile,
anteater and tiger out of their hideouts. IF you manage this you
are rewarded with a treat. Ten animal cards are laid out in a circle
and each player has the five animals on his tip cards. Joe begins
on any animal card. You roll and move Joe accordingly. Then
all use their cards simultaneously to give a tip on the animal
beneath Joe. Then the card is checked - each correct tip earns a
feeding cube for a treat. Whoever collects six feeding cubes first,
wins the game.
Version: multi * Rules: bg cz de en fr it hu pl sk * In-game text: no

On the jewel market of Johari you buy gems and beware of
paste! Ten market day comprise the phases of replenishing the
market, three market rounds and end of the market day, which
must be resolved in turn. In market rounds you play a face-down
action card; all reveal it, resolve the action in order of their gold
reserves and pay the price for buying, Bakshish, sale to jewelers
or collectors, trading in a shop or hiring a noblemen, bribes,
swapping or doppelgänger. This cost is modified by noblemen
and discard area. When the last nobleman is in the market, you
score noblemen, prestige cards and types of jewels on your
player board.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You begin with 10 pieces in your color and shuffle them facedown. The first player turns over a piece and places it. The other
one takes one of his pieces, turns it over and adds it orthogonally or diagonally adjacent. If you achieve 10 or more markings
in an orthogonal or diagonal line, you win. When none of the
players manages this and all 10 pieces are placed, the game
ends in a draw. New edition of 10 Stars, available in the varieties
Apricot vs. Mint, Custard vs. Ash, Latte vs. Lavender or Sakaura vs.
Matcha, all with birds for markings.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en fr * In-game text: no

Memo game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

Trading game with cards for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Placement game for 2 players, ages 4+

Jushimatsu Egg Expansion

Ka-Woom

Designer: Madoka Kitao
Publisher: Komado / MinimalGames

Designers: Florence & Roberto Fraga
Publisher: Huch! & friends

4

You begin with 10 pieces in your color and shuffle them
face-down. The first player turns over a piece and places it.
The other one takes one of his pieces, turns it over and adds it
orthogonally or diagonally adjacent. If you achieve 10 or more
markings in an orthogonal or diagonal line, you win. When
none of the players manages this and all 10 pieces are placed,
the game ends in a draw. In this expansion five egg pieces are
introduced, featuring 3-2-2-1-1-eggs; those pieces are joker for
each color and you are assigned such a piece randomly and
cannot look at it.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en fr * In-game text: no
Placement game for 2 players, ages 4+

8

Designer: Peter-Paul Joopen
Publisher: Ravensburger

5

The builder of the round tries to build towers within the time
frame, the saboteurs want to overthrow them. You choose
a tower and set it up on its tower card in the display; several
towers are possible or you reconstruct a fallen one. At the same
time, the saboteurs use their catapults and ammunition dice to
shoot at your tower, using each die once. The builder may not
catch or deflect dice. Two dice or the big die showing a Ka-Boom
symbol cause an earthquake: the saboteur hits the table once
with his fist. When the time is over the builder takes the cards for
towers that are still complete and you win with 18 points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Cockroaches in the kitchen need to be caught as fast as possible.
Each player chooses one trap in one of the corners of the board
and the cutlery elements in the board are arranged to form a
labyrinth, according to a pattern from the rules or to your own
ideas. The cockroach is placed into the labyrinth and you roll the
die in turn: It determines which cutlery element – spoon, fork or
knife – you can turn in order to open a path for the cockroach to
your own trap. If the cockroach falls into it you earn a chip and
the cockroach is put into a new labyrinth for a new round. You
win with five chips.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Construction game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Action game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Kakerlakentanz

Kaleido

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele / Drei Magier

Designer: Hinato Origuchi
Publisher: Ouyuuan / Japon Brand

6

Kakerlakak

Kaleidos Junior

10

Designer: Spartaco Albertarelli
Publisher: Asmodee / Ystari

4

Now cockroaches are dancing - four different dances: Aua stand up briefly, Bssss - circle your finger, Flapp Flapp - flap your
arms and Meep - pinch your nose. You place your top card,
name the dance and “dance”, unless it is the same one as on the
previously placed card or named by the last player. In this case
you say and dance something different from what you place.
A taboo card closes the stack, you only say “stop” and the next
player starts a new stack or goes back to the other stack. If you
make a mistake, stutter or hesitate too long, you take all cards - if
you are rid of all your cards first, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: no

On order of the Shogun artists cooperate, but want to win the
reward alone. You have colored triangles, two white triangles
and a frame, two frames are laid out in the middle. In your turn
you place a triangle into any frame on an empty spot and can
place a white triangle before or after or add one of your own
frames. When a frame is complete you score - for most and
second-most triangles in it that are not white. Then you can
rotate the frame. In the final scoring you score majorities in all
completely filled hexagon that can be formed in the display, also
those crossing frame borders, and win with most points.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Kaleidos junior is the junior version of Kaleidos, a picturespotting variant of Scattergories for children not yet able to read.
The game features four identical sets of ten pictures, each player
uses the same picture. A category is determined by a spinner
and all search their picture for suitable items them with a chip.
Then in turn each player names the items he has found and sets
aside the chips used for marking. You continue to play with one
picture after the other until one player is out of chips and wins.
In variants for older children you can search for items by first
letter or write down the words.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Reaction game with movement for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Spotting games with words for 2-12 players, ages 4+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Kalimambo

Kapla 200

Designer: Antonio Scrittore
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Tom van der Bruggen
Publisher: Piatnik

8

Kashgar

3

Designer: Gerhard Hecht
Publisher: Kosmos

An unknown species, Kali, has infiltrated the explorers‘ caravan,
no-one knows where and when it will turn up. You move your
tourist to the head of the queue, the higher the value of the
card you play for him, the earlier he moves. As each number is
available only once, you might end up in the elephant’s muck
and score negative. Mambo rams the new last tourist in line and
he scores negative points equal to the number of steps Mambo
moved. When Kali hits the muck or is pushed by Mambo, his
negative score falls on the player who played the card with the
lowest value. When 12 cards have been played, you win with
fewest negative points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Kapla planks are building blocks made from pine wood. The
planks are exactly 12 centimeters long and are fashioned in
proportions adhering to the Golden Ratio: The width of the
plank is three times the thickness of the plank and the length of
the plank is five times its width. The planks are not interlocked
or fixed in any other way; you just place them onto each other
and create beautiful, daring and breathtaking constructions. The
planks are available in several colors, too. This package contains
200 planks and a booklet with 40 models that fire your imagination for your own ideas.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

As spice merchant on the Silk Road you use caravans to stock
up merchandise or to hire persons and complete orders,
both for victory points. Caravans are laid out as rows of cards;
you choose the front card of a caravan and then either 1) the
Caravan action – you place the card in last place in the caravan
and implement the card action, or 2) Good Bye – you implement
the card action and discard the card; with both actions you can
complete orders; or 3) you pass and place the card in last place
in the caravan. When someone reaches 25 points, you win at the
end of the current round with most points. Version “Hauen und
Stechen” uses extra cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Placement game with chance for 3-7 players, ages 8+

Construction game for 1 or more players, ages 3+

Card management game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Kayanak

Keltis

Designer: Peter-Paul Joopen
Publisher: Haba

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Kosmos

4

As a polar bear in the Arctic players try to hack holes into the
ice and catch fish from underneath the ice. A sheet of paper
beneath the perforated board simulates the ice, fishes are
simulated by small metal marbles which are poured into the
box, covered with the ice and distributed by shaking the box.
The die determines if your bear moves, if you may hack holes
open or if you may try to catch fish in open holes next to your
bear. If you are first to catch ten fish you win. In a variant the
temperature die, ice crystals and “Do not enter” tiles come into
play. New edition.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Keyflower the Merchants

10

Designers: Richard Breese, Sebastian Bleasdale
Publisher: Huch! & friends / R&D Games

Your movers should advance as far as possible on the Path of
Stones. To enter or move them one step you play a fitting card
into the ascending or descending row. Action tiles on the path
give you victory points or an additional step. If your move ends
on a stone tile, you take it and score it at the end of the game.
From the 5th step of a path your mover scores positive. When
five movers are in the finish area, you win with the highest score.
On the back of the double-sided board you can play the “Neue
Wege, Neue Ziele” expansion, featuring new path tiles and
Wishing Stone tiles, which are scored at the end of the game by
color and amount.
Version: de * Rules: cn es fr hu kr nl pl * In-game text: no

In Keyflower you develop your own village, over four seasons,
using special buildings. When playing with The Merchants
expansion you further develop your village, expand building
a second time, set ub cabins, enter into contracts for points or
trade them for items shown on the contract; you also encounter
new combinations of items from the new ships that arrive and
there are also three new winter tiles. You can use all components
from The Merchants and supplement it with components from
Keyflower for playing “The Merchants Variant” - recommended
for a first game - or combine components from core game and
all expansions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Placement and position game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Expansion for Keyflower for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Magnetic fishing game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

King Arthur

King of New York

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Richard Garfield
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / iello

8

King of Tokyo

10

Designer: Richard Garfield
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

8

In this new edition of the interactive board game you place your
smart phone into the holder and begin to play. The App in the
guise of Merlin gives orders, comments and tells you your score.
England needs a new king. You move your knight to locations
on the board and experience encounters with app-directed
characters with whom you can trade, fight, negotiate or interact
otherwise. Whoever is first to return to the Stone with the
necessary equipment, strength and chivalry and masters a dice
challenge there, will be England’s new king. As a Meta Game
you can search for the Holy Grail in the course of several games.
Series: smartPLAY
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Now monsters are invading New York! You stand in a borough
and must in your turn 1) roll dice up to three times- 2) Resolve
dice, a symbol is effective as often as it appears on dice:
Lightning for energy - Heart heals - Attack damages Monster Destruction damages buildings - a destroyed building turns into
an army unit, a destroyed unit is removed - Ouch results in military attacks on targets according to dice symbols - Fame gives
you stars, maybe 4) Move into Manhattan or out of Manhattan
5) Buy cards to improve your monster and 6) End of turn with
resolving card effects. If you are the last living monster or have
20 stars, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

Monsters on the rampage want to take over Tokyo! You guide
one of them and win if you either reach or top 20 victory points
or are the last one standing and alive. You roll 6 dice up to three
times and then apply the results: Take 1 energy crystal for each
flash symbol, heal one life for each heart and damage, that is
deduct one life of each monster not on the same location with
you. With life points at 0 you drop out of the game. Energy crystals buy you cards; these can either be used once immediately or
are active in each of your turns. Cards modify damage, healing
or victory points.
Expansions Power up! 2012 and Halloween 2013.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it jp * In-game text: yes

Adventure game with app for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 8+
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King’s Pouch

Kingsport Festival

Kobayakawa

Designer: Kee W. Kim
Publisher: Korea Board Games

Designers: Andrea Chiarvesio, Gianluca Santopietro
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Jun Sasaki
Publisher: Iello / Superlude

9

In a disorderly kingdom you are feudal lord and use abilities of
your subjects. After three rounds each you score character cards
and occupied regions. In your turn you distribute subjects from
the active zone to buildings of the same color on your personal
board and trigger effects. Resources generated as a result are
now used to build, hire characters or conquer areas on the
main board. In the recreation phases you donate surplus, score
bonuses, place subjects into the recreation zone, maybe refill the
bag and draw subjects. After nine rounds you score buildings
and lose victory points for corrupt officials.
Version: multi * Rules: de en kr * In-game text: no

Cults and cultists in the universe of H.P. Lovecraft - As a High
Priest of a Shadow cult you want to rule the city and summon
beings not of this world and also unholy gods for favors. Investigators want to prevent this. The current scenario cards changes
rules details. You play 12 rounds for months, with six phases
each - turn order, summoning of the Ancient Ones, rewards
with favors for the cultists, expansion with use of resources,
attack in rounds so marked with events and confrontations with
investigators and, finally, time marker adjustment. You win after
scoring of an eventual festival card with most cult points.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it jp * In-game text: yes

The Kobayakawa Clan is awarding victory to the weak combatants in the clash of samurai clans. You hold 4 Kamons, 8 are
stacked. You are dealt a card and draw a card or draw a card and
place it for Kobayakawa. Then you can pass in phase 2 of the
round of fight and bid 1 Kamon. All fighters reveal, the lowest
value adds the Kobayakawa value and the highest total wins
all Kamons that were bid + 1 from the middle. If you have no
Kamons left, you are out. When two Kamons are left on the table
you must bid 2 Kamon in combat in a final round.
Version: de * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Worker Placement game for 3-5 players, ages 12+

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 9+

Koboldbande

Können Schweine fliegen?

Designer: Gina Manola
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Sonja Hässler
Publisher: Kosmos

4

Kragmortha

5

Designers: Obert,Crosa,Enrico,Bonifacio,Ferlito
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

8

The imps want to reach the treasure before the dragon does.
The must lay out a path and collect three keys. Keys and sweets
are placed on the board by rolling two dice. You draw one of the
face-down tiles - a path tile is placed accordingly, a dragon is laid
on the next free spot in the dragon lair. When the path covers
key or sweet you place those on their storage spots. Once in the
game you can distract the dragon with the sweets and put the
front dragon tile on the sweets tile. When the last path square is
filled and you have collected three keys, before all dragon spots
are filled in the lair, all players win together.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

24 animal features like „fur“ or „claws “ are laid out. In each round
an animal card is turned up. If you know a feature for this animal,
place your chip on this feature. You may place all four chips, but
only one chip is allowed on a card. When all are done, check
the booklet. For each correctly placed chip you advance your
piglet one step, and if you picked a wrong feature you go back
on step. After five rounds the player furthest advanced wins the
game. There is a lot of information on the animals in the booklet
and you can play several variants of the game. This new edition
introduces 18 new animals.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Kragmortha the board game is based on the card game „Ja, Herr
und Meister“. Players are naughty goblins fooling around in the
halls of the Dark Overlord and trying to steal his spell boos. A
turn comprises playing and implementing of a Movement card
and drawing a card. Then a goblin encounters the Dark Overlord,
a special “Vernichtender Blick” card is drawn and implemented.
When a goblin enters a teleporter spot, the top teleport marker
is put to effect. When a player receives his fourth “Vernichtender
Blick” card or when the last spell book card is drawn, the game
ends and you win with fewest “Vernichtender Blick” cards. New
edition 2013.
Version: de * Rules: de it * In-game text: yes

Race and tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Game of knowledge and speed for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Fantasy adventure game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Krawall im Hühnerstall

Kreuzverhör

Kroko Doc

Publisher: Goliath Toys

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Publisher: Hasbro

8

4

One player is the actor - he takes a card, rolls the die and must
now enact the word thus determined with the help of the
squeaking chicken; the other members of his team must guess
the term. The actor can use pantomime and also point to objects
in the room, but the squeaking chicken must be involved in the
presentation and the word must be guessed within 10 seconds.
If your team manages this, you take the card. When the time
runs out and the word was not guessed, the opposing team gets
a chance to guess the word and acquire the card. The winner is
the team that first collects 10 cards. In a game of three players
you play head-on-head.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

A crime has been planned and players must find out which
crime, and also the crime scene, the probable culprit and the
means of the crime. Both players investigate at the same time,
the questioning lasts 12 mutual questions at the most. In each
question an assumption is stated on the four details by using
case cards, and the witness names the number of correct assumptions. Further details can be learned from using an investigation card; the opponent can fend off such a card with another
card. When after 12 rounds none of the player has solved the
case, it is set aside unsolved.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The frog-green crocodile is still going strong, and still suffers
from terrible tooth-ache. It opens its mouth very wide to look
for help. In this version of the game the principle of the travel
edition is used, the teeth are not pulled out but pressed down
to find the aching one. If you are unlucky and find the aching
tooth, Crocodile in his pain closes his mouth rather fast and you
must be quick to pull your hand out. If you touch the aching
tooth, you lose this round of Crocodile Dentist! And due to the
very good chance mechanism it will be another tooth that hurts
next time!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Party game for 3 or more players, ages 8+

Deduction game for 2 players, ages 12+

Action and chance game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Krokolores

Krosmaster Arena

Kuh Vadis

Designer: Anja Dreier-Brückner
Publisher: Haba

Designers: Nicolas Degouy, Édouard Guiton
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

4

8

Crocodiles wait motionless in the water for prey - you place your
crocodile with the head pointing to the whirlpool. Three cards
with possible prey are laid out. You spin the whirlpool and try to
snap when the most valuable tidbits pass. To snap at a tidbit you
tilt your crocodile forward and thus stop the whirlpool instantly.
All others now also tilt their crocodile and take the tidbits that
they touch with their snouts. The display is refilled and the next
player spins the whirlpool. When all cards are distributed, you
discard a tidbit card corresponding in color for each alarm clock
you caught and then win with most tidbits.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Fantasy adventure in a table-top with individual, very unusual
miniatures - warriors from DOGUS versus warriors from WAKFU
- you want to eliminate opposing Krosmasters and win if you are
the only one holding winning-coins or the only one still having a
Krosmaster in play. You use movement points and action points
according to character cards and the joint Kamas of your team
for movement, spells, demonic rewards, winning-coins and
others. A character is eliminated if it has as many damage points
as he has life points.
Expansion pack with one miniature, one card and a mini game.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it jp * In-game text: no

In a 7x7 grid the squares are marked with 6x1, 6x2, and 5x 3, 4
and 5 each as well as with 12 cows and three circles and three
crosses, in mixed distribution. One player tries to connect the
crosses, the other the circles, orthogonally or diagonally. To mark
a spot you must roll 2 cows or three identical numbers, for a roll
with both you only mark once. If you manage to roll a quartet
you may mark and have another turn, in which you must mark
adjacent to the square marked before. You have three rolls per
turn and can set aside dice and re-roll them. If you cannot mark,
you pass and if you can connect first, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Fantasy adventure game for 2 or 4 players, ages 12+

Dice game for 2 players, ages 8+

Kuhlorado

Kunststück

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

8

Kwando

10

Designer: Thorsten Löpmann
Publisher: Huch! & friends

A block of sheets, with sheets showing 8x8 squares that are
marked with numbers and cows and also troughs. You have
two rolls per turn, can re-roll and must mark: for two cows two
squares with cows, for two numbers a square with one of those
numbers, for cow + number either a cow or the number. If you
want to mark both, those squares must be separated by exactly
one square. Troughs may be in-between, too, but separate land
areas. When no cow is free or only five number squares are free,
you score majorities in border pastures, for majorities in squares
next to troughs and for orthogonally adjacent land areas of
minimum five squares.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Players are thieves stealing paintings according to their orders.
The paintings are marked with their museum of origin, the
epoch, the value and chances to be sold easily. There is a cache
for each player and three joint caches. You have a painting card
and an order card, next to each cache there is another painting
card. Actions are: take a new card, move a card, play a card or fill
an order. There are basic rules for arranging the cards or capacities of the caches and limit for hand cards. “Large-scale raid”
starts the last round. Then the player with the highest total from
paintings sold wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Famous people! Who was born when? You play in two teams; six
cards are dealt to team members, so you know 1, 2 or 3 persons.
The active team tries to find out with questions and statement
who holds which persons. If you make a mistake by naming
numbers or names, the opposing team plays one of its Mistake
cards. You are only allowed five mistakes in the game - if you
make a sixth mistake the opposing team wins automatically. The
cards are sorted, earliest date lowest in the stack, latest date on
top, and are bottom to top; wrongly placed cards are removed
and in five rounds you score for correct cards minus mistake
cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2 players, ages 8+

Crime card game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Game of communication for 3-12 players, ages 12+

Kyoto Protocol

La Boca

Designer: Petri Savola
Publisher: RollD6 Games

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Kosmos

8

La Isla

8

Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger

Energy production and environment pollution - as a producer
of energy you try to meet a quota set by the government while
avoiding over-usage of resources and penalty payments. To
produce energy you draft cards into your hand and play sets of
cards for energy on the table. At the end of each of the three
rounds you check production - if you cannot deliver enough
energy you pay penalty and who - compared to other players has used up most of one kind of resources, also pays a penalty.
As a possible action in a turn you can flip production cards over
and thus avoid pollution.
Version: multi * Rules: en fi * In-game text: no

Construction on order: You play in varying teams a team of
two, determined by turning up partner chips. You share one
template card, showing a different construction on each side.
Now both must use all blocks together to achieve a construction
that corresponds to a player’s side of the card when looked at
by him. Players may talk to correlate the construction, but can
only look at their own template. Blocks need not be in line, the
construction may not exceed the 4x4 grid and must be without
gaps; all blocks must be used. Both players score points related
to the time needed. When all partner chips have been used you
win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

We explore La Isla on a quest for animal species that we believe
to be extinct. You draw three cards and assign them to actions:
Card A is placed into the holder and is active with its special
function until covered with another cord. The card at position B
gives you a marker. For action C you place or move an explorer
for two markers in the landscape color. When you occupy all
areas next to a jungle area you gain animal tiles and points. The
card placed at D moves an animal marker for victory points.
When marker positions reach a certain total, you do a final
scoring for sets of animals, playing pieces and area values for
animal markers.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Set collecting game for 3-7 players, ages 8+

Construction game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 9+
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201 5
Las Vegas Boulevard

Last Letter

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger

Designers: Joe and Dave Herbert
Publisher: Thinkfun / HCM Kinzel

8

Lauf rauf!

8

Designer: Rüdiger Koltze
Publisher: Ravensburger

8

An expansion for Las Vegas featuring three dice sets for games
with six, seven and eight players. Big dice replace one normal
dice at the start of the game, but count for two in casinos, those
biggies are always rolled with your dice and placed according to
the core game rules. 10 purple dice are Kicker in a game for up to
seven players, you can use them to remove dice already placed
in a Casino. The rules also list a variant for 2-4 players based on
the solo version: 2 dice are already in the Casinos, you have 2
bonus cards and always roll one dice of each color; colors and
thus the owner of the corresponding bonus card win the money.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Everybody knows the classic chain-of-letter games - you name
a word and the next player must name a word that begins with
the last letter of the word previously named. Last Letter picks
up this mechanism, but you play with image cards. Each player
is dealt 5 cards, a starting card is placed in the middle and a
placer names a word corresponding to an item. If you are fastest
to find a suitable word on his cards, may discard the card. If
you can discard all cards first, you win. You can also invent your
own rules, for instance only words in foreign languages or only
adjectives, etc.Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You roll three dice up to three times, can set dice aside and need
minimum „15“ to enter a pawn and move a pawn with the sum
of two dice. If you reach on ascension spot with one result and
have „1“ as a second result, you can change levels. With the result
of the black die you can send an opponent back to base, „6“
in a first roll of the black die brings or removes a ban ring for a
pawn on the middle level, which can then neither move nor be
overtaken. Whoever reaches the summit first with all his three
men, wins. In a variant certain dice results can be used for playing cards that can change movement or dice results.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Expansion for Las Vegas for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Word association game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Leg los!

Lemminge

Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Sebastian Bleasdale
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

8

Let’s party!

8

Designers: Catty, Führer, Los Rodrigues
Publisher: Piatnik

16 image tiles are laid out on a board and named. The active
artist draws the top number tile secretly and then uses discs
and sticks according to the rules to depict the term that was
determined by the number on the tile he drew. All other players
can give one guess. If the term was guessed or takes to loon,
you draw the next tile and so on, until time has run out. For
additional terms you can only use components that were not
previously used. If you guess the term you mark it on the board
and score one victory point for each marker, the artist scores for
all markers.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Lemmings are racing to the summit while overcoming obstacles.
At the start a card of value 2 is laid or for each landscape type.
You draw a card or play a card for a landscape: When this card
is the lowest one in the card row for this landscape you move
your lemming over meadows and squares of this landscape, for
the total of all cards in the display, or else only for the value of
the actual card played and you discard the rest of the display. If
you must begin a new stack you place a bonus tile. If you have
enough movement points you can push your own or opposing
lemmings. IF you have both lemmings across the finish line first,
you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The Activity cards on one side list terms and the method to explain them and on the other show the number of steps earned
for a correctly mastered task. The Tick-Tack-Bumm cards state
combinations of letters. You play a game of standard “Activity”,
until a Tick-Tack-Bumm card turns up. Now you roll the die to
determine the location of this letter combination in the word. If
you name a correct term, you pass the bomb. When it explodes,
the team with the last correct answer moves 4 steps, the one
holding the bomb when it exploded goes 1 step back. Then you
play “Activity” again. The first team over the finish line wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Creative placement game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Movement and placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Creative association game for 4-16 players, ages 12+

Lift it!

Limes

Designer: Per Gauding
Publisher: Game Factory

Designer: Martyn F
Publisher: Abacusspiele

8

Logix 4x4

8

Designer: Linda Wächter
Publisher: IQ-Spiele

7

Fast and exact construction, in teams with cranes connected by
a hook, or alone. You build the construction shown on the card
in the given time, by the method determined by your marker
location - e.g. with the crane fastened to your head or following
instructions of another player. You must always build with in
the construction area and use the crane. When time has run out
you move your marker one step for each correctly placed piece
and by a bonus for finishing within the time frame. In a duel
you score when you are done first. When a marker reaches the
opposite start/finish case, you win at the end of the round, if you
are in the lead.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Limes - Border of the Roman Empire - Settlers plant, fish and
cut wood and set up watch towers along the border. You hold
a set of tiles; one player always turns up the top tile in his stack,
the other takes the same tile from his stack and both place their
tile into their personal display, edge to edge, in 4x4 grid, edge
correlation as to pattern is not necessary. Then you can place a
new worker on this tile or move a worker already on the grid to
an adjacent area. When 16 cards have been placed you score
connected landscape areas holding a worker.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

An adaptation of Logix, you know play on a 4x4 grid instead of
a3x3 grid and use four colors and four shapes. On 70 objective or
task cards some of those shapes are pre-positioned. You choose
one of those cards, place the shapes already depicted there
and must then place the remaining shapes into the grid so that
at the end in each row and each column each shape and each
color is only present once. In the more difficult levels restricting
conditions are added in relation to rows or columns or squares
in the guild.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Construction game for 1-8 players, ages 8+

Placement game for 1 or 2 players, ages 8+

Logical placement game for 1 player, ages 7+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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AUSTRIAN GAMES AWARD 2014

Abluxxen

Card game on collecting cards and taking cards away or back, for 2-5 players, ages 10+, by
Wolfgang Kramer and Michael Kiesling at Ravensburger 2014, ca. 30 min

All information on the Austrian Games Award. www.spielepreis.at

Die verrückte Vogelscheuche

Memo and gathering game on grain, a raven
and a scarecrow, for 2-4 players, ages 4+, by
Klaus Zoch at Noris Spiele 2014, ca. 20 min

Flizz & Miez

Geisterei

Hetzen nach Schätzen

Speed Cups

Camel Up

Tortuga

Car racing and chase game for 2-4 players,
ages 5+, by Klemens Franz, Hanno Girke and
Dale Yu at Stadlbauer Marketing + Vertrieb
2014, ca. 20 min

Reaction game with stacking and aligning
cups, for 2-4 players, ages +, by Haim Shafir
at Amigo Spiele 2013, ca. 10 min

Dexterity game with Mama Ghost and an egg,
for 2-4 players, ages 6+, by Guido Hoffmann
at Drei Magier / Schmidt Spiele 2014, ca. 20
min

Race and betting game on rounding a
pyramid, for 2-8 players, ages 8+, by Steffen
Bogen at eggertspiele / Pegasus Spiele 2014,
ca. 30 min

Agility game in the FEX Series for 2-4 players,
ages 7+, by Treo Game Designers at Haba
2013, ca. 15 min

Dice placement games about pirates and
treasures, for 2-4 players, ages 8+, by Jay
Cormier and Sen-Foong Lim at Queen Games
2014, ca. 40 min

Voll Schaf

Blood Bound

Concept

Norderwind

Caverna

Russian Railroads

Raben stapeln

Krosmaster Arena

Star Wars Am Rande des Imperiums

Tile placement game about sheep and
pastures, for 2-4 players, ages 7+, by
Francesco Rotta at Huch! & friends 2014,
ca. 20 min

Resources management game on ships and
commodities, for 2-4 players, ages 10+, by
Klaus Teuber at Kosmos 2014,
ca. 60 min

Dexterity game on ravens, stars and discs, for
1-4 players, ages 3+, by Paul Kappler at Drei
Hasen in der Abendsonne 2014, ca. 10 min

Bluff and deduction game on group affiliations, Association game using pictograms for 4-12
for 6-12 players, ages 14+, by Kalle Krenzer at players, ages 10+, by Gaëtan Beaujannot and
Heidelberger Spieleverlag 2013, ca. 30 min
Alain Rivollet at Repos Productions / Asmodee
2013, ca. 45 min

Complex development game on mining,
housing space acquisitiion and provisions, for
1-7 players, ages 12+, by Uwe Rosenberg at
Lookout Games 2013, ca. 210 min

Fantasy adventure game with miniatures for 2
or 4 players, ages 14+, by Nicolas Degou and
Édouard Guiton at Ankama / Pegasus 2014,
ca. 60 min

Worker placement game on railroad
construction in Russia, for 2-4 players, ages
12+, by Helmut Ohley and Leonhard Orgler at
Hans im Glück 2013, ca. 120 min

Beginners Set for the role playing game,
for 3-5 players, ages 10+, by Daniel Lovat
Clark and Chris Gerber at FFG / Heidelberger
Spieleverlag 2013, Spieldauer variabel

AUSTRIAN GAMES AWARD 2014

201 5
Loony Quest

Looping Louie

Designers: Laurent Escoffier, David Franck
Publisher: Asmodee / Libellud

8

Lords of Vegas Up!

4

Publisher: Hasbro

Designers: Mike Selinker, James Ernest
Publisher: Mayfair Games

King Fedoor of Arcadia is looking for an heir and calls heroes to
a competition. They travel through various worlds, cope with
Loonies and must overcome tricks of other players. Seven worlds
with several levels and a Chief Evil One on the last level offer missions that must be completed within a time frame. To do so you
draw what is demanded in the target overview on your „screen“.
For valid drawings - elements must never touch, cross or branch
off, the maximum number must be correct and all ways used to
draw must be allowed - you score experience points and also
bonus and penalty tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Looping Louie in his Flying Machine careers in low-level-flight
over the hen-coops! He is on the hunt for chicken chips that
he wants to snatch away from the players. Each player has 3 of
those chips in the side-bar of his catapult. With this catapult you
can fend off Louie and make him fly loops, nose dives and steep
ascends. You try to use Louie to steal chips from your fellow
players and keep your own. If you are out of chips, you stay in
the game. The last player to own a chip wins the game. Looks
like a children’s game, but provides fun for all ages! One round is
never enough!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You are casino boss in Las Vegas and build casinos, deal in real
estate, gamble in other casinos and embellish your own. You win
with the highest score and earn points when the colors of your
casino are drawn. Money earned in the casino is used to buy
more land, which yields revenue and points, and you can negotiate with other players. The expansion features the components
for a fifth and sixth player and 48 tiles for additional levels in
casinos; you place them beneath casino tiles to elevate those.
Higher casinos earn more money, and there are new rules for
expanding, remodeling and joining casinos together.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Drawing game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Action and reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Expansion for Lords of Vegas for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Lords of War

Lords of Xidit

Lost Legacy: Hyakunen Senso to Ryu no Miko

Designers: Nick Street, Martin Vaux
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Régis Bonnessée
Publisher: Asmodee / Libellud

Designers: Hayato Kisaragi, Seiji Kanai
Publisher: One Draw / MinimalGames

7

Tactical battles between fantasy creatures. You have six out of 36
units in hand and play a card in each turn. Cards carry markings
for target, damage, sometimes range and also defense. At the
end of your turn you can draw a card or take back a unit from
the play area. If you you eliminate 20 cards of your opponent
or 4 of his command cards, you win. Each of the three editions
published so far holds two complete armies for two races: Orcs
vs. Dwarfs, Elves vs. Lizardmen and Templars vs. Undead. You can
play each army against any other or can draft a mercenary deck
from several armies.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Idrakys of Princes collect troops to fight the Darkness. In each
round, a year, you give your Idrakys six orders for movement,
recruiting of units, removing a threat from a city by using units
or Wait. Then orders are implemented in sequence. For successful removal of a threat you choose two of three possible rewards
- Gold, Bard tile or construct a level of the magic guilds. Then the
phases administrate city tile, military revolt with rewards and
end of year follow and after 12 years there is a game end phase
with three checks for wealth, influence and prestige. If you pass
all three checks, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it * In-game text: no

A mysterious legacy must be found; both games can be
combined. One card is laid out for the Ruins. You hold a card
and draw a card. Then you play one of those cards face-up and
implement its effects; this can result in players being ejected
from the game. When the pile is empty you investigate and look
at the card of any player, even your own, or at the Ruins. Should
you find the Legacy, you win. When nobody finds it, all have lost
together. Should all players but one have been ejected from the
game, this player is the winner. The game features a basic set
“Vorpal Sword” and an expansion set “Staff of Dragons” that can
be combined.
Version: jp * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Conflict simulation with cards for 2 players, ages 7+

Development game for 3-5 players, ages 14+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Lost Legacy: Binbo Tantei to Inbo no Shiro

Love Letter

Luchador

Designers: Hayato Kisaragi, Seiji Kanai
Publisher: One Draw / MinimalGames

Designer: Seiji Kanai
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Mark Rivera
Publisher: Backspindle Games

A mysterious legacy must be found; both games can be
combined. One card is laid out for the Ruins. You hold a card
and draw a card. Then you play one of those cards face-up and
implement its effects; this can result in players being ejected
from the game. When the pile is empty you investigate and look
at the card of any player, even your own, or at the Ruins. Should
you find the Legacy, you win. When nobody finds it, all have lost
together. Should all players but one have been ejected from the
game, this player is the winner. The game features a basic set
“Orb of Seduction” and an expansion set “Eternal Grail” that can
be combined.
Version: jp * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

The beautiful princess is waiting for her dream lover, but the
king wants to marry her to a prince of his choice. The princess
wants true love, not power and wealth, and only someone who
touches her heart will win her hand – so we must get our love
letters to the princess. We need helpers in the palace to ensure
that our letters will reach her. The game is played in rounds: You
draw a card, play a card open-faced and implement its effects;
the cards remain visible. When all cards have been used, you win
a heart if you hold the highest-ranking character of the palace.
Whoever holds 3-5 hearts, depending on the number of players,
wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: yes

In a game for two or two teams you simulate Lucha Libre, Mexican Wrestling for professionals: In a round both parties roll their
four dice. The results for Hit, Miss, Block, Counter or Pin are compared. Based on those results you roll Hid dice for hit points from
Drop Kicks or Table slams etc. Hit points you score are deducted
from the strength of the opponent. Options are attack with your
personal Luchador! Die or a Pin attempt. When your opponents
strength drops to 0 or below you win with a Knock Out. Victory
by PIN rolls or a draw are possible. Second edition 2014.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dice game with a sports topic for 2-4 players, ages 8+
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Ludix

Lunte

Designer: Niek Neuwahl
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Bruce Whitehill
Publisher: Mücke Spiele

10

MaCar

8

Designer: Gediminas Akelaitis
Publisher: Logis

4

A dice game using Roman numbers; you use four dice, each one
showing L-X-X-V-I-I on its sides and want to be the first player to
reach or top a score of 300 points. In your turn you roll all dice
once and combine them into a valid Roman number which is
also your score. You can note this score for the round and hand
on the dice or you can roll again, make up a number, add the
result to the previous score and again decide on continuing or
stopping. You can go on rolling as long as you can form a valid
Roman number with your result. If you cannot do this you lose
all previous scores from this round.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it * In-game text: no

The fuse has been lit! All players hold seven cards and in turn
place a card and draw a card until someone plays a bomb card
or a defusing card or the time bomb card is drawn. With a defusing card you remove all cards from the cord and place the defusing card next to the start card; if you place a bomb you take all
card cards but the start card, and all defusing cards. When all
bomb cards or played or when the time bomb is drawn, you
add all your cord and defusing cards and deduct all cord cards in
hand. Whoever now has most points, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Cars are part of daily life. In this tile placement game you assemble cards from individual double-sided tiles. In variant 1 you
assemble cars according to templates and images in the rules. In
variant 2 you should assemble cars as fast as you can, in a game
for two or two teams. You pick up tiles one by one and stop the
round when you have competed a card. You score for completed
cars or the biggest, even if incomplete car; if you manage both
conditions you score two points. If you have collected most
points after three rounds, you win.
Version: en * Rules: de en lt pl * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Card placement game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Tile placement game for 1-4 players, ages 4+

Machi Koro

Mad City

Designer: Masao Suganuma
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Kane Klenko
Publisher: Mayfair Games

8

Madame Ching

8

Designers: Bruno Cathala, Ludovic Maublanc
Publisher: Asmodee / Hurrican Games

8

You are a company owner and develop your town. For each
player two establishment are laid out openly as “built” and
four landmarks face-down as “under construction” to begin his
town. You roll the dice, one at the beginning and two when you
have completed your railway station: The corresponding type
of establishment is activated and yields income, if you own the
type – from bank or other players, in your turn or that of another
player. Then you can build a new establishment or complete
one of your landmarks; you pay the price to the bank and take
the card or turn over the landmark. Whoever completes his four
landmarks first, wins.
Version: en * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

As a city builder you rival for the most lucrative city and place
city tiles for three different zones and bonus points for lakes and
parks. For a round you draw nine tiles and hand them on to the
left. Then you have one minute to place your nine tiles in a 3x3
grid. Then you score your grid for colors and numbers of houses
in connected areas and for the longest road. If you have placed
your tiles and grab the Park Ranger Tree before the timer runs
out, you score lakes and parks in your city. If someone has 150
points at the end of a round you win if you have most points.
Variant with contractor tokens.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

As a pirate on missions for Madame Ching you sink Emperor’s
ships and support fishing villages. Navigation cards are laid out;
then you play a navigation card face own and all reveal them:
If it is your turn you continue your expedition by placing the
navigation card or finish it, thereby maybe completing a mission
or acquiring abilities. You can play a movement card and take
a navigation card from the display. When all missions are completed or when somewhat takes captaincy of the China Pearl
you score, at the end of the round, gold, jewels and bonuses
for ability cards, as well as China Pearl, Hong Kong Harbor and
encounter cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

City building game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

City building game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Magic Jinn Tier-Edition
Publisher: Hasbro

Magnetic Travel Game

6

Interactive guessing fun using voice recognition! You think of
an animal and Magic Jinn poses questions to try and guess the
animal. Players can try to outsmart the cat – Magic Jinn knows
more than 350 animals, but has only five guesses to win the
round. Questions can be answered with Yes or No, they are
simple, easily understood and formulated according to target
ages. Magic Jinn replies to each answer with a signal noise and
phrases like “okay” or “understood”. If a player cannot give the
requested answer, Magic Jinn also understands replacement
answers like “Say it again, please” or “go back”.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes
Electronic guessing game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

8

Publisher: The Purple Cow / Game Factory

Designer: Alex Randolph
Publisher: Franjos

7

From Australia come elegant magnetic travel games in individual but unified design, published under the Label The Purple
Cow and distributed by Game Factory, packed in elegant slim
tins. Components are magnetic and therefore ideally suited for
travel games. Currently the range comprises all kinds of games
- familiar classics like Backgammon or Battle Ship as well as
the familiar solitaire placement game Tangram; there are logic
games like Sudoku and a word guessing game called Hangman,
in which you must guess the letters of a word before the gallows
are complete. Car Race offers a challenging race game with dice.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Turtles place their eggs in the sands of Mahé! You roll three dice,
one by one, and decide after each roll if you continue. When you
exceed 7, you place the turtle on the raft. If you stay below seven
you advance the turtle, can overtake other turtles and move
twice or three times you roll if you could use two or three dice
for it. At the beach the turtle lays the number of eggs indicated
on the top nest card. When you reach another turtle you go on
top and are carried along, in case of 7+ also onto the raft. After
the last nest card one player can collect 7 eggs and then you win
with most eggs.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: nein

Travel games for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Move and collecting game for 2-7 players, ages 7+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

Mahé

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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201 5
Mangrovia

Manno Monster

Designer: Eilif Svensson
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: Kosmos

Marchia Orientalis

8

Designer: Stefan Risthaus
Publisher: Ostia Spiele

The tribe lives in harmony with nature, and must find a successor for the chief. So you collect amulets and build huts on the
Stone Yard, the Pole Yard and the God Path. In your turn you first
place bowls on ritual sites and thus choose actions. Then you
move the boat and implement the action when it reaches your
bowl - draw a card, collect amulets, set up a hut. Buildings are
paid for with treasures or amulets and landscape cards. Then the
next round is prepared. When someone builds his last hut, you
score huts on Stone Yard, God Path and Pole Yard, at the end of
the round.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

All try at the same time to solve the current task card. The game
comprises 15 monster tiles for each player; a task is solved by
displaying the number of monsters indicated on the card in the
indicated size (broad or narrow) and color (blue, red or yellow).
It does not matter if there are surplus monsters on display, it is
only important to have the ones as demanded by the task card.
There can be several tasks on one card, all of them need to be
met. In order of finishing the task you take the most valuable
monster bogey left, and in the end you win with the most valuable collection of those bogeys.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

As Count of Marken east of the river Elbe you are asked to
improve wealth and civilization. You move building on the
market and then choose building or moving buildings and collecting taxes. You take a building from the market, pay and set
it up instantly, adjacent to a building of another type, but with
corresponding symbols at the edges. Random placement costs
you money. Completed buildings earn you victory points. If you
collect taxis you cover the coin symbol on a building. When the
end-of-game castle appears each player has two more turns;
then incomplete buildings are worth half their original worth
and you can earn building bonuses.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Worker placement game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Reaction and logic game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Placement and building game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Mars attacks

Mastermind

Designer: Jake Thornton
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Publisher: Hasbro

Match’n’Turn

8

Designer: Theora Concept
Publisher: Piatnik

3

Based on a series of collectible pictures cards from Topps in 1962
on the topic of „Aliens from Mars want to take over Earth“ you
take the role of invaders or humans and fight for the fate of this
planet With a strong comic touch and lots of humor you use
simple mechanisms and activate your fabulous miniatures for
movement, shooting or close-range combat, decided by roll of
dice in order to react to events introduced by cards. Tactics come
from deliberate use of figures to achieve goals or eliminate an
opponent. You win with eight victory points or if your opponent
is out of miniatures.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

In alternate games players are either Code Setter or Decoder.
The Code Setter secretly sets a color code. The Decoder must
deduce the code by setting out a color sequence as “question”.
The Code setter answers with a red peg for „correct color in
correct position“ or a white peg for “correct color in wrong
position“. He does not place these red and white pegs in their
corresponding places in the code. You then ask again with a new
color sequence. This edition presents the mechanics in a modern
design and for five players. The biggest changes are the sliders
for information on correctly placed pegs.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Four picture boards show four images each - you must place corresponding images on 48 double-sided picture tiles. The tiles are
stacked in four stacks and the boards are handed out as evenly
as possible, you always must play with all four, You compare
your board to the four visible images on the stacks - in case of
a correlation you take the tile and place it face-down on your
board. When nobody finds a correlation you remove all tiles and
keep them and then start again. This changes the image and
you look for a new correlation. Your turn ends when there is no
visible correlation. When the last tile is taken you win with most
collected tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: bg cz de fr it nl hu pl sk * In-game text: no

Miniatures tabletop for 2 players, ages 12+

Deduction game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Matchball

Mauerhüpfer

Designers: Andrew & Jack Lawson
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Norbert Tauscher
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

8

Maus und Mystik

8

Designer: Jerry Hawthorne
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

7

Balls must fall into holes to score points according to the color
ring around the holes. The arena is assembled from three
launching pads, the playing field base with 9 holes and a
backboard, on a hard top and according to the template in the
rules. A game master is chosen; he rolls the die to determine the
current launching pad. The active player throws the ball which
must touch the launching pad exactly once, may touch the
backboard and then must fall into one of the holes. The game
master decides on valid or invalid throws and notes the scores.
At the end of the round in which somebody reached 15 points
you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Variant for the 100th birthday of Mensch ärgere Dich nicht, on
a straight meandering track from start to finish with two entries
to the finish area. Walls between track segments carry numbers.
You use the results of two dice to move a marker in any direction, change of direction after part 1 is possible. When a part
turn ends next to wall number and you have such an unused
dice-result, you can jump over the wall. Markers on occupied
spots are ousted, depending on direction of movement and part
turn. If your marker is on a Z-spot at the end of both turn parts,
it moves to the finish area. Whoever has all his markers in the
finish area, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Using team spirit, courage and look, mouse adventurers pick
their way through the interactive chapters of the story, with
varying rules. A mouse can move, make an action and do Free
Actions once per round. Movement, attack etc. are decided by
dice roll; in many situations, cards of different kinds come into
play. Opponents in encounters do the phases movement and attack. When the time marker on the board reaches the chapter’s
end before the mice have achieved the victory conditions, all
lose together. In the expansion “Heart of Glorm” Vanestra has
been defeated, but a new evil is lurking, but there is also Nere,
a wild mystic!
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it * In-game text: yes

Dexterity game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Cooperative adventure game for 1-4 players, ages 7+

48
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For children + learning
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Maus van Klecks

Mauseschlau & Bärenstark Weltreise

Designer: Thilo Hutzler
Publisher: Haba

Designers: Ingeborg Ahrenkiel, Cornelia Keller
Publisher: Ravensburger

5

Mein allererstes Naturspiel

6

Publisher: Ravensburger

2

Maus van Klecks is a world-famous artist and has invited friends
to join her in a painting session. But her palettes are tiny and only
have room for three colors, so you need to choose colors anew
in each round. You roll dice and choose an object in the category
determined by the die. You name the object and all players
now choose the colors they would use for this object. You put
them on the palette behind your screen and then compare your
palette to those of the other players. For each of your colors that
is also on one of the other palettes you advance your marker one
spot. When you reach or pass the cakes you take one cake. If you
have three cakes you win. Includes a cooperative version for two
players. Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Mouse and Bear search for lost treasures. You start at the compass rose and are dealt treasure cards. You roll and move; when
the target spot is occupied, you move to the next free spot.
When you reach a treasure chest you check, if it corresponds to
one of your treasure cards. If yes, you take the chest. On knowledge and action spot you draw a card - if you answer correctly
or execute the action correctly you take the card. For three cards
you can go to any chest and check it. On airport spots you can
go to any other such spot. If you have found all treasures and are
back at the start first, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Board parts showing many detailed pictures of animals, plants,
fruits and flowers are laid out to form a circle; those board parts
have a puzzle nose for adding 12 individual pictures. A story
featuring Lady Board Max takes you through the game; a magnifying glass that is also shaped like a ladybird helps to locate
small details on the board and to find the right nose to place
an individual picture like the frog near the pond, etc. This game
offers a challenging search and lots of information on nature,
geared to toddlers - what does the caterpillar turn into? Where
does an ant live? Series: ministeps
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Correlation game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Educational placement game for 1-4 players, ages 2+

Meine lustige MixMax-Arche

Mensch ärgere Dich nicht Das Kartenspiel

Publisher: Ravensburger

Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Michael Kiesling
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

2

Mensch ärgere dich nicht Noch mehr ärgern Blau

8

Designer: Frank Stark
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

8

An arc image serves as a frame for crazy imaginary animals: The
game features four double-sided slides and four double-sided
picture cards. You open the arc and place any card and any slide
in it and close it. When you now move the slide to the left or
right you see another funny animal. You can combine all and
any picture card with any slider, so that you can create a total of
128 crazy animals. The game features 16 “real” animals, which
you can show to your child in its “correct real” form with the corresponding combination of slide and card. Series: ministeps
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Rows of numbers symbolize the path for pawns to the finish.
There are 50 number cards 1-4 = pawns and 130 dice cards 1-6
= dice. You place pawns in ascending order, in a maxim of three
rows a time, and you are dealt two dice. You start a row by discarding one or two dice, place the corresponding pawns openly
and refill your hand. In later turns you add the value of the dice
you play to the last pawn and take a pawn of the resulting total
value. You can take cards from unfinished rows of fellow players.
If you reach 40 exactly, you score points and win with a total of
30, 35 or 40 points in case of four, three or two players.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card expansion providing action cards for the classic dice game.
Cards are shuffled and stacked face-down, there is a limit of 5
cards in hand, unless cards tell you otherwise. In general, the
rules of the basic game apply, card effect can overrule those
basic rules. In your turn you can roll the die or play a card. Movement points must always be used completely and the action of a
card must be completely implemented. More than one pawn is
allowed on a spot and when pawns are ousted you must oust all
of them. If you have to move backwards you cannot move into
the finish are this way. Box Blue can be combined with Box Red.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Combining game for 1 players, ages 1½+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Expansion for the dice game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Mensch ärgere dich nicht Noch mehr ärgern Rot

Merchant of Venus

Mia and Me Memory

Designer: Frank Stark
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designers: Richard Hamblen, Robert A. Kouba
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Publisher: Ravensburger

8

4

Card expansion providing action cards for the classic dice game.
Cards are shuffled and stacked face-down, there is a limit of 5
cards in hand, unless cards tell you otherwise. In general, the
rules of the basic game apply, card effect can overrule those
basic rules. In your turn you can roll the die or play a card. Movement points must always be used completely and the action of a
card must be completely implemented. More than one pawn is
allowed on a spot and when pawns are ousted you must oust all
of them. If you have to move backwards you cannot move into
the finish are this way. Box Red can be combined with Box Blue.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

As an interstellar merchant you explore galaxy clusters, reaccessible after Alien attacks, in two versions: A standard game
as a development based on the Avalon Hill original and an
implementation of the original game. In the standard game the
round marker is advanced and an event executed; player moves
comprise movement, first contact, transaction and merchant/
spaceport phases. In the transaction phase you can buy, sell
and take up and set down deliver passengers; in the merchant
phase you can trade goods, equipment and Alien technology in
interesting demand/supply mechanisms. After 30 rounds and a
final scoring the richest player wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The well-known game mechanisms of memory are here used
for a game featuring Mia, the girl from the TV Series, who helps
unicorns in the World of Centopia to defeat the evil Queen
Panthea. 72 cards form 36 pairs and show images of Mia and her
friends. As usual, you play according to standard memory rules:
In your turn you reveal two tiles. IF you have found a pair, you
keep it and can turn up another pair of cards. If you have turned
up different images, you turn both tiles over again and the turn
passes to the next player. When all pairs have been found and
taken you win with most pairs.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Expansion for the dice game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Mercantile game with a SciFi topic for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Memo game for 2-8 players, ages 4+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Miffy

Might & Magic Heroes

Millionenraub

Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Marcin Tomczyk
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Axel

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

1

When you switch Miffy on, Miffy begins to call and needs to be
found. For babies from 6 months on you cover Miffy partly or
completely and let the baby look for it or make Miffy reappear
by pulling away the cover. For toddlers up to 30 months you
hide Miffy in suitable items like shoes or so. For children up to
four years you use the picture tiles of those items that are easily
accessed in your house. You draw three cards and choose one
thing to hide Miffy there. Then you show all three cards and the
child looks for Miffy. In case of more than one player all search
simultaneously and whoever finds Miffy takes the card. You win
with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de hu sk * In-game text: no

Four factions fight for dominance in Ashan - as a leader you
begin with one hero, a small army and one city. You recruit new
characters, produce gold and resources in mines you control,
defeat monster slinking around on the board and on top of that
search for magical artifacts. You play one action card and choose
one of two possible actions - the range includes activating heroes, movement, controlling a zone and combat. When all have
used their cards, the round ends and you draw an event that is
valid for the next round.
Version: en * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: yes

The starting player creates a museum room on a 6x6 grid
according to specifications for corridors and locations of
visitors and works of art. He determines starting position and
a sequence of clues, which he transfers to the Forensic Sheet
which is visible for all. The other players reconstruct the room
by interrogating witnesses: You play one police and one witness
card and are shown the corresponding clue card by the starting
player. Twice in the game you can demand to see information
requested by another player. When you know the content of
all grid spots the culprit results from the sequence of clues.
Whoever deduces this quickest, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Educational spotting game for 1 or more players, ages 6 months+

Fantasy adventure for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Crime deduction for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Mimikri

MindMaze Rabenschwarze Geschichten

Designer: Brigitte Pokornik
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Timofey Bokarev
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

6

Mini Stories

10

Designer: Britta Fiore
Publisher: Noris Spiele

16

A cardboard box with mirror is used for a camera. You place an
image card into it and a butterfly becomes visible. If you turn
the card by 90°, another butterfly appears. All now search for
the butterfly visible in the camera by turning up one card in the
display; if you turn up a wrong one, it remains visible. If you find
the correct butterfly, you get the card and the camera goes to
the next player. When all image cards have been played one,
you must not make a butterfly visible which has already been
found. When all butterflies have been found, you win with most
of them.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

MindMaze tells of curious happenings which players are meant
to explain. The game master reads out a puzzle, checks the
solution and then answers questions of other players with „yes“,
„no“ or „this is not important“. The images on the cards are no
clue for the solution, and even a contra-indication. You can play
the classic version with cooperative solving of the puzzle or
contest each other for points. In this competitive version each
questions incurs a penalty point. If you - not verbatim - pose one
of the listed question, you score bonus points and the again notverbatim but content-wise correct solution scores bonus points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Role playing en miniature - the story on the respective topic and
also the rules develop during the game, governed by character,
event and fate cards. In Act 1 all introduce themselves; in Act 2
you reveal a card and enact a scene with another player. In Act
3 you keep a revealed card or have two others enact it. Act 4 is
Showdown, in turn all play a scene with a partner and should
complete their motivation. Act 5 offers a last chance do to this.
In Act 6 you report achievement and score the game. Currently
available are: Atlantic City, Die verlassene Forschungsstation,
Hochzeit auf Bedsparypark Pirate Bay, Ufo Attacks and Zombia.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Pattern spotting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Question game on puzzles for 2 or more players, ages 10+

Mini role playing game for 3-5 players, ages 16+

Mit Mist und Tücke
Designers: Katrin Kuhr, Helmut Ast
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Monopoly

5

Monopoly Banking

8

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Food for dung beetle babies; parents toil up with dung balls
through forest and uphill and let them roll downhill, Hedgehog
Thunderquick wants to be in the fun and plays dung ball, too.
In turn you roll a dung ball down the ramp onto the forest floor
and try to hit the hollows. If you manage to have all three balls
in hollows you take them back, close a hollow with one of your
forest floor chips and use its special ability. Dung balls outside
the forest can be re-rolled. You can use the Hedgehog Ball to
push your own ball into a hollow or push out those of others.
Whoever has placed all his three forest floor chips, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl tr * In-game text: no

This is the standard edition of this classic game, more exactly,
the Austrian Standard edition featuring Austrian cities, roads and
special places. Monopoly is the ancestor of all games featuring
property, money, rent, interest and real estate, combined with
dice. If you invest your basic capital wisely and are a bit lucky
when rolling the die, you will win. Passing „Go“ often enough
and getting out of Jail quickly can also help to win. You roll the
die, move around the board, buy real estate, build houses and
hotels and collect rent. If you go bankrupt, you quit the game.
The last player still in the game wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

Monopoly digital! 2014 the popular real estate game has been
given a package relaunch for this special Austrian edition
in which players pay with electronic cash. Monopoly with a
bank card! Players buy properties, apartments and hotels with
electronic cash, using the Visa card reader. On the board modern
times have arrived, too! Players move around the board, featuring current Austrian roads and locations, using inline-skates
or racing cards and mobile phones. In this new edition you
buy again houses or hotels, and can be fined for talking on the
phone while driving. Yet all is at it was, the last player left in the
game wins!
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Property game with dice for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Property game with dice for 2-6 players, ages 8+
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Monopoly Imperium

Monopoly Junior

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly Junior Dragons

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Winning Moves

5

Billboards for brands instead of real estate! Each player has a
tower and two Imperium cards. You roll the dice and either
swap the top billboard in your tower for one in another player’s
tower or move your marker. On lots with billboard you buy it or
auction it. Bought billboards are played in your tower. On empty
billboard lots you pay the owner of the billboard the current
value of his tower. Cards drawn on Event and Imperium lots are
implemented. You can pay to get out of jail. For all billboards
of one color you receive a bonus office board for your tower.
Whoever fills his tower first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

This new junior edition of the classic game takes us back to the
roots: with one of the markers - dog, cat, car or ship - players go
on a shopping spree between burger joint and board and buy
pool, bowling alleys or pet shop. You only buy lots and pay rent,
houses and hotels are left out and the attractions of the colorful
town are illustrated in a style suitable to the user group. Prices
and rents range from one to five monopoly Dollars and thus
remain within the reference frame of junior real estate brokers.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You play with dragons and their trainers and set up training arenas for the dragons! As is standard for a game of Monopoly you
roll a die and move accordingly. On the dragon training hints
case you draw the top card, read it and implement it. If you must
pay sheep you place them into the sheep pen. If your move
ends on a dragon lot without arena, you buy the lot; on dragon
lots with arena you pay with sheep. If you end on a sheep pen
lot, you may open the sheep pen and take all the sheep money
in it. You win, if you have most sheep and dragon lots when
the first player does not have enough sheep to pay. Variant for
experienced players.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Roll & move game with economy topic, for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Junior edition of Monopoly for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Monopoly variant for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Monopoly Junior My little Pony

Monopoly Marvel Comics

5

Publisher: Winning Moves

Monopoly Mega Deluxe Edition

8

Publisher: Winning Moves

Publisher: Winning Moves

8

You collect My little Ponies and set up rainbows for them. As in
each variant of Monopoly you roll a die and move accordingly.
If you reach a My little Pony lot without a rainbow, you buy
the lot; on My little Pony lots with a rainbow you pay hearts.
On the Beauty Spot Club lot you draw the top card, read it and
implement it. If you must pay Hearts you place them into the
Book Box. If you end on a Book Box lot, you may open the Book
Box and take all the heart money in it. You win, if you have most
Hearts and My little Pony lots when the first player does not
have enough Hearts to pay. Includes a variant for experienced
players.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

In this collector’s edition on Comics Heroes you play monopoly
as usual, but with marvelous collector’s items: Magneto’s Helmet, Infinity Gauntlet, Agamatto’s Eye, The Thing’s Fist, Captain
Americ’s Shield or Heli-Carrier. You roll and move your pawn. If
you end on a lot that is not taken you auction it or buy it. If you
end on lots owned by other players, you pay rent. You can trade
lots that are free of buildings. On Thpooom! and Smaaash! lots
you draw the top card and implement it! On Tribute lots you pay
Membership Dues or Auction Fees. If you go bankrupt, you are
out; the last on in play wins!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

A version of Monopoly set in world of the Super Rich - we buy
up the world’s most expensive streets and build, besides houses
and hotels, also skyscrapers and luxurious malls. The board now
features four lots for each color and prestige objects like sports
cars or private planes, which you buy immediately when you
enter them or auction them instantly. You always roll the speed
die, too, and get advantages when you roll Mr. Monopoly or the
Shuttle Bus Symbol. Houses and hotels can be built when you
own three streets of a group, for skyscrapers you need all four.
Other new lots are Birthday Gifts, Shuttle Ticked or Auction and
a Gas Power station.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Monopoly variant for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Monopoly version for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Monopoly version for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Monster-Falle

Monster Hero Academy

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Abdul Rahman Ibrahim
Publisher: Blue Mana Games

6

Monte Banana

10

Designer: Jim Winslow
Publisher: Piatnik

8

The monsters are loose in the house, but Grandma Frieda comes
to visit and must tidy them away. The cards show which monster
is up for capturing. The sliders are at the sides of the board, a
card is turned up and the figure “Monster in the Sack” is put on
the chip of this monster. Now you use the sliders to push the
monster in the middle of the board. When the monster tumbles
or falls off the track, it must start again on the monster chip.
When the timer has run out, the next player goes on sliding the
monster. Whoever puts the monster in the trap gets the card. If
you own most cards at the end of the game, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

For a test you are a teacher and choose the best students for
a test and acquire a good reputation when they excel in it.
Students have values for skirmish, magic and ruse and special
ability that is triggered when they are revealed. A test is laid
out: You choose a student and a teacher, then all players are
given an opponent from one of the other players. Then student
and teacher are revealed, you can use the special abilities and
then the opponent card is scored and finally the test result is
calculated. Then players with the three best results are awarded
the corresponding rewards. After four rounds you win with the
best reputation.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Monkeys climb mountains for bananas! You hold a set of cards of
values 1 to 5, choose a card and move the monkey accordingly
upwards or downwards. Other monkeys are passed. The target
spot must be free and you cannot change direction in a turn.
Furthermore, you cannot choose the same card as the player
before you. If you are furthest up when all five cards have been
played, you earn a chip in a game for two players and two chips
in a game for three and four. The player in second place in a
game for three and four earns one chip. If you collected three
or more chips or – in a game for three and four players – five or
more chips, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it hu pl * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Card comparison game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Mord im Arosa

Mucca Pazza

Designer: Alessandro Zucchini
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Iris Rossbach
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Murano

4

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

A 3D detection game with a new concept! Game pieces
representing victims and clues are thrown into the skyscraper;,
all listen carefully where they land. In turn you lift a level to
investigate. Depending on the presence of clues only or clues
and victim, suspects and/or investigator must throw pieces into
the hotel or place them on the investigation sheet. The pieces on
the level are thrown back into the tower. 10 pieces of one player
on the sheet or a player without pieces end the game. Clues are
converted to suspect points. If you have most of those, you are
the victim, if you have least, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Inmates from planet Cowpiter wanted to teleport to Earth, but
crazy cow Mucca Pazza pressed the wrong button and mixed up
the animals. For a game with ten animals you place heads, bodies and legs randomly into one row each, nothing may match.
In your turn you slide an end tile along the row, thus moving
all other tiles, until one tile falls out at the other side; this tile is
placed into the free spot. You can slide three times per turn, the
same or different rows. For a complete animal to remove its tile
from the landing site and place another animal there. At the end
you win with most animals.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Island of glass blowers! You choose an action square accessible
by ship or pass. If you need to move other ships to empty a
square that you want to reach you pay for additional movements. Actions are: Take gold, Glass kiln furnace, Shop, Buy
special building or palace, hire character for one more gold than
was paid for the previous one, place a Gondolier, build, income,
production or hire/fire a Gondolier. Character cards score victory
points at the end of the game, when they are assigned to islands
and must be transported to islands by a gondolier. Your own
gondoliers on the board without a character card score one
point each.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Listening game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Shunting and sliding game for 2-4 players, ages 4/6+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Murmelmikado

My Monopoly Österreich

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Dexterity for a futuristic design! A clear spiral tower is carrying
a top with holes. Into those holes you place the colored sticks,
one stick is put through two opposite holes. When all sticks are
in place they form a grid on which the marbles are placed and
are held by the sticks at the start of the game, you simply pour
them onto the grid. Then players in turn very carefully remove
one stick and try to avoid marbles falling through the grid into
the spiral tower and rolling into their collecting bays. When all
marbles have fallen you win with fewest marbles. In a variant
you try to collect as many marbles as you can.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly as a personalized, individual and unique game - this
edition of Monopoly provides the app or access to the inter
page necessary for such a game. You assemble your photos for
the board, the cards and the markers, upload pictures, create
texts for the event cards, print, apply the stickers to slots, cards
and markers and can begin to play with your unique game. The
stickers are removable and can, if you want, be replaced by new
stickers with new illustrations. The game comes with enough
stickers to create three versions; the rules, of course, are those of
the original Monopoly.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Monopoly version for 2-4 layers, ages 8+

Nanahoshi

6

12 pieces show a clover leaf on one side, a lady bird on the
other side and you must find your own lady birds to catch the
opposing ones. If you are first to catch lady birds with a total of 7
or more points, you win. You have one action: Turn over a clover
leaf and replace it any way or turn one of your lady birds to the
left or right or move one of your own lady birds in the direction
indicated by its points. One point means straight forward, two
points diagonally and three points allow both, always one step
onto an empty spot or a clover leaf or another lady bird which is
thereby caught, but never on your own lady birds.
Version: en * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

4

Dino cards show only a Dino on one side, on their other side
the Dino is depicted hiding behind shrubs or trees. There are
two Dinos in each of the color combinations, always with one
color for background and one color for dots, and there is one
mono-chromatic Dino in each color. Dinos are laid out hidden
side up and you roll two dice to determine a Dino. If you roll a
double you must find the monochromatic Dino. You roll and
turn over a card; if you have found the correct Dino you take
it. If it is a wrong one you put it back. Whoever finds five Dinos
first, wins. In a variant Dinos are laid out visible and all search
simultaneously.
Version: de * Rules: de it * In-game text: no

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

You are a prince at the end of an era and must - in this deck
building game with a game board, based on „A Few Acres of
Snow“, unite far-flung regions, fight dragons and keep your
enemies at bay. With five cards, drawn from your starting deck
of area cards and starting cards, you do two actions and refill
your hand. You choose from a range of actions: Attack regions,
armies, ships, end war, card actions as take up into deck or
reserve or remove, implement card action, patronage, pass or
end game - only if you own most victory points and there are
four empty victory point cards whose markers were awarded if
you complied with card conditions.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Nations Das Würfelspiel

Publisher: Nordlandsippe / Red Glove

Placement for 2 players, ages 6+

Designer: Martin Wallace
Publisher: Asmodee / Treefrog Games

Fantasy deck building game for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Nashorn Dino

Designers: Hiroki Kaneko & Madoka Kitao
Publisher: Komado / MinimalGames
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Mythotopia

Designer: Rustan Håkansson
Publisher: Asmodee / Lautapelit

In four rounds representing eras of history you develop your
nation. You receive new dice from development and military,
you build monuments and colonies for victory points and
resources. At the start of each round progress tiles and events of
the current era are displayed. In your turn you roll dice and then
do actions: Repeat roll, buy progress tile or build wonder. When
all have passed you collect and score books, famish and war
and determine the turn order for next round based on strength
symbols. After four rounds you score for colonies, developments,
advisers and completed wonders.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Memo game for 2-6 players, ages 4+
Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

Dice game for 1-4 players, ages 10+
GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

201 5
Nauticus

Neptun

Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Michael Kiesling
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Dirk Henn
Publisher: Queen Games

Niagara

8

Designer: Thomas Liesching
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

As an entrepreneur you buy goods, build ships and deliver
goods. In each round seven action phases are played. You
choose one of eight actions on display and all players decide
to implement the action or to pass; the action bonus is always
taken by the current starting player. Actions are buying of ship
parts and goods, transport, money, delivery of goods or scoring crowns. Tiles that you acquire for free must first be stored,
paid tiles can be used immediately, completed ships earn you
rewards. After 5-7 rounds you win with most victory points
from ships, delivered commodities, money, remaining workers,
incomplete ships and goods in storage.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You are a Roman merchant and deliver goods to cities and
temples and win with most favor from temples. In three rounds
you fist choose, in five turns, one set each of one city, one goods
and one rowing card and place city and goods card next to the
order str. Then you have five turns to reach cities in the sequence
determined by the previous placements: You play a rowing card
face down, reveal it, adapt the wind and all players move for
rowing value + wind value. You can complete an order where
your movement ends. Twice in the game you can play an additional turn. Then you score temple and gold and bonuses for
completing all five orders.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: no

Everyone wants to mine for precious stones near Niagara Falls!
Each player has two boats and some action tiles. In each turn
you choose a tile and can then move each of your boats accordingly or influence the weather. When all tiles are implemented,
the river is moved ahead according to the lowest number on
the tiles played, modified by the weather indicator. Boats that
fall over the waterfall must be bought back with stones. The first
one to own four identical precious stones or any seven stones or
one stone of each color wins the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl pl * In-game text: no

Resources management game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Transport game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Game of moves and acquisition for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Nichtlustig Fäkalini

Night of the Grand Octopus

Designer: Michael Rieneck
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Frédéric Morard
Publisher: Iello / Superlude

8

Ninja Taisen

7

Designer: Katsumasa Tomioka
Publisher: Table Cross / MinimalGames

8

Magic Tiles score points for you, Black Holes can lose you points.
In turn you embody Fäkalini, roll all dice but your own and
choose plumbing or performing magic. For plumbing you place
all toilets in the top row of the board, for magic one symbol in
the bottom row. Remaining dice are re-rolled and you choose
again plumbing or performing magic, etc. For a Duck or a Top
Hat there are special rules. When all dice have been placed you
receive Magic Tiles for for dice in the bottom row - rabbits, tigers
or Black Holes. When all Ducks and Tigers or Black Holes have
been given out, you resolve Black holes and then win, if you
have most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Once the Grand Octopus reigned the world, but then he
became imprisoned at the Ocean floor. Players are one of the
Elect chosen by the Illuminati to set up a cult and, as time has
come for it, to awaken the Grand Octopus. To succeed you need
special magical ingredients that you can find in a University for
young wizards and witches. You secretly place cultists and monster marker on a location and then reveal it - when a cult is alone
at a location it gets stronger; otherwise cultists must negotiate
or all become weaker. But, should a rival monster be on the spot
a cultist is eliminated. If you assemble all ingredients, you win.
Version: en * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Peace lasting 100 years comes to an end and you need to find
the hidden enemy village. You control 10 ninjas and win when
you reach the enemy village or eliminate the opposing units.
The display of conflict location, hidden village, leader and ninjas
is prepared. You roll and move ninjas towards the enemy village;
when they encounter enemy ninjas the respective top cards
enter into a skirmish: Kenjuts beats Ninjutsu beats Youjutsu
beats Kenjuts. In case of the same card type the higher number
wins. The loser is discarded and the skirmish is repeated when
there are cards left on both sides.
Version: en * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Placement and collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 7+

Card duel with dice for 2 players, ages 8+

Nobody is perfect Mini Edition

Norderwind

Nosferatu

Designer: Bertram Kaes
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Pierre-Yves Lebeau
Publisher: Kosmos

300 new questions on 100 cards, blue ones for events and red
ones for terms with explanations. Each card offers three questions and names the correct answer, two plausible wrong ones
and a letter for your own creative idea. You always play all three
questions of a card. Each player has a card, notes the correct
answer and his own idea. Then, in turn, all read out the correct
answer and their own invention, together with the annotation
letter. The others give a tip with their letter tiles. The correct
answer scores two points, each tip on his invented answer ears
the active player three points. After three rounds with three
cards you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

As a Master Mariner you deliver goods and gold to harbor
towns, capture pirate ships and arrest their captains. You use
your 3D-Ship and upgrade it with crew, cannons and sails for
their respective advantages. You turn up ocean tiles according
to the level of your sail strength; when a tile is marked “E”, you
roll a die for an event - take gold or fight a pirate ship. An A card
gives you actions which you can, but need not, implement - up
to a maximum of two actions per turn - trade port and trader to
buy and sell goods, destination harbor to complete orders. You
win with eight or ten victory point markers for completed orders
and bonuses.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Vampire Hunters vs. Nosferatu and Renfield. At the start of the
game only Renfield is known. In turn, you draw cards, give one
card to Renfield and discard one card openly. Renfield turns up
a card from the Night stack; for “Sunrise” he checks the stack of
cards he received and there is either a ritual or a Night card is removed or a player can bite or there is a Rumor. The Stake holder
can now kill someone or hand on the stake, but not to Renfield.
The Hunters win after five rituals or when the stake the vampire
before he has played five Bite cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Guessing and party game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Resources management game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Deduction game for 5-8 players, ages 10+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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201 5
Numerabis

Oh, Sultan

Ohne Haufen, dumm gelaufen

Designer: Jens Sattler
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Alex Weldon
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Udo Peise
Publisher: moses. Verlag

8

6

Using memory and combinatory abilities you want to find tiles
solving calculation puzzles. Tiles carrying numbers 1 to 49 are
spread out face-down. You roll for puzzle and game variant solo game, open round or three tiles per solution. When your
first upturned tile makes a solution impossible, you stop your
turn. For a correct solution you keep the tiles in the solo version;
in the open version they remain in place, out of play for others,
and at the end of the round the task decides who may keep his
tiles. Tasks are: Only uneven or only even numbers, sum larger
than 60 or sum smaller than 20 or dividable by 5.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it nl sk pl * In-game text: no

Oh, Sultan offers a version of the werewolf games: Sultan
confronts assassins. The Sultan and his guards must eliminate all
assassins and there can be no more than two slaves in the game,
or the Sultan must survive one round after his cover is blown. Assassins and slaves must eliminate the Sultan or have three slaves
with blown cover next to the Sultan. You use one more character
than there are players, always one Sultan and a minimum of
three slaves, plus none to four neutral characters. In the winning
team each blown cover scores one point, each kept cover two
points; after five rounds you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Caravans need to be sorted. They comprise a leader - randomly
assigned at the start - and three to six dromedaries, all of different colors, and a dung heap. All search simultaneously in one of
the stacks for a card to form a complete dromedary of one color
from the backside on one card and the front side on the other
card; take a new stack, search, etc. If you are first to complete a
caravan correctly with as many caravans as demanded by the
number tile and all of different color, you receive the number
tile. Leader animals change and a new round begins. After seven
rounds you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Mathematical memo game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Deduction game for 5-15 players, ages 12+

Search and placement game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Oink

Old Town Robbery!

Designer: Inon Kohn
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designers: Peer Sylvester, Günter Cornett
Publisher: Clicker-Spiele

6

One Night Werewolf Superpowers

8

Designer: Akihisa Okui
Publisher: 1nite Werewolf / MinimalGames

90 cards are dealt evenly to players, who stack them face down.
You decide on a hand for hitting the stack and one for turning
up cards. In turn you reveal your top card and put it open-faced
on the stack in the middle. When the two top cards show the
same animal, you hit the stack and make the corresponding
noise. When the sum of the two top cards is seven or when a
pig is on top, you hit the stack and call Oink. If you hit the stack
correctly, you take the stack and the round ends. If you make a
mistake you have to do a monkey. When someone is out of cards
at the end of a round, you win with most won cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Robbery - witnesses are needed to catch the bandit! Person
cards are revealed, determined by movement of the Sheriff and
placed, with naming of a memo sentence, next to a building
and turned over again. When the Sheriff passes his building,
two citizens change position with a new memo sentence.
When this sentence is doubted, a yes/no vote is taken, cards are
checked and you get chips for correct assumptions. The Robbery
is placed to the last building. The next person card is the first
witness and all give a guess on the building where they think he
is hidden. Correct answers bring chips. The last card is the bandit
- when he is found you win with most chips.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

A werewolf game for fewer people and much faster play! Aim
of the game for the human team is to identify and eliminate a
werewolf; the werewolves must survive. There is one day and
one night phase, in a four-player game with two humans and
two werewolves. The night has actions for seer, werewolves
and phantom thief, limited to 10 seconds per character. The
day only comprises discussion and voting on human/werewolf
and elimination of the suspected wolf or wolves. Depending
on the number and kind of eliminated characters the human
or wolf team wins. The Superpowers expansion introduces new
characters: CIA, Psychic, Madman and Ninja
Version: jp * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Communicative memo game for 2-7 players, ages 8+

Expansion for One Night Werewolf for 3-7 players, ages 10+

Onitama

Onward to Venus

Orcs Orcs Orcs

Designer: Shimpei Sato
Publisher: conception / MinimalGames

Designer: Martin Wallace
Publisher: Treefrog Games

Designer: Frank Thyben
Publisher: Asmodee / Queen Games

Two sibling rival for the title of Onmyo Master. On a 5x5 board
pieces begin in the border rows, the Onmyo piece is in the
middle of this row. Two ghost cards are placed with players,
another one to the right of the starting player. If you catch the
opposing Omnyo piece or place your Omnyo on the opposing
Omnyo’s starting square, you win. You choose one card and
move a piece as indicated; if you enter a square with an opposing piece this is removed. The card is placed to the players left,
rotated and the card on the right goes to the player on the spot
vacated by the other card. If you cannot move, you exchange
cards all the same.
Version: jp * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

Land acquisition on planets at the end of the 19th century, you
colonize as the representative of one of five global powers; with
mines and factories you want to control the solar system. In
three periods you begin with placing tiles on planets; then you
have on action in turn, usually taking one tile. Some you get by
simply moving on the moon, others must be fought for with
dice. Cards are acquired by certain tiles, are drawn randomly and
the assist in conflicts or in other ways, but each one only once.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

In a mixture of deck building and territory defending you defend
a tower against Orcs in the annual Orc Squash Tournament. Six
lanes with three squares each are taken by Orc hordes; at the
start of a round you draw a Fate card which determines which
creatures advance and sometimes changes the rules for the
round. You refill creatures, have two actions - teleport or cast a
spell for damage, support or lore for new spells - and draw new
spells. If you defeat an orc you acquire his special abilities. When
four lanes are empty you score defeated orc, acquired spells and
lose points for poison cards in your deck.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Retro SciFi development game for 2-5 players, ages 13+

Fantasy deckbuilding game for 2-4 players, ages 13+
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Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
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Knowledge
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Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
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Orleans

Orongo

Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Publisher: dlp Games

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Ravensburger

Österreich Finden Sie Winden?

10

Designers: Günter Burkhardt, Walter Schranz
Publisher: Kosmos

France in the Middle Ages - in 18 rounds of seven phases you
want to acquire commodities, coins and points from production,
trade, development or social services: 1) reveal event 2) receive
or pay money, in relation to the number of farmers. 3) draw minions for the market 4) place minions from the market on action
spots, where always several minions are needed for an action 5)
resolve activated action or pass 6) resolve event from 1) and 7)
change of starting player. If you cannot pay when you should,
you discard other items in the necessary amount. At the end you
score coins, five different commodities, offices and citizen tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You set up Moais on the ritual place of Orongo and on other
spots along the coast, but need resources and building sites, for
which you bid with shells. In each round resources are replenished, then you give a bid; bid depending on the sum you pay or
keep your bid and can prepare chips; then you place those chips
on building sites and resources spots; palm trees can only be
taken if adjacent to one of your chips. If you have covered certain resources and a palm site at the coast you can build a Moai
and mark the resources you spent with shells. If you are first to
set up all your own Moais and the Chief Moai, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Players choose how detailed they want to locate sites on a map
of Austria. Sites are laid out, each player chooses one. To locate
your chosen site you place the first marker for North or South
on the board. Then you can choose between Western, Middle
and Eastern Regions on the board, followed by selecting a grid
square within the chosen region and then a square within this
grid square. For each correctly placed marker you score one
point, but if there is one mistake, you do not score at all. If you
placed enough correct markers for a card, you keep the card for
a bonus at the end of the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Bidding and building game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Site location game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Othello

Out of Mine!

Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Martin Nedergard Andersen
Publisher: Huch! & friends

7

Owacon

10

Publisher: BakaFire Party / Japon Brand

Othello is one of the classic games in the range of abstract
games for two players. 64 double-faced pieces are black on one
side and white on the other. Each player is assigned one color
and, in turn, you place one piece of your color on the board. This
piece must be placed always adjacent to an opponent’s piece
and in a way that you enclose one or more opposing pieces between the newly placed piece and another piece of your color;
the enclosed pieces are then turned over to your color. If you
cannot place a piece in that way, you must pass your turn. When
nobody can place a piece, you win if you have more pieces of
your color on the board.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de hu sk * In-game text: no

In the roles of dwarves we mine assigned galleries for gems.
All draw a treasure card and reveal it at the same time. Then
you fill your gallery board as quickly as you can with tiles from
the center of the table, using one hand only. When someone
is done, he calls “Out of mine!“ and all check their boards and
receive 10 points minus empty spots on the board. Who called
“Out of Mine!” scores 2 bonus points and hands out new gallery
boards according to the rules. After seven such rounds you
win with most points. In the expert version bonuses for correct
covering of Elves cases and bonuses or penalties for elements in
the galleries are introduced.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

In a world without humans, you only command fragments of
human will power and will to survive as an Automaton. At the
start two memo cards determine conditions for victory points,
penalty points or loss of the game for each player. In 15 action
rounds you collect items and willpower, can maybe take a look
at cards of others and must take care to keep one’s own situation
balanced. For this you place action marker in turn and resolve
the action, until all markers are used, on location of current or
previous rounds. You score the game when both cards have
been completed or after five rounds.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + jp * In-game text: no

Placement game for 2 players, ages 7+

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Placement and collecting game for 3-4 players, ages 10+

Pagoda

Paititi

Designer: Arve D. Fühler
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Walter Schranz
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum

Panamax

7

Designers: Gil d‘Orey, Nuno Bizarro Sentieiro, Paulo Soledade
Publisher: Mesaboardgames

Building pagodas for the Emperor! In each action you play a
card from the table or your hand and can, per turn, either place
a column or a tile or a roof, in any order and as often as you
want. You must place one column and can place a maximum
of three; you can place any number of tiles and work at any
number of pagodas. Columns of one floor have the same color
and are covered with a pagoda tile of this color, whose column
spots determine the color of next floor’s columns or the roof.
Complete floors earn you special abilities, usable once per turn.
When three pagodas are complete, you win with most points at
the end of the round.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You dig for the legendary treasure of Paititi. In your turn you
choose; Draw excavation cards, place excavation cards for
pickaxes, excavate or an artefact or mount an exhibition for
victory points. To excavate an artifact you need as many pickaxes
as shown on the card + the necessary amount of shovels from
your hand. Shards are discarded and you draw two excavation
cards. Artifacts you set aside; if you at least two of them you can
mount exhibitions according to a chosen card, other players can
participate. When the end of the game has been triggered by
the stop card you score remaining artifact cards and win with
most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

After the Panama Canal was built, ship types were assigned
two classes: PANAMAX ships were those that fit into the canal,
all others those that were too big. In the game you use dice to
choose actions. In your turn you take one die from the movement, load or character areas and try to implement optimum
actions and to earn money. You rival for the best ships, deliver
containers to ships, open and close locks, trade stocks and hire
personnel. As with the real canal, the purpose is to earn as much
money as possible. The game will be published early in 2014 in
cooperation with Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Version: de * Rules: pt de en * In-game text: no

Construction game for 2 players, ages 8+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Economics game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

8

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Party & Co Extreme

Patchwork

Publisher: Jumbo

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Pathfinder Abenteuerkartenspiel

8

Designers: Mike Selinker and Team
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Ulisses Spiele

Players form teams and draw a peanut card for each team and
must collect the color combination shown on the card. You roll
dice and are set a task in the color you rolled, by the opposing
team. When you master the task you receive a peanut of this
color. Party Extreme introduces new elements to the game
- party glasses or color crayons and the tasks also hide some surprises, because Party Extreme introduces action with humming
songs or drawing using the party glasses or the party brace. In
this version there are also tasks with time limits and tasks come
in categories of Quiz & Co, Psycho & Co, Show & Co, Kunst & Co,
Joker and Anti-Joker.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

A quilt is created from patches. If you are last on the time board
you can advance and take buttons or add patches and advance.
For buttons you place your time piece on the spot in front of
your opponent and take one button per step. For patches you
choose an available patch, place your time piece next to it, pay
the necessary buttons and place the patch on your quilt board.
Markings on the time board yield special patches and scorings
for buttons on the quilt. The first player to completely fill a 7x7
square earns the special tile. When both time pieces are at the
finish you score buttons minus free squares on the quilt board.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Race against time! The dangerous villain must be defeated
before time runs out. Heroes and villains command their own
deck of cards; heroes discover locations which must be freed
and defended. “Erwachen der Runenherrscher” is a basis set
including the first adventure deck for the first chapter of the
story. Additional decks will supplement the story and also
continue it; card affiliations are marked. The basis set explains
the foundations of the game and offers a simplified access to the
adventure called Pathfinder, offering the whole range of fantasy
adventures.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Party game for 2 or more players, ages 10+

Placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Card game with a fantasy topic for 1-4 players, ages 13+

Perplexus

Perplexus Rookie

Publisher: Spinmaster

8

Publisher: Spinmaster

Pestas

6

Designer: Engelbert Stängl
Publisher: Pestas Stängl & Salber

3

Perplexus is a clear plastic ball with a futuristic, colorful interior,
the dexterity game of the computer age! Aim of the game is, on
the one hand, to master the three difficulty levels in the given
time frame and, on the other hand, to play each level as fast as
you can to score most points. The marble must cover a given
distance; each section of the track has its own obstacles, and all
demand concentration and spatial thinking,
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The Rookie version of Perplexus is the easiest version of the
game, the introductory version to meet surprising challenges.
The little steel marble inside the clear plastic globe with colored
obstacles must be moved over 75 barriers to the end of the
track. To move the marble you tilt, twist or turn the big globe.
The barriers have interesting and challenging names like „Scary
Stairs“ or „Terrible Tube“ and „Igloo“ and offer those challenges in
an attractive and enticing way while training hand-eye coordination, motor skills and spatial thinking.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Via a detour to a school in Ecuador, working with the philosophy
of Pestalozzi and therefore nicknamed Pesta, the idea sprung up
to make Pestas. Pestas are colorful lacquered tiles from plywood,
somewhat reminding one of domino pieces, maybe also of other constructions game. But Pestas are unique, because they are
made from environmentally friendly and controlled resources
and - despite being not discernible - having undergone intense
research as regards to proportions, surface and color. The rules
are simple: Build what you like, the correlated proportions assist
you. Track building might be fun, laying out pictures or patters,
build a tower …
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 1 player, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 1 player, ages 6+

Construction game for one player, ages 3+

Pick Nick!

Pictofun

Pints of Blood

Designer: Frank Bebenroth
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designers: Robert Leighton, Brad Ross
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Kinjiro
Publisher: Huch! & friends

5

Nick the Bird plays Hide & Seek with his insect friends, across
the blossoms to the hole in the branch; insects hide under the
hideout leaves on the board. Each player chooses an insect
and the corresponding leaf tiles, and you roll: For Red, Yellow or
Purple you place a leaf tile, leaf side up, on the first free flower
of this color, later on the next empty flower or - if none is left directly into the branch hole. If you roll Nick, you first move a tile
and then make Nick pick up a tile. When he succeeds the tile is
placed underneath the hindmost free hideout leaf or back to the
start. Whoever has all his insects at the finish first, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Pictures must be placed in a continuous chain. TO do so you
must present an association connecting a free category image
on the board and the image on your card and your fellow
players must accept it. You draw a card and name an association; in teams the association that is first named is used. If your
suggestion is not accepted or there is no free suitable category
you discard the card and draw a new one. Another team or
player can take the card and use if for a free category; this scores
2 points then the time has run out; the active player or team
scores 1 point per card in the longest chain. Whoever reaches 25
points first, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

Outside the pub Zombies wait for their human snacks, within
the pub you use buddies to survive until the rescuers arrive
and try to be prepared for their conditions for taking you. A
turn comprises preparing confrontation, fight Zombies, Bus
movement for new Zombies and scoring of defeated Zombies
and bites. When the last buddy is out, Zombies win. When the
Rescue card is drawn before that you are saved if you meet the
conditions - most extra hits or discard a buddy card or fewest
beers drunk or fewest bites or more bags of chips than there are
cards in the 4th quarter. Two levels of difficulty, Starter’s Menu
and hefty Main Course.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Movement and memo game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Association game for 2-12 players, ages 12+

Cooperative adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 14+
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Racing fun
for the whole family
The new TABLETOP GAMES by the cult
brand Carrera give you a unique racing
feeling on the game table. The board
games "Start Frei" (from 10 years),
"Gib Gas!" (from 8 years) and, most of
all, "Flizz & Miez" (from 5 years) delight
and thrill with a lot of action. In "Flizz
& Miez" – awarded Austria‘s "Spiele
Hit für Kinder 2014" and
nominated as "Kinderspiel
des Jahres" – the players
switch roles as pilot, preying
cat or head of the race in
every round. Sit down, buckle
up and win!
More information at
www.carrera-toys.com
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Reaction Game
for the whole

Family
Everything you need to know
about Fun Farm, on page 29

Heidelberger
Spieleverlag
www.heidelbaer.de

201 5
Planet Steam

Polterfass

Designer: Heinz-Georg Thiemann
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Andreas Schmidt
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

PoPo der Affe

8

3

Publisher: Hasbro

Planet Steam yields resources that are mined with variable
factory units, called tank. Phases of a round are: Expansion with
placing of bonus resources, auction for specialists, place ownership markers and use dirigible - Tank phase with Tank, converter
and compressor acquisition as well as buying enhancements for
freighters - Resources phase with mining and sales - Final phase
with refilling tank. You win with most money from resources,
zones, tanks, compressors and luxury accommodations and
credit markers. New editions 2014
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

An idiosyncratic innkeeper does not always serve all drinks
that were ordered. The innkeeper of the round rolls all barrels,
standing ones are set aside. Now guests place cards face down
for their orders, which they will only receive when the innkeeper
serves more drinks than were ordered. He can stop now and
serve or keep rolling and setting standing barrels aside. When he
stops, the barrel results, are scored for points for innkeeper and
guests, the innkeeper chooses how to use the special barrels. If
he fails – no standing barrel – only the guests score. When you
reach a score of 75 mugs, you win with most mugs at the end
of this round.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

You put the tail on PoPo the Monkey and place the banana into
his mouth. Each player chooses a color and distributes the rings
of this color all over the room. PoPo is switched on and placed
on the floor – he starts running around the room and waiving
his tail. Both players now run to fetch one of their own rings, run
to catch up PoPo and throw the ring over his tail, run again for
the next ring etc. Whoever gets his three rings over PoPo’s tail
first, wins the game and grabs the banana for the triumphant
winner’s dance together with his fellow player and PoPo, who
starts to dance when the banana is removed.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

SciFi development game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Dice game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Agility game for 2 players, ages 3+

Port Royal

Praetor

Primiera

Designer: Alexander Pfister
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Andrei Novac
Publisher: NSKN Games

Designer: Spartaco Albertarelli
Publisher: Kaleidos Games

8

8

Cards show Ships, Persons, Expeditions or Tax Increases, with
symbols and cost/influence points. You turn up cards one by
one and decide to stop or to continue. Expeditions are set
aside separately. If you stop, you, and then all others, can take
one of the revealed cards, if any are left. Ships bring cards as
money; persons for advantages and symbols cost you money. If
you continue and cannot fend off a second identical ship with
swords on cards in your display, your turn ends. An expedition is
paid for with symbols from your display. You win with 10 influence points on cards and at least one expedition. New edition of
Händler der Karibik.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Emperor Hadrian has a city built in Britannia; five of his engineers should thereby earn sympathy. In each round you place
workers. Workers build city tiles or when placed on tiles yield
resources, morale, new workers or sympathy, which you can also
acquire with resources deliveries to Hadrian’s Wall. At the end
of a round you need to pay your workers or morale is reduced.
Workers gain experience and efficiency up to level 6. At level 6
workers retire, but you still need to pay them. When all city tiles
are built or Hadrian does not demand further resources, you win
after a final scoring with most sympathy points.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr kr ro pl jp * In-game text: no

Ten cards each in four colors - Swords, Clubs, Cups and Coins show values 1 (=Herald) to 10 and a Primiera value. You play a
card and take, if possible, a card already on the table that has the
same values or several cards that add up to the value of the card
just played, a single card takes precedence. The first Herald that
is played determines if the round is a team round. At the end
of the round you score - in teams both both players score - for
most cards, for most Coin cards, for Coin 8 and most Primiera
points for one card of each color chosen from cards you won. If
you take all cards off the table with one card you score a bonus
point.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Card collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Worker placement game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Progress

Prohis

Promised Land

Designers: Andrej Novac, Agnieszka Kopera
Publisher: NSKN Games

Designer: Marc Brunnenkant
Publisher: Blackrock Editions

Designers: Gary Dicken, Steve Kendall, Phil Kendall
Publisher: Ragnar Brothers

Progress of technologies with cards for Science, Engineering and
Culture in three eras. A turn comprises: A) Development - markers on “technologies in development” are removed. B) Actions
according to your skill tracks - 1) Discover - Lay down card,
parameters must be met in the display by card symbols and
tokens; the card is now active and yields symbols and skills. 2)
Research - lay down card with markers on it; the card is activated
by removing the last marker, and 3) Draw cards. C) Upkeep of a
player‘s card hand and display. When the necessary number of
Era IV symbols is on display, you win with most victory points in
your display.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Transport of legal and smuggled commodities - you can
become the richest player by bluff and negotiation. You can
draw cards or try to get a cargo load trough. For this you place
2-4 cards face-down. If you are not controlled you store the
cards. If a player wants to control you, he plays a controller who
can, according to his rank, check 1 to 3 cards. You can negotiate
with him or bribe him with cards, he can accept or deny. For
controlling cards are turned over one by one. If smuggled commodities are found the controller gets the load. When all pass in
a round, you sum your stock plus controllers minus smuggled
goods in hand.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Promised Land tells the story of the Hebrews; in two teams you
play Hebrews or their heathen opponents. A card is called; its
owner is active player and implements those phases: Take units
- Conquer, build, stack units, move Ark of the Covenant = set up
kingdom - Actions: Place patriarch, progress on king track and
kingdom track, coins - Income - Buy artifact. After the last turn
the Hebrew player scores remaining patriarchs and all players
score acquired king tiles, coins, weaker cards and artifacts.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Card game for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Bluff and negotiation game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Development game for 2-6 players, ages 12+
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Provincia Romana

Puerto Rico

Putz die Wutz

Designer: Pierluigi Frumusa
Publisher: Edition Erlkönig

Designer: Andreas Seyfarth
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger

Designer: Thierry Chapeau
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

6

The devastated cities of Gallia need to be rebuilt for prestige.
You begin with a city of status 0 for defense and 6 for morale
as well as a deposit card and a basic stock of money, resources
and prestige. In six rounds you play, in turn, the phases of
choose card, play and pay card for building or Senate favors
and prestige, conflict in rounds 2-6, upkeep and taxes as well as
activating building. Buildings give you advantages and prestige.
After round 6 one more phase of playing card follows and then
you change gold into prestige and win with most prestige.
Version: de * Rules: de en es it * In-game text: no

Players choose one of 7 characters in each round – the settler
sets up new plantations, the overseer produces new goods
which are either sold by the merchant or shipped by the captain.
The constructor sets up new buildings and the mayor brings
new settlers and the prospector gets gold from the bank. The
roles are linked to privileges for the current owner. The actions
are used by all players. The sequence in which the roles are enacted changes in each round. If you own the most victory points
at the end of the game you win.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es fr it pl * In-game text: yes

12 pigs/Wutzen with jam spots are laid out, each one looks at
the next one, a piece of soap sits at each side of the display. You
roll for the wanted Wutz: color and number of spots, modified
by the special die. All search and whoever spots the Wutz grabs
the piece of soap that the Wutz is looking at, not the Wutz! If the
Wutz is not in the display, you search for the Wutz with red spots.
If this one is not there either, you grab the jam pot. If the correct
Wutz is looking at you when you hold the soap, you take her;
otherwise you rotate it to look at you, also for the jam pot. For a
mistake you pass a round. Version without special die.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Development game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Resource management game for 3-5 players, ages 12+

Reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Quartex
Designer: Tim W. K. Brown
Publisher: Game Factory

8

Quelf

Quibble

Publisher: Spinmaster

Publisher: Piatnik

Complete symbols and get chips! Double-sided tiles show one
quarter of one of four colored symbols in each corner, in different combinations. You place one of your five tiles next to one or
several others already laid out. Symbols on all borders that touch
must correlate. If you complete one or several symbols you get
chips of the corresponding color(s). If someone cannot place
a tile and cannot draw one, he must quit the game. When all
are out of tiles or all have quit you score for each chip, as many
points as there are tiles of this color left in stock.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

A crazy, funny party game with well-known mechanisms: roll
the die, move, draw a card, enact the card and reach the finish
line first. New is that you choose a character! You draw a card
in the color of the space you have reached and implement it.
Your character may influence the outcome! If you fail or answer
incorrectly, you move back the penalty number of spaces stated
on the card. The “Quelf” effect of your card can be anything –
surprise, surprise! Card categories are Regelz, Quissels, Stuntz,
Showbiss und Hirnknots. On the finish line you must answer one
additional Hirnknots to win the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

165 Question cards are marked on the back with 2, 4, 6, 8 and
10 for the points that you can win with them. Each card shows
three questions, corresponding to the button on the timer blue for 60, yellow for 45 and red for 30 seconds time to give
the demanded number of answers, sometimes with additional
parameters. The color for the question is determined by casting
a die and you move forward for correct answers. If you do not
know all answers, can buy missing answers from other players,
for points and also haggle! But if helpers do not answer correctly
or within the time frame, nobody scores. Whoever reaches 40
first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Party game for 3-8 players, ages 12+

Quiz game for 3-6 players, ages 15+

Quiddler

Quint-X

Quizduell

Designer: Marsha J. Falco
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Hartmut Kommerell
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

Publisher: Ravensburger

10

Quiddler is a game on words and letters, comprising 118 letter
cards with letters A-Z and letter combinations CH, ER and QU,
all in different frequency. You receive additional cards in each
round and try to form words from your cards in hand to lay out
all cards at the same time. If you manage this all others have one
more turn to lay down words; in this final round you can leave
residual cards in hand. Then you score for letters on the table
and lose points for letters in hand, and score a bonus for the
longest words and the most words laid out. After eight rounds
you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

21 spots are arranged in five squares, whereby the fifth square
contains one corner from each of the other four squares; thus
the five squares are arranged like the spots in one square, in
the shape of five pips on a die. Both players alternate to place
a piece. The spot you choose determines the square that the
opponent must use for his turn. If you must place a piece in a
filled square, you remove an opposing piece, but not the last
one placed. You win, if you fill all spots of a square with your own
pieces or if you cannot place a piece or if you have the majority
in three squares.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You choose a level of difficulty and in six rounds you play the
phases of choosing a category, quiz and scoring. The quiz master
of the round draws three category cards and chooses one. Then
he draws a card from this category and reads out the question
in the chosen level plus all answers. All players guess, secretly
placing their marker on their board. Then guesses are revealed
and the solution is checked. If you are correct you advance your
marker at the edge of the box. After three questions a round a
new category is chosen. After three questions in one category
you choose a new one. After six category rounds you win with
most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Word placement game for 1-8 players, ages 10+

Placement game for 2 players, ages 10+

Quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Qwixx Das Kartenspiel

Qwixx gemixxt

Designers: Steffen Benndorf, Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

Designer: Steffen Benndorf
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

8

Raben stapeln

8

Designer: Paul Kappler
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

3

Qwixx with cards! You mark numbers in four colored rows, from
left to right and can leave numbers unmarked! With five crosses
in a row you can close the row for yourself. You hold four cards
and four are on display. First, you take cars from the display and
replace them. If you want, you mark the number now visible on
top of the draw pile, in any color. Then the active placer must
play one card an can play several cards of the same color and
mark the numbers, but can, if he plays several cards, only leave
out one number. IF you cannot mark numbers in a draw you
mark “failure”. When someone has closed two rows, all score their
rows one by one.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it * In-game text: no

Qwixx gemixt - two new versions for Qwixx: One has numbers
arranged randomly in a row, the other shows different colors in a
row. You roll; then you add up all white dice and each player can
mark the resulting number in any of his rows, from left to right.
Then as active player you alone can combine a white die with
any colored die and mark the resulting sum in this color. If you
dot mark any result you must mark a “failure”. With five marks in
a row you can lock it for all other players. With the fourth failure
or the closing of two rows, regardless by whom, the game ends
and you add the values of your rows.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Magic Raven Schnabelgrün invents games for a lonely color
die, using his magic stars and also puts himself and six colored
wooden discs into the game. In three version all construct a
tower or each player stacks his own tower, always using pieces
according to results of the color die and - in Rainbow Tower according to a given order of colors. For your own completed
towers you are awarded with raven pieces. In Rabelino-Stapelino
all players together build a huge Giant-Raven-Star-Dasc stack
based on four randomly chosen pieces, all other parts must
not touch the table. When all pieces are stacked all have won
together.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 1-4 players, ages 3+

Raketofix
Designers: Draxler, Poteranski, Strehl, Trausmuth
Publisher: Piatnik

5

ReACTion

Realm of Wonder

Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Max Wikström
Publisher: Mindwarrior Games

10

You master tasks on alien planets. You roll the die: Joker – joker
card for changing card or planet. Broken rocket – pass. Planet
or planet joker – you puff the rocket to the planet you rolled
or chose and turn up a card there: On Mobilix you explain a
movement to your neighbor, he imitates it; on Chaotix you
must remember items and on Animalix you must imitate animal
noises in the correct sequence. Correct tasks earn you friendship
stars in the planet’s color. If someone visited all planets and
achieved stars there, the game ends; he gets three green stars
and all count their stars; if you have most you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Stick to the rules! You hold two rules cards and draw one; then
you place one card on the correct square on the board or the
Nur-Du board of another player. Akteur cards determine to
whom the rule applies, Aktion cards name the rule; Nur-Du cards
apply only to the respective player. Akteur and Aktion cards
combine; adding one to the other activates both. Additional
cards cover those already there and change actors or rule. In
case of a rule violation you press the buzzer and name violator
and violation; if you are correct you advance; for your own
mistakes or incorrect violation statements you retreat. Whoever
reaches the finish first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

In the Land of Wonders continents spin and players travel in the
guise of fantasy characters to achieve their scenario goal and
to return to court. A turn starts with a bid in an auction for the
first use of magic and the first movement. In the Magic Phase
you try to hurt opponents with nasty magic tricks or to improve
your own character. You must fight others, defeat monsters, find
treasures and use sources for resources. For a mastered task you
get a victory disc. If you take the disc or three magic marbles or
three monsters to the castle, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fi * In-game text: yes

Educational game for 2-4 players or teams, ages 5+

Party and reaction game for 3-8 players, ages 12+

Fantasy adventure for 2-6 players, ages 10+

[redacted]

Richard Ritterschlag

Designers: Mihály Vincze, Dávid Turczi, Katalin Nimmerfroh
Publisher: LudiCreations

Designer: Johannes Zirm
Publisher: Haba

Riff Raff

5

Designer: Christoph Cantzler
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Espionage, intrigue and treachery at the time of the Cold War,
albeit with a satiric undertone - as a Secret Agent you must infiltrate the embassy, find secret files and flee with the helicopter.
Loyalties are not known and bluff is the motto of the day. You
can lie about anything and everybody, can move and do actions - with the function of a room or with an action item or as a
reward in an interaction. Everything happens as interaction with
rooms, items, encounters, weapons, etc., and based on copious
rules. For a start a game of four is recommended, other numbers
need additional rules.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Knight Conrad the Confused is looking for his horse - you are his
esquire and want to become a knight - so you need to confront
giants, dragons, witches and other dangers by joining landscape
tiles for the necessary locations. You have task tiles and the start
landscape with castle is laid out. In your turn you draw and place
a tile - crosses and tournament segments must correspond - and
check for actions: completed tasks and tournament arenas,
meeting Conrad the Confused or finding his horse. If you have
completed your tasks you win instantly, otherwise you win with
most completed task when the last tile landscape tile has been
placed.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Captain Bullseye stores his cargo in the yardams to protect it
against pirates. You hold a set of cards and 8 cargo pieces. All
choose a card and turn it up simultaneously; the highest card
determines the new captain. He begins, all others follow by descending card value and place a piece in the ship’s area chosen
by the card value. If you played a card between 5 and 10 and
a piece of cargo is already in the area, you can place two parts.
Sliding cargo which you can catch is discarded; dropped cargo
must be taken and placed again later. If you are rid of all cargo at
the end of your turn, you win instantly.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Bluff and deduction game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Balance and dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 8+
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Risiko

10

Publisher: Hasbro

Risiko The Walking Dead

Roborama

Publisher: Winning Moves

Designers: Dennis Kirps, Gérard Pierson, Patrick Zuidhof
Publisher: Playthisone

8

The original Risk was the predecessor of all conflict simulation
games and all strategic position games. In this new edition all is
different. You need not conquer certain territories according to
your objective card. Instead you must control a certain number
of territories or the most territories when the “cease fire card”
appears, both in the introductory game. In the standard game
you simply need to eliminate all opponents. Territories you
control earn you bonus troops. To attack you move troops into
territories, and then such attacks are resolved by rolling and
comparing dice.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

In the mode Überleben each player turn begins with a Zombie
outbreak - you draw territory cards and place Zombies,
encounters with Survivors must be resolved instantly - and an
event. Then survivors receive reinforcements and attack, and
finally, you regroup survivors. When the card Overrun is draw,
each player has a turn to finish the round and then you win, after
a final outbreak of Zombies, with most points from controlled
regions and locations, zone supplements and bullets. IN the
variant Eroberung - an updated version of the basic Risiko - you
must conquer all regions and be the only one to survive.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Robots in the arena - directed with cards of value 1 to 5 for
range. Used cards are retrieved with the chip card or when the
robot ends his turn on the corresponding action spot. Each
player directs four robots and tries to combine cards and tracks
in an optimum way. Other robots can block or be blocked. If you
cannot move any of your robots, you lose instantly. You win, if
you have guided your robots to the target spots of their color
first. There are three game variants, first basis moves only, then
there are special moves on the backs of the cards and the third
“program” introduces the Chaos-Bot!
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Tactical dice game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Tactical dice game for 2-5 players, ages 13+

Movement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Rokoko

Rolling Japan

Designers: Matthias Cramer, Louis and Stefan Malz
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele

Designer: Hisashi Hayashi
Publisher: Okazu Brand / Japon Brand

Romans go Home!

8

Designer: Eric B. Vogel
Publisher: Asmodee / Lui-même

10

As a dressmaker for noblemen you must provide the gowns for
the big ball, but must also manage the event. You play a worker
card for one of six main actions; Favor from the queen, resources,
sow or lend a gown, hire worker, send worker for money, finance
equipment. Some actions need a master for implementation,
some can be implemented by the apprentice. Actions result in
bonuses and bonuses in prestige for the tailor. There is also fixed
income. After seven rounds the ball with a final scoring is held,
you can again get prestige for worker bonuses, gowns lent to
guests and financed decorations.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

You play on a map of Japan, seven dice represent Japanese
regions. The active player draws two dice from the bag, rolls and
names numbers and color. All enter the numbers on their card,
the number in an adjacent province can only be higher or lower
by 1. The number of the purple die can be entered in any color.
When you cannot enter a number according to rules, you mark
an empty province with X. Three times in the game you can
ignore a color and choose another one. When 6 dice have been
drawn, the round ends. After eight rounds you mark empty
provinces and win with fewest of them.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Scottish clans want to tear down Hadrian’s Wall. In each turn six
fort cards are displayed as stated. You draw seven of your nine
clan cards, choose six of them and place them from left to right
beneath the fort cards. All simultaneously reveal the currently
left-most card and the player with the highest total in open
cards wins the left-most fort. Effects of clan cards only apply in
the attack of the current card and effects of fort cards only when
the card is won. You win with three Legion forts or after three
rounds with most VP on yours
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Worker placement game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Dice game for 1-8 players, ages 8+

Card placement game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Royals

Rubik’s Void

Designer: Peter Hawes
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designer: Katsuhiko Okamoto
Publisher: Jumbo

Rummikub Original

8

Designer: Ephraim Hertzano
Publisher: Piatnik

8

In the 17th century you are a member of one of Europe’s noble
houses and claim positions with country cards and earn victory
points for bonuses. For each position there is a rank and you
need the more country cards the higher the rank. Intrigue cards
are used to contest positions. You must draw cards and can play
cards to claim a position or to take over a position. A scoring
happens after each of the three eras and the two players with
most influence in a country win victory points. After the third era
scoring titles are scored individually, a majority there earns you
victory points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Rubik’s The Void Puzzle is another sequel product to world-wide
success of Rubik’s Cube. Based on the original 3x3 cube, the
newest variant is happy to feature a gap, because the middle is
missing. In each side you find a hole instead of the middle fixed
square that did determine the color of the side. This version also
has rounded corners. You must first puzzle out the cross and
then restore the mono-colored sides which look like a ring, due
to the missing middle, in neon colors, cool and cultic. An active
many-dimensional challenge of highly stimulative nature.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Rummikub is a tile placement game with numbers, similar to
the classic card game Rummy. You lay out rows of numbers of
the same color or groups of identical numbers. You start with 14
random tiles and draw one tile per round until you can go out.
The minimum value of rows or groups to go out is 30. Then you
can add tiles to your own display or the displays of other players.
Jokers replace a number and can be exchanged for this number.
You can also rearrange the display. If you can lay out all your
tiles, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Placement game with cards for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Three-dimensional puzzle for 1 players, ages 8+

Set collecting game with numbers for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
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Rummikub XXL

Rush Hour

Designer: Ephraim Hertzano
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Nob Yoshigahara
Publisher: Thinkfun / HCM Kinzel

7

Russian Railroads

8

Rummikub is a tile placement game with numbers, similar to
the classic card game Rummy. You lay out rows of numbers of
the same color or groups of identical numbers. You start with
14 random tiles and draw one tile per round until you can go
out. The minimum value of rows or groups to go out is 30. Then
you can add tiles to your own display or the displays of other
players. Jokers replace a number and can be exchanged for this
number. You can also rearrange the display. If you can lay out
all your tiles, you win. Special edition featuring large pieces and
large numbers.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Up to eleven cars and four trucks cause a traffic jam which
you need to pass as quickly as possible and leave through the
exit. The board of 6x6 spot has only one exit. 80 puzzles in four
degrees of difficulty set a starting position for cars, covering
two spots each, and trucks, covering three spots, as well as for
your red car. This red car must be moved to the exit by shunting
all cards forward and backwards. Solutions are provided in the
second part of the booklet. Revised new edition 2014 in the
series Brain Fitness Edition.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Set collecting game with numbers for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Shunting game for 1 players, ages 8+

Designers: Helmut Ohley, Leonhard Orgler
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Russia at the end of the 19th century. Tsar Alexander III. orders
the Trans Siberian Railroad and other routes to be built. In an
attractive mix of resource management and worker placement
you try to construct the biggest and most advanced net of
routes and to use your workers as best as you can. Resources
are scarce and you must allocate them carefully – will you use
them for track to Siberia or the important and lucrative route
to St. Petersburg? But a route to Kiev would yield a good score!
Furthermore, you could add factories to your tableau which,
used properly, will give you advantages for track building.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no
Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Saboteur 2

Sails of Glory

Samsara

Designer: Frederic Moyersoen
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designers: Andrea Angiolino, Andrea Mainini
Publisher: Ares Games

Designer: Thomas Weber
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

8

10

In this expansion for Saboteur you use path and action cards
from the basic game, together with new path and action cards.
New are the dwarves, Green and Blue, who vie with each other,
and there are also Chief, Profiteer and Geologists. Chief builds
paths for both dwarf groups and wins always, but gets one gold
less; Profiteer wins with Prospectors or Saboteurs and takes two
gold less - and the Geologist digs on his own and gets as much
gold as there are crystals on the paths. If the treasure is found or
nobody can play anymore, the round ends and gold is given out.
After three rounds you win with most gold.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr gr nl * In-game text: no

Naval battles in the Napoleonic era - Sails of Glory is a system
based on the Air Combat simulation Wings of Glory, with which
you can simulate those battles. You sue ship miniatures and
cards for abilities and maneuvers. You choose your maneuver
card, align the ship and move it; each card has several options
for wind and sails used. Movement is followed by combat and
reloading. The rules take into account details like line of sight,
collisions or ammunition flight curves and provide an introductory scenario, standard rules and optional rules. You can invent
your own scenarios and additional ships are available.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

24 double spots in a circular track are half round, half square.
You have your own target spot, round or square, and each player
can move all pieces, always in clockwise direction. You roll two
dice and move for each part result in any order, but always
completely, with the same or with different pieces. For optimum
positioning for the target spots you can change track at the
beginning or at the end of your turn, both parts of a double spot
must be occupied. Aim of the game is to reach your own target
spot six times and to score one point on the scoring track each
time and thus be first to reach the middle of the scoring track.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Expansion for Saboteuer for 2-12 players, ages 8+

Conflict simulation for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Placement game for 2 players, ages 10+

Samurai Sword

Sankt Petersburg

Sau-Bande!

Designer: Emiliano Sciarra
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designers: Bernd Brunnhofer, Karl-Heinz Schmiel
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Sai Vision
Publisher: Ravensburger

4

Swords instead of Revolvers! In analogy to Bang you secretly
choose a role (Shogun, Samurai, Ninja or Ronin) and a character
with special abilities. Shogun + Samurai, Ninjas und Ronin form
three secret teams with the goal of achieving most Honor points
or be the last in play. A turn comprises Resilience points, drawing
two cards, playing cards for yourself or for an attack and discarding cards. If you lose your last Resilience point, you must give an
honor point to your attacker. If you are out of Honor Points, the
game ends and you score Honor, Role Bonus, Daimyo Cards and
Deadly Strikes.
Version: multi * Rules: en it jp * In-game text: yes

This revised edition contains the core game and a rule for „Das
neue Sankt Petersburg Der Markt“ as well as some expansion
modules. In the basic game you want to mirror the development of St. Petersburg and acquire craftsmen, buildings and
noblemen. Those earn money, points or both during the game,
noblemen also score points at the end. Turns of the game comprise one round each for craftsmen, buildings and noblemen as
well as for exchange cards. A round comprises actions ö buying,
taking up in hand or displaying as well as scoring and supplying
new cards. You win if you score most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

While Mother Pig is taking a bath, her piglets are slinging mud
balls. One player starts the timer for the round and then players
in turn sling the mud ball to the neighboring piglet; if the mud
ball sails off of the board or rolls past the piglet you take it back
and sling it again. When the mother emerges from the tub, the
player who currently has the mud ball, takes a “wash yourself”
chip. If it is white, this player sets the timer next. If it is pink, there
is a Puddle Party and you take turns to sling the ball into the ring
in the middle - for each hit you discard a chip. When someone
has three chips you win with fewest chips.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game for 3-7 players, ages 8+

Set collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Action game for 2-4 players, ages 4+
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Saus, kleine Maus

Scharfe Schoten

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Arve D. Fühler
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

4

Schatzinsel

10

Publisher: Nordlandsippe / Red Glove

5

Elefun has found new friends - little mice Nacho, Krümel and
Keks - all three of them run around the cheese board, where,
besides giraffe, bananas, a boot and a bath tub, Pop, Hippo and
Elefun are frolicking around, too. But take care! The trap is easily
sprung! All mice start next to the red arrow. In your turn you spin
the cheese wheel and move your mouse forward to the next
free spot of this color. When the mouse ends up on a boot spot
and there is a mouse in the Smelly-Cheese Zone, you spring the
trap by pressing the red arrow. If you catch a mouse the game
ends and you have won. If not, the trap is set up again and the
game continues.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Cards have four different colors, also on the backside. Cards left
over from dealing are laid out, sorted by backside. Next to those
stacks you randomly place number card, determining the order
of trump, for instance Green 10 - Black 0 - Red 2 - Yellow 1; Green
10 trumps everything but Black 9, Red 2 and Yellow 1, and so on.
At the start of each round you bet of which color you will collect
most and of which color fewest cards, you know colors in your
fellow players’ hands. You must follow suit, even for super trump
cards! If you take the trick you get a card from the display. When
all cards are played you score for correct predictions.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

A sailing route is laid out with the Treasure Island at the end. You
roll dice and reveal the tile you reached. An instruction is implemented; if it leads to another covered tile, you reveal this one
and implement it, and so on, until you reach a tile with “nothing
happens”. There you stop. If you are first to reach the Treasure
Island with an exact roll, you win. In the version “Sea monster”
monster tiles are added, you roll dice to defeat monsters. In the
variant “sea battle” you fight other ships if on the same tile with
them, the higher dice result wins.
Version: de * Rules: de it * In-game text: no

Roll, move and action game for 2-3 players, ages 4+

Trick taking card game for 3-4 players, ages 10+

Roll & move game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

Schau mal!

Scheffeln

Designer: Haim Shafir
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Publisher: dlp Games

4

Schlag den Raab Kids

10

Designer: Max Kirps
Publisher: Ravensburger

8

32 double-sided cards show basically the same image on both
sides, albeit in two slightly different versions, for instance on one
side a house with open shutters, on the other side with closed
shutters. Five cards are laid out in the middle and each player
has a stack of cards. The active player turns over a card, while
all other players close their eyes. Whoever then is first to find
the card that that was turned over, puts one of his cards in the
middle. If nobody spots the correct card, the active player can
put down one of his cards. Whoever puts down his last card,
wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Roaring Twenties - making money is the motto! You play movement cards openly to move the car of this person or face-down
to swap person cards; the fourth movement card must be
played openly! Then you make money: When the car of your
actual representative (your person card) is alone or on top of
another, you take the top money tile. When the fourth money
tile is taken from a business, you win with most money. In the
Tempo version movement cards are on display, you predict final
positions of cards and take the corresponding person card. The
expansion “Run” introduces 6 new movement cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

One team, „Team Stefan“, versus the other, „Team Candidates“,
always one player per team, and the winner of the game wins
scores points for his team. The game master is chosen alternatingly from each team and must be impartial in this role. The
round marker determines the category of the current game; the
game master reads out or explains the rules. The winner of the
game scores points equal to the round number. Categories are
Action & Risk, Luck & Dexterity and Puzzling & Brains. When a
team has collected to necessary number of points for the chosen
playing mode, the game ends and this team wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Spotting game for 2-6 players, ages 4+

Collecting game for 2-7 players, ages 10+

Game collection for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Schmatzspatz

Schnappt Hubi!

Designer: Edith Grein-Böttcher
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Steffen Bogen
Publisher: Ravensburger

4

Schraube locker

5

Designers: Christian Stöhr, Daniela Lächner
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

8

Baby birds want to be fed, players remember where they put a
worm, The nest is set up and the parent birds are placed, In your
turn you choose a bird for which there is at least one unfed baby,
You roll the die and move the bird to this location, where you
give him a worm. You decide which of the bird’s babies is fed, the
other players can make suggestions. When the baby swallows
the worm, it is full and closes his beak. If it refuses the worm, you
keep the worm. When all worms have been used and there are
still open beaks, all have lost together. When all babies are fed
and their beaks closed, all win together. A variant is included.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Hubi, the hungry ghost, is pinching tidbits from the animals, and
so they want to catch Hubi in the spooky mansion. To catch Hubi
two animals must meet in Hubi’s room. In the first part of the
game players explore the mansion and locate the magic door.
When this door is opened, Hubi wakes up and can be caught in
the second part of the game. The Compass, the electronic game
unit, is the guide for the game. It knows the positions of players,
tells them the kind of walls they encounter and gives hints on
the location of the magical door or of Hubi. Series Brettspiel +
Elektronik, offers three levels of difficulty.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Cards marked with dice symbols and numbers for points are
laid out in six stacks around bonus cards; player pawns sit next
to stacks. The active player must roll dice and must place dice
suitably following detailed rules; then he must move his pawn,
may swap or give away cards and must then take a card from
the stack next to his pawn. Action cards allow you actions in
later turns, point cards can be secured as set-aside combinations
of bolts and nuts depicted on the cards. When you meet other
pawns you can swap cards or give away cards. When a stack is
empty you win with most points from secured cards and from
bonus card.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Cooperative memo game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Cooperative deduction game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
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Secret Moon

See Know Buzz

Set³

Designer: Seiji Kanai
Publisher: Kanai Factory / MinimalGames

Designer: Masanofu
Publisher: Yū-gen Roman / MinimalGames

Designer: Marsha J. Falco
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

8

The princess has a secret rendezvous with a Wanderer, the
minister wants to hinder her. You form two teams, all roles are
unknown at the beginning and are deduced in the course of the
game. Playing order cards are dealt randomly at the start of each
round and you have an action accordingly - look at another’s
card, questions, guess at character, protect, force a player to pass
or take someone prisoner with a revealed character. When the
princess remains hidden of the minister is taken prisoner, the
Princess team wins and thus also the Priestess, the Minister team
must catch the Princess or find Princess and Wanderer.
Version: jp * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

You win tricks with the strongest card and begin with three of
15 cards in three colors. One plays a card face down and names
the color. The others follow suit or play another color and place
the card face down with themselves or at a player who has not
yet played. Then all choose combat or flight. Combatants reveal
their cards: Highest cards wins, lowest one loses, the loser scores
1 points. The loser of the round can attack a player who fled.
When someone has Nonja Power = Total value 3 in active cards,
all players that fled must fight. If someone reaches five points,
you win with fewest points.
Version: jp * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

A set are three dice that show either identical or completely different characteristics in symbols. In a round all roll their five dice
simultaneously and have then one turn. You place up to three
dice on the board which must be part of a set at the end of your
turn. Each of those sets must also contain a die that was on the
board at the start of the turn. Dice in a set must be connected
orthogonally. If you place dice you score one point per dice
in newly formed sets and maybe a bonus from the board. For
joker dice there are special rules for exchanging and scoring. If
someone places his last die, you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Deduction game on roles for 5-8 players, ages 10+

Trick taking card game for 35 players, ages 10+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Set junior

Seven

Shuffle Battleship

Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Néstor Romeral Andrés
Publisher: nestorgames

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

5

7

A set comprises three tiles on which three characteristics must
be either identical or completely different. On one side of the
board you learn what a set is, on the other side you collect sets.
In the beginner’s game you place sets for points; you have three
tiles in hand and place one of them on its marked spot on the
board. When you complete a set you score a point. In the standard game 10 tiles are laid out and whoever finds a set, takes the
tiles and scores a point. If you make a mistake you lose a point. In
both variants you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Stacking game using Tetrahexes, which are pieces made up from
four hexagons in different arrangement, all in one level. You
hold seven Tetrahexes of one color; white starts and places one
Tetrahex. Black places one of his Tetrahexes, which must touch
the white one with one border. In further moves you place one
Tetrahex each into an imaginary grid of hexagons, always on the
highest possible level - either on the table adjacent to a Tetrahex
or on top of at least two Tetrahexes. A Tetrahex must always lie
flat. When all tiles are placed, you win with most Tetrahexes on
the highest level.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Card game with app, based on a Hasbro game. 12 grid cards
are displayed in a 3x4 grid, you hold battle cards in hand. You
play a peg card or a save card and draw a card. For a white peg
card your opponent reveals the indicated card in his grid. If it is a
ship you play red peg cards for hits on it later on. With red cards
you can also investigate, they then count for hits immediately.
Advantages of revealed ships can be used till they are sunk. You
place shields with save cards, or repair a ship or use additional
rules for use of cards. A ship is sunk when it took enough hits.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Stacking game for 2 players, ages 8+

Card game with app for 2 players, ages 7+

Shuffle Boggle Slam
Publisher: ASS Altenburger

Shuffle Cluedo

8

Shuffle Littlest Pet Shop

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

8

5

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

Card game with app based on a Hasbro game. A word of letters
is laid out, the remaining cards, all double-sided with different
letters, are dealt evenly. All play simultaneously and place letters
to change the word, but only one card at a time! So Hand-Bind
is not allowed, only Hand-Band-Bind! Empty cards are jokers.
Words can appear multiply, but you cannot place two identical
letters on top of each other. W-W is not possible, W-R-W is
possible. You win if you can use all your cards; or you win with
fewest cards if nobody can form a valid word.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game with app, based on a Hasbro game. From the Clue
cards a case is assembled, the rest is displayed or dealt and you
hold case cards for suspects, locations and weapons.. The active
player poses a question: In turn and in clockwise order he gets
no help at all or is shown a Clue card. When nobody shows him
a card, the card he asked for must be part of the case. If you
think that you know all three cards in the case you can make an
accusation - if you are correct, you win, otherwise you can only
be questioned for the rest of the game. A variant for experienced
players include one more weapon and two more rooms.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game with app, based on a Hasbro game. The little LPS
animals play hide and seek and you win if you are first to collect
all seven animals. Cards are prepared, location cards are laid out
and animal cards displayed next to them. Each player is given
two spy cards. You choose one of them and take the top animal
card from this location. If you then draw a milkshake card a
meeting of animals occurs: You choose one animal from each
player, also one of your own, and place them in the middle,
shuffle them and deal them face down. Two identical animals
can be swapped for another one.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Word placement game with app for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Detection game with app for 3-4 players, ages 8+

Card collecting game with app for 2-4 players, ages 5+
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Shuffle Monopoly Deal

Shuffle My Little Pony

8

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

Card game with app, based on a Hasbro game. You begin with
5 cards from your draw pile. Then you draw two cards from the
stack and lay out up to three cards from your hand: money or
event cards to your own account, real estate lots to your collections; an event card can also be played immediately. Played
cards cannot be taken back and you can only pay with cards
from your account. At the end of the turn you must reduce
your hand to 7 cards, if necessary, surplus cards go underneath
the draw pile. You win, if you collect three complete sets of real
estate lots in different colors first.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes
Set collecting game with app for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Shuffle Pictureka!

Shuffle Nerf

5

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

6

6

Card game with app, based on a Hasbro game. Princess Celestia
has broken up jewels to let ponies play. Each pony must collect
his own special jewel and re-assemble it. You draw a card and
place it next to the start card. All edges touching each other
must correlate. If you cannot assemble your own jewel, you
do it for another player, who must say “Thank you”. At the end
you score 1 point for each assembled jewel; if it shows Princess
Celestia it is worth 2 points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game with app, based on a Hasbro game. Four target cards
are laid out in a row, the rest is stacked face-down. You hold
nine dart cards, the rest is set aside. The top card turns into a
Nerf-Blaster card. On a signal all turn over their card and throw
it on the table, if possible on a target with colors corresponding
to those on the thrown card. When the colors of the Blaster card
correlate completely with those of the target card, you take the
card. When two players have contributed to the completion, the
card goes to the player who threw earlier. All cards not won stay
in place for the next round.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Placement game with app for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Throwing game with app for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Shuffle Play-doh

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

Shuffle Transformers

4

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

7

Card game with app, based on a Hasbro game. For “8 weg!” you
turn over and read a mission card. All search in the top row of
their display with 8 cards for a card fitting the mission, throw it
on the mission card and name the item for the mission. When all
agree, you did get rid of the card. You win if you are of cards first.
For “Passureka” picture cards lie in a grid and you search pictures
for the mission in pairs as in memo games. For “Kreative Kuh
Kombi” you swap hand cards by drawing and discarding for your
own mission and explain your choice.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game with app, based on a Hasbro game. A card is laid
out openly, the others are dealt evenly to all players, who lay
out three cards openly. The active player chooses a card fitting
the card in the middle, placed it on this card and tells why it is
suitable. If you have nothing suitable, you can tell a longer story
bridging the gap between your card and that in the middle.
When all players agree the card stays and you place another card
into your display. If you get rid of all cards first, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game with app, based on a Hasbro game. Autobots versus
Decepticons in conflict for new territories. Eight territory cards
are on display. You shuffle your cards, set aside three and take
five in hand. In your turn you turn over the top mission control
card, read it and then choose a territory to attack and one or
two cards face-down from hand; the others do the same for a
counter-attack. Then card strengths are added and compared,
the highest sum wins the territory; all cards used are placed on
it. The first one to win four territories, wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Picture search game with app for 2 or more players, ages 6+

Narrative game with app for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Card game with app for 2 or 4 players, ages 7+

Shuffle Trivial Pursuit
Publisher: ASS Altenburger

Shuffle Wer ist es?

16

Sieben unter Verdacht

4

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Card game with app, based on a Hasbro game. You hold five
cards, draw a card and play a card. For a card with a knowledge
wedge you get a question of the corresponding category. If you
answer correctly it stays; if not, it is discarded. With a “Geklaut”
card or a “Doppelt geklaut” card you steal knowledge wedges,
with a “Geblockt” card you fend off stealing. For a joker card
you select a category and can use the joker card to replace any
wedge color. If you grab the buzzer card before you can answer
can take over the question. Whoever assembles all six knowledge wedges first, wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Card game with app, based on a Hasbro game. Each player
has a set of face cards, displays them in a grid 4x5 and draws
a Secret card. Then in turn players ask questions that can only
be answered with yes or no and then you turn over cards corresponding to the answer - for instance all faces with a beard or
all faces with a hat. If you think you know which face is depicted
on the Secret card of the other player, can name the person in
his turn instead of answering a questions and you win, if you
have guessed correctly.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Murder has happened; seven well-known gangsters have been
arrested. You need to find the real culprit using clues. These
are gathered from a series of confrontations – a witness always
names the number of culprits among the suspects. The game
master is the witness and makes the statements. He takes the
top card from the stack to represent the solution. Then he takes
another card and places clue stones on it. Players choose a
suspect card and the game master places clue stones again. The
fewer clues you need to solve the crime the better you are!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Quiz game with App for 2 or more players, ages 16+

Card game with app for 2 players, ages 4+

Crime card game for 1-5 players, ages 12+
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Die Siedler von Catan Play it smart

Die Siedler von Catan 5+6

Die Siedler von Catan Seefahrer

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

In this edition the new Robber piece activates an app; either
when a 7 was rolled or when a settlement or city was build.
The Robber is placed on the corresponding case. This triggers
an event, which demands decisions or reacts to the current
situation in the game Some events are part of a treasure hunt
with which you can find treasures and acquire the special victory
point “Biggest Treasure”. You implement directions and provide
the necessary information. Otherwise, standard rules apply and
to win you need, as usual, 10 victory points from cities, settlements, Development cards and special victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

This set provides an extension to the basic game of Settlers
of Catan. It contains the necessary material for playing the
game with 5 or 6 players. There are additional rules for using
the extension set. The components have different backsides to
those of the basic game, a very user-friendly way to ensure easy
separation of extension and original game. The basic rules of
the game remain the same; the first player to collect 10 victory
points is the winner.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl jp and others * In-game text: yes

The Settlers of Catan Seafarers is an expansion for the Game of
the Year 1995, offering 16 different scenarios, which of course
use components from the basic game. At sea roads turn into
shipping lanes and ships, and wool and wood are necessary to
build ships. Rules for the different scenarios always demand a
specific selection of components and provide different victory
conditions. This expansion can only be played together with the
basic game.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl jp and others * In-game text: yes

Development game with app for 3-4 players, ages 10+

Supplement for Die Siedler von Catan for 5-6 players, ages 10+

Expansion for Die Siedler von Catan for 3-4 players, ages 10+

Die Siedler von Catan Seefahrer 5+6

Die Siedler von Catan Städte & Ritter

Die Siedler von Catan Städte & Ritter 5+6

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

In accordance with the basic game there is an extension to the
Seafarer expansion, enabling 5 or 6 people to play. They have a
choice from 16 different scenarios, for which they use the basic
game plus extension and the Seafarer expansion plus extension. At sea roads turn into shipping lanes and ships, and wool
and wood are necessary to build ships. Rules for the different
scenarios always demand a specific selection of components
and provide different victory conditions.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl jp and others * In-game text: yes

Catan is threatened by Barbarians while players rival to expand
a city to a metropolis using wares for new development cards.
When the barbarians are not defeated, they pillage a city
belonging to the player who supplied the fewest knights for
the defense. This expansion for Settlers of Catan transfers many
elements from the card game to the board game. As all other
expansions, Cities & Knights can only be played together with
the basic game.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl jp and others * In-game text: yes

Again, in accordance with other expansions, there is an extension for this Cities & Knights expansion to enable 5 and 6 players
to join the fun: In this expansion Catan is threatened by barbarians and wares can be used to develop a city into a metropolis.
Again, the expansion + extension can be combined with the
basic game or other expansions. As always the basic game is
required. As a novelty, many elements featured previously in
the card game have been transferred to the board game for this
expansion.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl jp and others * In-game text: yes

Supplement for Die Siedler von Catan for 5-6 players, ages 10+

Expansion for Die Siedler von Catan for 3-4 players, ages 12+

Supplement for Die Siedler von Catan for 5-6 players, ages 12+

Die Siedler von Catan Händler & Barbaren

Die Siedler von Catan Händler & Barbaren 5+6

Die Siedler von Catan Entdecker & Piraten

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Catan is booming: Caravans come out of the Southern desert,
in the North the Catan Council is built and barbarians threaten
cities. Knights fight the barbarians und new settlers build
bridges in the East. The variants „The Friendly Robber“, „Catan
Event Cards“, „Harbormaster” and „Catan for Two“ as well as the
scenarios for the campaign – including „The Fishermen of Catan“,
„The Rivers of Catan“, „The Caravans“, „Barbarian Attack“ and
„Traders & Barbarians“ – can be combined with each other and
also with scenarios from the other expansions.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl jp and others * In-game text: yes

This is the necessary extension to the Traders & Barbarians
expansions for Settlers of Catan to complement all other
extensions and make this one playable for 5 and 6 players. All
scenarios of this expansion and also The Campaign, comprising
five consecutive scenarios, can now be played by 5 or 6 people
in any combination with other scenarios from the Seafarer or the
Cities & Knights expansions. You need the basic game, the extension for the basic game and the expansion Traders & Barbarians.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it jp * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Die Siedler von Catan; in several scenarios you
discover unknown oceans and build settlements on newly
discovered islands, supplemented by missions: Conquer pirate
lairs, catch fish and deliver them to the Catan Senate or acquire
spices from the inhabitants of Spice Islands. New components
are settlers, ships, harbor settlements, units as well as pirate
ships, schools of fish and bags of spices. Victory points are
accrued from building settlements and harbor settlements and
from completing missions. The „Land in Sicht“ scenario explains
the first part of the rules; in each scenario or mission new rules
are added.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Expansion for Die Siedler von Catan for 3-4 players, ages 10+

Extension to Settlers of Catan for 5-6 players, ages 10+

Expansion for Die Siedler von Catan for 5-6 players, ages 12+
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Die Siedler von Catan Entdecker & Piraten 5+6

Die Siedler von Catan Das Alte Ägypten

Die Siedler von Catan Das schnelle Kartenspiel

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

8

In several scenarios you discover unknown oceans and build
settlements on newly discovered islands, supplemented by
missions: Conquer pirate lairs, catch fish and deliver them to the
Catan Senate or acquire spices from the inhabitants of Spice
Islands. New components are settlers, ships, harbor settlements,
units as well as pirate ships, schools of fish and bags of spices.
Victory points are accrued from building settlements and harbor
settlements and from completing missions. The „Land in Sicht“
scenario explains the first part of the rules; in each scenario or
mission new rules are added. This is the supplement for 5-6
players.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

In a limited collector’s edition events are transferred into Ancient
Egypt, featuring resources of papyrus, loam, cattle, grain and
stone and ox wagons instead of roads. The robber arrives in a
chariot and the settlements are upgraded to temple sites. In
the scenario “Die große Pyramide” you have papyrus boats to
cross the Nile and pyramid building blocks for a joint building
of the pyramid, towards changed victory conditions. This is
supplemented by a card set “Help of the Gods”. Each of the cards
can be used once; then you can turn it over and use it again or
you can return it instantly.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

As usual, you buy settlements, cities, city extensions and roads
and buy knights for your display. 5 resources cards are laid
out for the market, 3 are dealt to each player. You start with a
settlement and a road, A-side up. In your turn you can exchange
resources cards according to special rules, build building
cards and draw resources cards. For building costs you discard
resources cards from your hand. If you build a knight or road and
the stack is empty, you take the card from your next neighbor
in the direction indicated by the Fate Card. If you own 10 victory
points in your turn, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Supplement for Die Siedler von Catan for 5-6 players, ages 12+

Variant of Settlers of Catan for 3-4 players, ages 10+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Die Siedler von Catan Junior

Simon Swipe

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

6

Sissi! Die Bohnenkaiserin

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum

You build pirate camps on islands and ships to reach those
islands. You start the game with two camps and two ships, already built. Five commodities are laid out on the market. You roll
the die and receive commodity cards. Then you can build, ask
Parrot Coco for help - both paid for with commodities - or swap
commodities with the market, other players or the stock piles. If
you roll a 6, you relocate Käpt’n Jack, who can only block. If you
currently hold most “Parrot Coco helps” cards, you place a camp
in the fortress for free. The first player to place all his camps wins
the game. New edition 2014.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr fi it nl kr * In-game text: no

Everybody knows Simon! The game with the color sequences
which must be repeated fast and exactly in order to go on
playing. Sounds are coupled to colors. In this new version
the principle of the game stays the same, but the technology
has changed - you use the movements known from modern
smartphones and tablets, touching the touch screen or swiping
over it, to repeat the color patterns. The unit offers four different
modes for individual players and also a multi-player version and
demands exact movements for swiping and pressing to enable
the unit to interpret them correctly.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Finally, there is some human interest in our Beaniverse! In this
stand-alone game, based on Bohnanza, you have seven kinds
of Beans of usual names, all called Captain Beans, value 4 to 18,
and also Sissi Beans. Sissi Beans can never be planted separately,
they must always alternate in fields with Captain Beans. You play
a normal Bohnanza turn, followed by a Sissi Action phase: you
check your bean fields for two identical cards in a row. If - when
planting beans - you had to put a Sissi Bean on a Sissi Bean or
a Captain Bean on a Captain Bean, you must now harvest this
field. All other Bohnanza rules apply, also for winning conditions.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Development game with dice for 3-4 players, ages 6+

Memo and reaction game for 1 or more players, ages 8+

Set collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 12+

Skull King

Slotter

Designer: Brent Beck
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

8

Small World Im Netz der Spinne

7

Publisher: Hasbro/MB

Designers: P. Keyaerts, A.Capel, A. Gursky, R. Pitchford
Publisher: Days of Wonder

There is a rumor that pirates fought their battles at the card
table, announcing numbers of tricks and adhering to the announcement as exactly as possible. In ten rounds you are dealt
1-10 cards and announce the number of intended tricks. You
need to follow suit, Skull cards are trumps; instead of the color
lead you can play special cards: Escape - value 0 to avoid a trick;
Mermaid - highest color card; Pirates - higher than all colors and
Mermaid; Scary Mary for Escape or Pirate and Skull King - only
beaten by Mermaid. Depending on tricks taken and deviation
from the announcement you score plus or minus and bonuses
from cards showing coins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Each player has sets of chips numbered 1 to 5. Those chips
should be moved through the wheels into the bottom target
tray. On each side of the device are five wheels with different
dents. At the start of the game you place your chips into the
shafts. In your turn you use your key to turn any wheel any
number of cogs into any direction; the key locks this wheel for
the opposite player. Depending on the version you should pilot
through your chips in any order or in number sequence or in
color sequence or in number + color sequence. New edition in
a new design.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Small World simulates rise and fall of civilizations in a fantasy
realm. There is not enough room for all people and you must
strive to keep your civilization alive. You choose a combination of
race and special ability and expand your own territory, conquer
neighboring regions and hoard victory coins. Im Netz der Spinne
is a mini expansion introducing three new races - Eishexen,
Schleudermenschen and Skags, all with their Leader token - and
three new special abilities - Copycat, Lava and Soul Touch.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: yes

Trick-taking card game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Spatial arrangement game for 2 players, ages 7+

Expansion for Small World for 2-5 players, ages 8+
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201 5
Small World Royal Bonus

Smash Up Science Fiction Double Feature

Smiley Action Game

Designers: P. Keyaerts, A.Capel, A. Gursky, R. Pitchford
Publisher: Days of Wonder

Designer: Paul Peterson
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Publisher: Game Factory

6

Small World simulates rise and fall of civilizations in a fantasy
realm. There is not enough room for all people and you must
strive to keep your civilization alive. You choose a combination of
race and special ability and expand your own territory, conquer
neighboring regions and hoard victory coins. Royal Bonus is another Mini expansion, also introducing three new races - Faune,
Igors and Shrubmen with Leader Tokens for each race - and also
three special abilities - Aquatic, Behemoth and Fireball.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: yes

Aim of the game: Control all the world, achieved by destroying
opposing bases with your own creatures from two factions. In
your turn you activate and implement abilities; then you play
a creature next to a base with resolving the card text, action or
both. Now you check bases for destruction and scoring, draw
cards and implement activated end-of-turn abilities. Bases are
destroyed when the value of all creatures next to each equals
or surpasses the destruction value of the base. You score point
majorities of creatures for victory points and win with 15 victory
points. This expansions features four new factions.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Find and quickly grab Smileys according to templates: On the
front side of cards 10 different Smileys are depicted; the back
side of the cards is split in two: The green part shows Smileys
that must be on cards, the red part shows Smileys that must not
be on cards. All cards are displayed front side up; one is turned
over and all search for a card fitting this back side. Whoever finds
it first, gets the card and places the card he found for a new template. If you make a mistake you discard a card. When no suitable
card can be found, the game ends and you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Expansion for Small World for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Smash-Up for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Card spotting game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Smiley Dice Game

Snake Oil

Socken pfeffern

Publisher: Game Factory

Designers: Jeff Ochs, Patricia Hayes Kaufman
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Frank Bebenroth
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

6

Cards show 1 to 4 Smileys in six different kinds, the red Smiley
as a duffer is only depicted on dice. 15 cards are stacked facedown, you turn up three of them showing a minimum of five
Smileys. You roll and place at least one suitable Smiley on a
card in the display or that of a player and can repeat this. If you
cannot place a Smiley, your turn ends. When you have covered
all Smileys on a card, you take it and lay it out open-faced; at
the start of your next turn you can turn it over and thus secure
it. When all cards have been taken, you score 1 point for each
Smiley and you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

6

In the Wild West, Snake Oil once was a real product, but became
a synonym for worthless plunder and that is what you try to
sell. The game holds Snake oil cards for items and double-sided
role cars. Players are Customer in turn, draw a role card and
choose one role. All other players have six word/item cards in
their bottle rack and have 30 seconds to create an interesting
product from two items in the rack and then another 30 seconds
to pitch their product to the customer. At the end of all pitches
the customer gives his role card to the product that he chooses
to buy. When all players have been customer once you win with
most role cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Socks must be put into the washing machine, but with a deviation! You throw them along the track and finally sink them into
the washing machine. The track is adapted to your environment - indoors or outdoors - and you agree on how you must
throw. You choose a sock, fill it and then throw in turns: After
the first throw you always place a foot - other body parts are
allowed, too - onto the spot where the sock landed, or as near to
it as possible - and throw again without that part of your body
moving. When all are in the finish you note who needed more
throws than the first one at the finish who sunk his sock into the
washing machine.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Creative word game for 3-8 players, ages 10+

Throwing game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Solitaire Chess

Soqquadro

Souk

Designer: Vesa Timonen
Publisher: Thinkfun / HCM Kinzel

Designers: S. Luciani, L. Tucci Sorrentino, D. Tascini
Publisher: Cranio Creations

Designer: Gun-Hee Kim
Publisher: Bombyx

8

Defeat pieces - a central element in chess games. Solitaire Chess
uses this element for 80 challenging puzzles in four degrees of
difficulty; as usual, solutions are given at the back of the puzzle
booklet. To solve a puzzle you must implement the principle of
Solitaire - you defeat pieces until only one is left on the board with chess pieces. You place the pieces according to the puzzle
template and move them with the rules of the respective chess
piece, each movement must end in defeating another piece. A
Pawn is not upgraded in the last row and there is no “Check” for
the King. New edition in the series Brain Fitness Edition.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You choose either the relaxed or the extreme game and the
corresponding side of the board. Then you define the playing
area exactly - what can be entered, opened, taken? It is best to
play standing up and to use chairs as expansions for the table.
Cards define items by color, features or starting letters. You draw
a card, run off and search for a suitable item, place it on table
or chair and move your marker on the board. When the marker
crosses “challenge”, you stop the game, draw a challenge card
and all search for the same item. If you find it first, you move
your marker. Whoever reaches 16 first, wins the game.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

As spice merchants we are meant to earn good money and
manipulate the market to become the richest merchant. In
each of the four rounds you hold seven cards; six markets create
demand and you set aside two cards face-down. Then you can
place a spice openly for selling or play 1-4 cards onto one of the
markets; only two of each kind in all of the markets and only
four cards in a market. When there are cards in all markets or
two markets are full, you reveal your hidden goods and then
score for your display according to number and kind of spices in
the market. You only score for two cards of a spice if this pice is
present in two markets.
Version: fr * Rules: en fr kr * In-game text: no

Logic puzzle for 1 player, ages 8+

Collecting and roaming game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Card placement game for 3-4 players, ages 10+
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Space Cadets

Spaß am Lernen

Designers: Brian, Sydney & Geoff Engelstein
Publisher: Asmodee / Stronghold Games

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Speakeasy

5

Designers: Aurélien Bedaud, Henri Redici
Publisher: Capsicum Games

8

As a Bridge Officer on a space ship - Helmsman, Engineer,
Weapons Officer, Shield Officer, Sensors Officer or Captain - you
must cooperate and complete special tasks to finish the mission
successfully. A round comprises: Conference and energy allocation (3 minutes) - preparation - action (30 seconds) - evaluation
- tractor beam (30 seconds) - weapons (30 seconds) - enemy
actions - jump (30 seconds) and repairs (30 seconds). Missions
can be chosen from three levels of difficulty; all win together
when the mission goal is achieved, or lose together when the
ship is destroyed.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Fun with Learning is the serial title for a series of educational
games from Noris - in this year some seasoned topics of interest
for pre-school children or primary children are offered in miniature format for carrying along and playing them everywhere.
The components are always cards that must be sorted or
arranged in the correct way, always in relation to the topic animals by size, times of the day or amounts and numbers in
correct relations. Six different topics are currently available: Spaß
an Zahlen - Kennst du die Uhr? - Kennst du die Tiere? - Spaß an
Mengen und Zahlen - Spaß am ABC und Spaß an Mathe.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Rivaling gangs are looking for the Speakeasy of their opponents;
you win if you enter the opposing Speakeasy. 60 cases are roads,
alleys, buildings and bars. You place 25 pieces according to the
template in a way that only you know their values. Then you
move pieces - several cases in a straight line on roads; only one
case to enter or leave an alley. A building occupied by an opponent cannot be entered, only such a bar. When two opposing
figures meet, the higher one chases the lower one out of town.
Some figures can chase away all opponents and then disappear
themselves, some move faster than others.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Cooperative reaction game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Series of educational games for 1-4 players, ages 5+

Bluff and placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Speed Cups

Speed Cups²

Designer: Haim Shafir
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Haim Shafir
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

6

Spiel des Lebens

6

Publisher: Hasbro

8

The game comprises colored cups in five colors, 24 task cards
and a bell. Each player has five cups, one each in blue, red, green,
black and yellow. On the task cards these cups are represented
by different images, five flowers or houses or cards. The top
task card is revealed and, depending on the image, you need to
line up the cups or stack the cups in correct order. For birds in a
tree, for instance, you stack them, and for cars you line them up.
When you are done, you hit the bell: If you arranged the cups
correctly, you take the card. When all 24 cards have been played,
you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You have five cups in five colors; task cards show arrangements
of the cups. One task is turned up and you try to copy the arrangement as fast as possible. The cups can be in different stacks
and tasks use different symbols for colors, for instance suitcases
on cars. If you believe that your cups are arranged correctly, you
grab the card. Then your arrangement is checked and you keep
the card if it is correct. If not, the card goes to your opponent.
Cups remain in place for the start of the next task. When all cards
have been played, you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

More than 100 years of Game of Life! At the start players must
decide between a fast-track career and the longer track via a university degree. Then you roll the die and move along the paths,
at crossroads you must choose the long way. You follow the
instructions of the squares reached with your moves and buy life
insurance if you want to and can afford it. You can take out loans.
You marry, have children, acquire status symbols, and cross the
customs bridge to reach your feudal mansion or your retirement
home. When the last player reaches one of these destinations
the richest player wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Stacking and reaction game for 2 players, ages 6+

Move & roll game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Spiel des Lebens Banking

Spiel des Wissens

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Spinnengift und Krötenschleim

8

Publisher: Jumbo

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

6

At the start players must decide between a fast-track career and
the longer track via a university degree. Then you roll the die and
move along the paths, at crossroads you must choose the long
way. You follow the instructions of the squares reached with
your moves and buy life insurance if you want to and can afford
it. You can take out loans. You marry, have children, acquire status symbols, and cross the customs bridge to reach your feudal
mansion or your retirement home. When the last player reaches
one of these destinations the richest player wins the game. New
edition with bank cards instead of cash and a card reader!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

To explore the unknown planet Galaxia players travel across
the solar system to its outer rim by answering questions.
Those questions in two levels of difficulty come in six different
categories and there are special questions if you end your turn
on a planet or a meteor field. For correct answers on planet
spots you receive knowledge rings, for wrong answers you must
move backwards. If you are first to collect 6 planet rings and
reach Galaxia, you win. The new modernized revised edition
2014, celebrating 30 years Spiel des Wissens, features 2000 new
questions, a new design and a version for fast play.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The imp has created havoc in the witches‘ kitchen and if you
remember well where the ingredients are hidden you will earn
a witch badge and a magic. You move your witch and try to win
the magic chip next to her. You roll the die once for each hole in
the chip and must find each ingredient shown. If you succeed,
you get a badge and put the chip into the cauldron. If a monster
jumps out you take it, too. If you turn up the imp, you must stop
and all other players take a badge. When all monsters have been
created or when only two chips are left on the board, you win
with most points from badges and monsters.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Move & roll game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Memo game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 6+
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201 5
Star Wars Am Rande des Imperiums

Star Wars Das Kartenspiel

Star Wars X-Wing Miniaturen Spiel

Designers: Daniel Lovat Clark, Chris Gerber
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Eric M. Lang
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designers: J. Little, A. Sadler, B. Sadler, C. Konieczka
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Star Wars Am Rande des Imperiums - Role Playing in the Star
Wars Universe; the Introductory Set offers the perfect entry for
newbies to the genre. You chosse one of four characters who
want to escape Hutten Teemo and leave Tatooine. Events in the
game are dice-driven, dice decide on success or failure of an
action, actions can be chosen freely by characters. At the end
of an adventure characters earn experience points to improve
abilities and talents. The set features a complete adventure and
the complete rules to create your own adventures. Experienced
players use the Basic Rules / Grundregeln and the Game Master
Set / Spielleiter Set.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Living Card Game for Star Wars - Rebels against Empire at the
time of the original trilogy. One objective cards with mission
teams up with five player cards for units, events, enforcement
and fate. You choose objectives, lay out cards, attack opposing
objectives and defend your own or play cards for Force, The
Empire wins when the Death Star Dial arrives at 12. The Rebels
win when they destroy three objectives of the Empire before
the Empire wins. The deluxe expansion “Zwischen den Schatten”
features 5 Mission Sets for Jedi and Abschaum & Kriminelle and
1 Mission Set for each of the other factions.
Version: de * Rules: de en es it kr nl pl ru * In-game text: yes

X-Wing is a simulation of the space battles from Star Wars. Each
round comprises phases: Planning with secret choice of maneuver on the maneuver wheel - Activation with ship movement
and one action for which you use pilot abilities, enhancement
and damage cards and also missions - Combat with one attack
per ship, resolved in descending order of pilot value; you attack ships in reach and within the line of fire, using attack and
defense dice - End phase with removal of unused action markers
and resolving end phase cards. You win if you destroy all opposing ships or complete the mission goal. Numerous expansion
packs with models.
Version: de * Rules: de en es pl * In-game text: yes

Role Play for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Card game for 2 players, ages 10+

Miniatures game for 2 players, ages 14+

Start frei!

Stay Away!

Steam Donkey

Designers: Klemens Franz, Hanno Girke, Dale Yu
Publisher: Stadlbauer Marketing + Vertrieb

Designers: Antonio Ferrara, Sebastiano Fiorillo
Publisher: Truant Spiele

Designers: Gary Dicken, Steve Kendall, Phil Kendall
Publisher: Ragnar Brothers

10

A race track is laid out and each player receives a steering wheel,
a gear stick marker, 6 starting cards and 2 Carrera coins. For each
of the six race legs of a turn you play one card face-down; then
all cards are turned up and evaluated and two new sections are
added to the track. Carrera coins are earned by driving maneuvers and card abilities, you use them to change lanes, buy new
cards at pit stops or to activate card abilities. Whoever crosses
the finish line for the second time triggers the end of the game,
the leg is finished and then you win if you are in first place.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

A rescue mission has a problem - “The Thing“ has escaped and
wants to infect or kill all humans; humans on the other hand
must identify „The Thing“. The stack of cards is prepared as stated;
in your turn you draw a card. A “Panic!” card is played instantly
and set down face-down; a “Stay away!” card can be implemented or discarded or swapped with a neighbor. Only the
“Thing” player can infect others by handing them the “infected!”
card and therefore knows all roles. In the game you can talk and
bluff, but never show your cards; instructions of a played cards
take precedence always!
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

Holiday resorts at the beach try hard for a visit by the Queen.
A resort poster is a template for what needs to be built.
Double-sided cards are either attraction or visitor. Visitors carry
color-coded suitcases for their destination - park, city or beach.
After their arrival you can take them in hand and they turn
into attractions that you can build in those three areas - hotels,
monuments, vehicles or amusements. To build you discard cards
of the same type, an attraction without visitors can be built over
with an identical attraction. In the advanced game characters
with special abilities are added.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Car racing game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Horror card game for 4-12 players, ages 12+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Steam Map Expansion #4

Stink-Alarm!

Designers: Morgan Dontanville, Martin Wallace
Publisher: Mayfair Games

Designers: Don Ullman, Brad Ross
Publisher: Ravensburger

Stratego Vintage

5

8

Publisher: Jumbo

Map Expansion #4 for Steam again offers a double-sided board,
for Poland on the one side and Southern Africa on the other.
Poland is meant for 3-4 players; there are rule changes for the
base and the standard game and rules for two players. Orange
is a neutral color for wide gauge tracks; changing track gauge
costs 3$. The Southern Africa map is designed for 3-6 players and
introduces rule changes for base and standard game, too; roles
have been changed - City Growth is replaced by the Prospector.
With one of your building actions you can explore a mine and
make goods available for delivery.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

You draw Stench cards which you want to discard as quickly as
you can without receiving a Stench Chip, because you lose the
game if you are first to hold five of those Stench Chips. All Stench
cards are heaped face-down and, depending on the number of
players, you lay out 3-6 Stench item tiles. The timer is started and
in turn you take a Stench card and put it on the corresponding
item tile; if it is one of your own, you have another turn; if it is
another player’s the turn passes to this player. The run-time of
the timer is chance-driven; when it runs out the currently active
player takes a Stench Chip.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Each player has 30 pieces of different strength and effects - Flag,
Bomb, Marshal, General and Spy, two Miners and two Scouts.
The initial positioning, to each players liking, on ten of the forty
squares in the first four rows facing a player, influences use and
effect of pieces, the opponent only sees their neutral backs.
A standard move is one square orthogonally in any direction,
no jumping over pieces and no move on occupied squares.
Landscape characteristics influence movement of the pieces.
The player who conquers the opponent’s flag wins the game.
Stratego Vintage is the deluxe edition in a wooden box, based
on the original version.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Expansion for Steam for 2-8 players, ages 13+

Shedding game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

Position game for 2 players, ages 8+
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201 5
Sultaniya

Super Fantasy

Designer: Charles Chevallier
Publisher: Bombyx

Designer: Marco Valtriani
Publisher: Nordlandsippe / Red Glove

8

Super Sand Classic

8

Publisher: Goliath Toys

4

Inspired by the World Cultural Heritage of Sultaniya you try to
build the most beautiful palace, beginning with the parts shown
on your own personal board that also states the victory points
that you will score for parts of the palace. Tiles are placed on
sequence of color and adhering to exact placement rules - gates
next to the desert, then Walls, Prince’s Rooms and Roofs. Assistance in building is given by the Djinn, but must be paid for with
sapphires. You can either build, call a Djinn or pass. If someone
has built the 5th roof, you score symbols in the palace, point
cases and completed secret goals at the end of the round.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

You choose a mission, the goal applies to all players. If it is
achieved in the given number of rounds, all win together,
Heroes discuss the order in which they take their turns and
have six action dice each to activate movement, door opening,
bashing of a barrel, unlocking a chest, attack, defense, charging
up and, finally, disarming a trap. The monster phase comprises
four steps: Waking up the Sleeping rooms, New monsters come
out, Moving and attacking, Clearing out the tokens. This all is
supplemented by special powers for the heroes, Magic Items
and Small Items,
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

Not a game, but something to play with and to have fun with,
a very creative toy and therefore worth to be presented: Super
Sand is sand for indoor sand castles - sand that does not stick,
that is dry, anti-bacterial, re-useable and very easy to collect back
into its box. Super sand is easy to form and keeps its shape, is
made form natural ingredients and can do everything that sand
on the beach can do, except creating mud and dirt. The box also
has four colorful molds and refills are available in case you want
to create a real big castle!
Version: de * Rules: - * In-game text: no

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Fantasy dungeon crawl for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Activity tool for 1 or more players, ages 4+

Sushi Dice

Switching Tracks

Tabu

Designer: Henri Kermerrac
Publisher: Asmodee / Sit Down!

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Publisher: Hasbro

6

16

The Guild of Sushi Cooks only accept the fastest and most
precise cooks! Three sushi plates are laid out. In your turn you
choose an opponent and both roll six dice at the same time; if
you have achieved all symbols on a plate, you hit the bell and
take the card of this plate. If you spot a “Bäh” symbol in your
opponent’s dice and call “Bäh” instantly, you force him to re-roll
all dice. Spectators watch out for simultaneous “Bähs” from both
players and call “Zack” when they occur. Who calls first, takes one
set of dice and chooses an opponent. If you are first to collect
enough plates, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Sheep and textiles are transported across America. The active
player first fills empty cities, can throw switches and then moves
the train, according to the dice status on the engine - from city
to city. If your train has room you must pick up a commodity in a
town you reach and must, if possible, also deliver a commodity if
you have a suitable one and take this commodity and, if present,
also the demand marker, behind your screen. With commodities
taken you can upgrade your train - range, number of cards - or
complete one of the contracts or buy offices for special abilities
of the train or Switchmen.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

This is the 6th edition of Tabu with yet another 1000 new terms,
without a board and a completely new feature, the Taboo Die.
One player of a team describes a term, the other members of
his team must guess. The opposing team checks adherence to
the rules. Each player starts his turn with a roll of the taboo die
for a special rule: Only one player guesses, or both teams guess
or you have double the time or you must not move at all while
explaining or you play standard Taboo. Each term that is correctly guessed yields a point. Rules violations and cards that are
set aside earn points for the opposing team.
Version: de * Rules: de en and many others * In-game text: yes

Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Logistics game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Creative vocabulary game for 4 or more players, ages 16+

Tabu Junior
Publisher: Hasbro

8

Tabu XXL

Taituu

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Oliver Schaudt
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

8

Tabu Junior is aimed at children between ages 8 and 12, featuring the same game mechanisms, but simpler rules. Cards in four
categories name 2 taboo words each. Categories are “At home”,
“At school”, “Animal Creation” or “Garments & co”. You draw a
card corresponding to the location of your mover and describe
the term to your teammates without using taboo words or
abbreviations. You can set aside cards that seem too difficult and
draw a new card. When time runs out, your mover advances the
number of correctly described terms. The team that reaches the
finish square first wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Another version of Tabu, featuring a track showing squares for
different tasks. You must make your team name the correct term
by using the means appropriate to the location of the team
mover: In “classic Taboo” you must avoid forbidden terms. “15
words” only allows you that many words to get the description
across, “Draw” demands drawing of the term, and for “KnotenKnut” you use the purple doll to enact a pantomime to explain
the term. “Memory” gives you 2 hints to remember terms already
guessed. For each accomplished card the mover advances one
step. The first team to reach the finish wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Logic and combination abilities are on demand in this solitaire
game. A set of cards provides 24 templates in which you use
black and white number tiles with numbers from 1 to 5, 1 to 4
are there 4x, the 5 once per color. On the template the necessary
tiles are shown and also an arrangement of black and white tiles
that are placed empty side up. Then you place the numbers to
give it a number of neighbors of the other color equal to the
number value. Empty tiles count, neighbors of the same color
are irrelevant. The solution is given on the back of the card.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Creative definition game for 4 or more players, ages 8-12

Creative definition game for 4 or more players, ages 12+

Placement game for 1 player, ages 8+

Icon explanation
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201 5
Takamatsu

Tal der Könige

Talo

Designer: Martin Schlegel
Publisher: Mücke Spiele

Designer: Tom Cleaver
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designers: U. Krüger, B. Poloczek, J.-P. Schliemann
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Tokugawa Ieyasu, the new Shogun, assigns Han Takamatsu as
price for a contest, You move your Samurai in the palace: You
must move one of your own Samurai and move more, but all
over the same distance; their number equals the number of
steps. If there are opposing Samurai in the room, you must
take along at least one. You can empty a room with one or two
Samurai in it, otherwise at least one must stay behind. When a
Samurai reaches a room of his color, you take an open or facedown Shogun card and move your pagoda. When a pagoda
reaches the finish, you win with most points at the end of the
round after hidden Shogun cards have been applied.
Version: multi * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

6

Egyptian noblemen prepare for their funeral and equip their
tombs. Six cards are laid out openly in pyramid arrangement.
The active player plays cards from hand to buy cards from
the bottom row of the pyramid or to use the card action or to
place - once in a round - the card into his tomb. Unused cards
in hand are set aside. Then you place - if necessary - a card from
the pyramid into the grave yard, cards in the pyramid move into
lower rows accordingly and replenish the pyramid from stock.
Finally, you draw five cards from your deck. When stack and
pyramid are empty, you win at the end of the round with most
points in your tomb.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Build and climb and move your marker upwards. In a turn you
choose one or two blocks with a total length equal to the dice
result. You place them horizontally or vertically, within the grid
spaces and up to height 10. From level 2 on the blocks can exceed the area. When the construction tumbles and you cannot
reconstruct it exactly you have lost. You may move your marker
before or after placing blocks or between placing two blocks.
You move it any distance, but only one level up in each step,
even passing underneath blocks. It must stop always within an
exact grid square. Whoever is first to reach level 10, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Deck building game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Building game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Tambuzi

Tash-Kalar

Tash-Kalar Everfrost

Designer: Günter Burkhardt
Publisher: Haba

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

6

Animals seek shelter in the huts from lightning! You are active
player if your animal sits beside the board. You press the Bongo
Buzzer quickly and act according to the symbol: Move the
indicated number of steps and - depending on the the location
of the hut inmate - swap places with him or press the buzzer
again. For the hut symbol you move into the hut and the inmate
goes off the board. When the Lighting Bolt strikes, the animal
beside the board is ousted und takes a Tambuzi-Taler. When
three animals are left, all score for their hut positions and Talers.
For most points you get a water drop and a new dance begins.
You win with two drops.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Master Mages duel in the arena, in teams or each on their own.
Three factions control individual decks of creatures to be summoned. You place pieces, so called helpers, in your color; when
this results in a pattern depicted on one of your cards you summon the creature and use its effect. Then you discard the card;
the creature turns to stone and can be used as part of a new
pattern - or revived by the effect of another card and used in
combat. In the standard game you complete tasks for points; in
the melee mode you destroy opponents and summon Legendary Creatures from their special deck. 2nd edition.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en * In-game text: yes

Reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Placement game with a fantasy topic for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Tatort Das Spiel

Taxi Wildlife

Designers: Marco Teubner, Heinrich Glumpler
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Designer: Florian Racky
Publisher: Haba

Magician’s duel in the arena, in teams or individually. Three factions command individual decks for creatures to summon. You
place helpers of your own color and summon creatures based
on resulting patterns and then use the effect of the creature.
Everfrost is a player deck that can be used as a faction as in
the core game. Some creatures in Everfrost command “Frozen”
effects which can be saved for later use, they are not effective
during summoning. You can have only such one effect in store
and those effects cannot be shared by team members.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Tash-Kalar for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Tenzi

5

Designers: Steve Mark, Kevin Carroll
Publisher: Carma Games / HCM Kinzel

7

You answer questions on the TV series to achieve the rank of
„Erster Kriminalhauptkommissar“. Six categories of questions
are: Classic for old episodes from 1970-1997 - Facts - Curiosities - Modern Times for episodes after 2000 - Cities, for locations
- Backstage for Actors, scripts and music. There are three questions per card, either open questions, multiple-choice questions,
assessment questions, Yes/No-Questions or Identifying of a
wrong answer. The quiz master chooses and poses a questions,
all note the answer. For a correct one you earn a chip. Chips and
bonus cards move your marker along the office rank cases.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

You are a taxi driver in the Tasmanian jungle and must try to collect as many animals and creating a track as long as possible. The
cards for that track must be won in duels with other players. You
turn up a duel card, it determines the duelists. Both adversaries
have their own bag and try to pull out an animal that is depicted
on one of the stops on the three open-faced cards. The card
must also fit one of your cards already on display. If you are fastest and correct, you take the card, otherwise your opponent can
have a go. When all duel cards are used, a round ends. After four
rounds you win with most points from cards and animals.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

A dice game with very simple rules, for the basic version one
sentence is sufficient: Each player has 10 dice of a color; all roll
simultaneously, set dice aside and reroll and you win , if you are
first to have the same result on all ten dice. For this mechanism
there are eight variants altogether - you determine before you
roll what you want to collect or steal dice from other players
when their dice show your number. You can also try to achieve
two different numbers on five dice each or have the same result
on 20 dice in a game of teams with 2 partners, and so on. Each
package comes with 40 dice in four colors.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Tactile collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 7+
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201 5
Terra

The Battle of Five Armies

The Edict of King Budeaunia

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Designers: R. di Meglio, M. Maggi, F. Nepitello
Publisher: Ares Games

Designer: Takahiro Amioka
Publisher: KogeKogeDo / Japon Brand

10

8

Architectural masterpieces, wonders of nature, forgotten empires, records in fauna and flora - based on the game mechanics
of Fauna, Terra poses questions on facts about our planet. You
see information on the current card and place tip markers
on free position on the tracks or on a world map to guess at
answers - number of territories where the topic applies or magnitudes like year, number or length/distance. You score points
for correct assessments and discard a tip marker for wrong ones,
but begin each round with three tip markers. After a pre-agreed
number of rounds you win with the highest total score.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The second epos in the War of the Ring series, this time based
on The Hobbit. One player commands the forces of The Shadow,
the other the Free People. Mechanisms are similar to those in
War of the Ring; using the action dice system players alternate
to choose one of the previously rolled dice and implement it for movement, attack, recruiting troops, using characters, etc.
Story and Event cards can be played for events or actions. Fate
is a central element, the Fate track yields unexpected events, its
timing can be influenced by players; Fate cards have influence
on players.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr it pl * In-game text: yes

A king has a dream of a hot spring and initiates a search for it. A
turn comprises of hiring a guard for a digging bonus, digging
with exploring, digging, blasting, fighting monsters and hire
specialist as well as sending workers home or buy workers out of
hospital or transfer them to another hospital and - maybe - hire
new worker. When both springs have been dug up or when
5 excavation sites are empty, the game ends. If you find both
springs, you win instantly, otherwise the player with most points
from the underground river, monsters, treasures, springs and
money. When four sites are empty and no spring was found, all
lose together.
Version: jp * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Quiz and estimation game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Epic strategy game for 2 players, ages 13+

Worker placement game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

The Hare and the Tortoise

The Little Witches and the Mysterious House

The Ravens of Thri Sahashri

Designer: Gun-Hee Kim
Publisher: Iello / Purple Brain

Designer: Takahiro Amioka
Publisher: KogeKogeDo / Japon Brand

Designer: Kuro
Publisher: Manifest Destiny / Japon Brand

7

9

Here hare, turtle, wolf, lamb and fox race each other. Each player
takes a card for his starting bet, then the track is laid out. Each
player receives seven race cards and places one of them next
to the starting bet card. In a turn you place one to four cards
of the same animal and draw cards. When a total of 8 cards is
laid out or four cards of the same animal, the race phase begins
and animals now move according to type and number of cards
played so far. When three animals are at the finish, the bet cards
are revealed and you score victory points accordingly. Series:
Tales & Games.
Version: en * Rules: en fr it * In-game text: no

For the final exam in the witches school witches must prevent
their teacher in completing magical circles. One player is the
teacher, the others are witches and you choose the rules for
“nice teacher” and cooperative play or “mean teacher” and
playing alone. The teacher places marks or ingredients. For a
circle chips must be placed on six cases of the same color and
shape. Witches turn over those chips and collect ingredients.
After seven rounds you score points for chips and a bonus if the
teacher did not complete a circle. When the score is enough for a
good grade, the game is won.
Version: jp * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

To help Ren, Feth must look into her heart by guessing the color
of four cards. Ren gives hints. Ren places four cards. In each of
the three segments of several rounds Feth draws any number of
cards - special rules apply to ravens - and arranges a puzzle = Atman according to card symbols and can then reveal one of Ren’s
cards for a block of value 7 in one color. This has consequences
for Ren’s heart cards, chases away ravens and reactive cards.
Then Ren places a poem of four rows, values 7-7-7-5, with cards
placed by Feth, until the poem is complete or Feth’s Atman only
holds the colors of Ren’s heart.
Version: en * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Race game with cards for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Movement and collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 9+

Deduction game for 2 players, ages 12+

The Walking Dead Der Widerstand

Thunder Alley

Tick Tack Bumm

Designer: Cory Jones
Publisher: Kosmos

Designers: Jeff and Carla Horger
Publisher: GMT Games

Designer: Los Rodriguez
Publisher: Piatnik

16

You cooperate to protect Farm, Prison, Highway and Town from
Zombies and other dangers over 12 rounds. The resources piles
of those location must not be depleted or else all have lost together. The Leader of the round has a special ability and decides
for the group. Rounds comprise: Start of round with event cards
and naming of Leader ability; One complete game turn for each
player, different for Leader and other players; Fight - choose a
weapon and attack; End of round - each Zombie causes a damage point or gobbles a card. Two game modes - standard and
hard core in which all lose if a character dies.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Racing stables vie for most points in individual races or a series
of races. The score of a team equals the total score of all cards in
the team. You score for the car’s position at the finish and score
bonus points, when the car is in the lead at least for one lap or
is in the lead for most of the laps. For a round of the game all
players draw cards first. Then all activate their cars, one in turn,
which can result in cars being ousted due to damage. Finally, the
leader is determined, an event is resolved, pit-stops are done,
the starting player is determined, lapped cars are removed and
unwanted cards discarded.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

This game of words offers an attractive combination of association elements with action elements. You have cards with groups
of letters or syllables and a special die that sets the location of
the letters or syllables in the word you must name. The bomb
is activated and players in turn name a correct word and pass
the bomb to the next player. If you hold the bomb when it “explodes” – it makes noises reminding you of an explosion – you
get the letter card of the round. You may only pass the bomb
when you have found a correct word corresponding to the
demands of card and die.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: yes

Adventure game for 1-4 players, ages 16+

Car racing game for 2-7 players, ages 10+

Vocabulary and association game for 2-12 players, ages 12+
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Tick Tack Bumm Junior

Tick Tack Bumm Party Edition

Tier auf Tier

Designer: Los Rodriguez
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Los Rodriguez
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Klaus Miltenberger
Publisher: Haba

5

2

The fast award-winning word and association game is presented
in a junior version. The “Tick Tack Bumm“ gimmick is started and
no one knows how long it will tick. A card is turned up. If you
hold the gimmick, you must name a word that is somehow connected to the image on the card. If the word is correct, then you
can pass the bomb to the next player. If you hold the gimmick
while it goes “kaboom” and stops ticking, you must take the card.
Then a new round is started with turning up a new card and
starting the gimmick again.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

This is another version of the word and association game in
combination with action elements. The categories have been
changed in this edition. „Movers“ asks for persons whose name
starts with the current letter; „Mixers“ describes a scenario,
„Makers“ demands word combinations, „Shakers“ offers a jumble
of letters that need to be make into a word, and „Original“ asks
for words that contain a given combination of letters. For this
category the original die is used to determine the place in the
word for the letter combination. If you hold the bomb when it
explodes, you take the card.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: yes

In each version you stack animals in one or several stacks: Sheep
upon Hen – You turn over a sun and stack the corresponding
animal. If you stack successfully, you get the sun. When all suns
are turned up, you win with most of them. Cow upon Sheep You roll the die – for clover or flower you stack an animal on the
corresponding meadow and receive a sun if you succeed. Competing with the Rabbit! - You roll the die: For clover or flower
you stack an animal on the corresponding meadow, for the
sun the rabbit advances one step. When all animals are stacked
before the rabbit reaches the finish, all players win together.
Series: Meine ersten Spiele
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Association game for 2-12 players, ages 5+

Vocabulary and association game for 3-12 players, ages 12+

Stacking games for 1-4 players, ages 2+

Tiptoi Spielfiguren Dinosaurier

tiptoi Der hungrige Zahlen-Roboter

Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Ravensburger

4

tiptoi Die internationale Sprachen-Rallye

4

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Ravensburger

6

The range of interactive animal figurines in the tiptoi program
must of course feature the most favorite animals of many children - dinosaurs! A lot of the prehistoric giants can be discovered
and played with, among them of course Tyrannosaurus Rex,
but also a Brachiosaurus or a Triceratops, an Ankylosaurus as
well as a Spinosaurus and you can also find the flying giants, for
instance a Pteranodon! Real, realistic and frighteningly beautiful!
You touch the figurine at the interactive spot and hear sounds,
information texts, but also stories and games based on information for each kind of Dinosaur.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Adventures in the universe of numbers, with the tiptoi pen
and Robby the Number Robot. Robby is crazy about numbers
and shapes and has declared them to be his favorite food. He
poses questions and, when the solution is correct, swallows the
number or shape chip. You can play in four levels of difficulty in
relation to the knowledge level on numbers and shapes, from
no knowledge at all to using arithmetic operations in the range
up to 20. Instead of feeding chips to Robby you can play mini
games with him: Spotting shapes and numbers, memorize
shapes and numbers for the longest chain, construct number
chains or solve numerary puzzles.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Seven foreign languages are encountered by players; solved
tasks earn a letter chip for the secret code word. You choose
three languages or let the tiptoi pen decide. The pen also poses
a task, you always must assist a person speaking a foreign language. You identify the language and touch the corresponding
assistant child for the translation. Then you choose the necessary
items on the location board and receive a chip if you mastered
the task. Locations are Cook & Restaurant, Map of Europe &
Hotel and City Center & City Map; you assign orders to guests or
correlate suitcases and room numbers or help a tourist to find
his destination.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Tiptoi animal figurines for 1 or more players, ages 4-7

Numerary game for 1-4 players, ages 4-7

Language adventure for 1-4 players, ages 6-10

tiptoi Quer durch Europa
Designers: Ursula and Wolfgang Kramer
Publisher: Ravensburger

tiptoi Tierset Reiterhof

7

Publisher: Ravensburger

Titanium Wars

4

Designer: Frédéric Guérard
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Iello

Three game variants use knowledge on Europe, the tiptoi pen is
the guide and poses tasks. In “Verfolgungsjagd quer durch Europa / Chase across Europe” you hunt a criminal; you first receive
clues for his location, and then for his characteristics, which help
to eliminate suspects. When the culprit is not identified he can
continue his flight. In the fourth city should have him identified
and collared. In “Europa-Quiz” you solve quiz and spotting tasks
without hunting a criminal, and in “Top 10” you must sort locations and other items according to characteristics, for instance
towns by number of inhabitants or rivers by their length.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Interactive horse figurines from the tiptoi animal figurine
program have been combined into a play-set, the Stables of
the Grünewald family. You need to take care of the animals,
clean out the boxes, stow away the saddles and helmets and
you can even participate in a great show jumping tournament.
The interactive set offers three horse pieces, stables, fence parts,
hurdles, food chips, a coach, a winner’s cup, and so on. You
can touch any component and the audio-digital pen provides
sounds, facts, information, spotting games or tasks to complete
around the stables. You can also play with the horses alone, for
instance while travelling.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Titanium deposits at the end of the galaxy, all want to conquer
those planets. One planet per round is the target for conquests,
events and special conditions are added. With income from conquered planets you upgrade ships and worlds, each command
center brings you more tactical cards; races have special abilities.
If you want to join the battle for a planet, you choose a tactical
card; they are resolved in order of their number for allocating
damage markers to opponents. You draw cards and can fight
again; the last player in the battle wins the planet. Negotiations
and alliances are possible.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Geographic chase for 1-4 players, ages 7+

Interactive play-set for 1-4 players, ages 4-7

SciFi conquest game for 3-4 players, ages 12+
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Titten, Ärsche, Sonnenschein

Tobago

Tortuga

Designer: Walter Schranz
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Bruce Allen
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designers: Jay Cormier, Sen-Foong Lim
Publisher: Queen Games

16

8

Tits, asses and sunshine for action at the beach! A turn comprises: Draw a card, one card action - draw and discard or take
from display or steal/steal back a Sangria card or swap cards
from hand with the display - and then add cards to your Sangria
card(s) or other cards in your display, either of the same type or
the same color. The last card you place blocks an action for the
next player. When the Sangria card is drawn you can bid for it
with cards from hand and put it into your display; then you can
add cards for the last time and then your display = party zones
are scored for colors and sets, with or without Sangria card.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Players search and find treasures on a variable board, different
for each game. They play clues for paths to the treasures and
thus narrow down the number of possible treasure locations. If
a location is definitely found, the first player to reach the location with his car seizes the treasure. The treasure is distributed
among all players who gave hints for its location. A move comprises placement of a treasure card, marking, and movement of
the car. You can collect amulets which protect you from cured
treasures and offer other advantages. When all treasures are
distributed, you win with most gold.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr hu nl * In-game text: no

After each roll you leave one or more identical dice behind your
screen, reveal them and place them accordingly on the board.
This you repeat until all dice are placed. Whoever placec all five
dice earlier than others earns advantage tiles. For a majority
at a symbol you can expand your fleet, hire crew, or search for
treasures, board or attack. Positions of ship and pirate markers,
altered by boarding and attacking, determine the maximum
of treasure chests in crew and fleet sections of your board. In
the final scoring you score treasure chests, color sets of chests,
advancement on fleet and crew track and coins on treasure tiles.
Version: de * Rules: * In-game text: no

Placement and set collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 16+

Game of treasure acquisition for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Dice placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Town Center

Town Center Expansions

Trakkx

Designer: Alban Viard
Publisher: LudiCreations

Designer: Alban Viard
Publisher: LudiCreations

Designer: Thade Precht
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

8

As Lord Mayor you must develop the town center. The higher
and bigger you build, the more points you will score at the end
of the game; but you must take care to supply the buildings with
enough energy sources. You start with your own board for the
town, one purple block for the Town Hall and two grey pieces to
mark the money on the track; a certain selection of blocks is set
aside as a reserve. The game is played over 10 rounds and each
round comprises the phases Acquire Blocks, Build, Development
and Income. When the bag is empty there is a final scoring and
you lose points for each block in the suburb regions of your
town. 4th revised edition.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

As a city mayor you must develop the center of your town. The
higher and bigger you built the more victory points you score at
the end of the game. For the fourth edition of town Center there
are three expansions: London / Hong Kong with four double- to
the building plan. Lower Manhattan / Paris La Cité St. Louis
introduces very interesting space restriction in New York and in
Paris the challenge of Seine islands and bridges. Essen / Spiel is
dominated on the one hand by problems with parking space
and Spiel introduces three big halls with space restrictions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

From 112 number tiles 1-14 in 4 colors and 4 action tiles you
draw 15 tiles, 6 are laid out openly. In your turn you either take a
tile from this display and place a new one or draw a tile from the
bag or play an action tile (hand over tiles or draw tiles) or place
one or several tiles in groups. You can place sequences of 3-4
identical numbers in different colors or rows of 3-14 numbers of
the same color. Groups are adjacent tiles like a crossword in rows
and columns, only one group per player is allowed and you must
begin your own group before placing tiles in other groups. If you
can place all your tiles, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Urban development game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Town center for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Number placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Triassic Terror

Tricky Tracks

Designer: Peter Hawes
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Designers: Jordi Gené, Gregorio Morales
Publisher: Piatnik

Triominos turbo

8

Publisher: Goliath Toys

6

A herd of dinosaurs in a swamp is what you start with. In round
one of each era you take a terrain card and an action tile, in
round 2 and 3 only an action tile. The sequence of dinosaurs
determines when you can use those tiles and cards. Terrain cards
are used to begin new herds, action tiles change the size of a
herd or move herds. Only one herd per habitat is allowed, and
only one herd of each player is possible in a territory. Herds are
threatened by T-Rex, predator dinosaurs and volcano eruptions.
After each era you score herds in habitats as well as presence in
all terrain types and majorities in terrain types.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

You place tracks and score points for them. In your turn you
place one track tile and try to connect stations of identical colors
and thereby score in as many colors as possible, because in the
end you win, if your marker in last position on your score board
has scored most points of all markers in last position. You have
a set of nine tiles stacked face-down, hold two of them in hand
and place one of them on one of the four middle squares on the
board, but not on an identical tile. When then tracks between
station of the same color cross the newly placed tile you score
the number of tiles in the track and advance the marker accordingly.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu it nl sk pl * In-game text: no

As in the standard Triominos you place piece next to piece,
numbers on the adjacent borders of two adjacent stones must
correlate. The special feature of this version is the timer, it is set
to 8 or 15 seconds depending on the desired level of difficulty.
You draw 6 pieces at the start. The starting player draws a starting piece and starts the timer. If you then are quickest to stop
the timer you can place one of your pieces and re-start the timer.
When the time runs out, all draw a penalty piece. If you place
your last piece you win, otherwise you win with fewest points,
when the bag is empty.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it nl pl * In-game text: no

Placement and development game for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Placement game with a railway topic for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Placement game for 1-3 players, ages 6+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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201 5
Trivial Pursuit Familien Edition

Trivial Pursuit Master Edition

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Troll Hunt

16

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Veli-Matti Saarinen
Publisher: RollD6 Games

This edition features a complete game, with movers and board.
Categories are blue for Geography, pink for Entertainment, yellow for History, brown for Art & Literature, green for Science and
Technology and orange for Sports & Leisure. The question cards
are separated into blue cards, for players aged 14 and up, and
yellow cards for younger players. General Rules and mechanisms
correspond to those of a standard Trivial Pursuit edition, for
movement you use a die and can jump to any corner spot if you
roll the joker symbol. New edition with a new design.
Version: de * Rules: de and many others * In-game text: yes

A new variant with nearly 3000 new questions and a new element for the game – a timer! The basic rules apply: You roll the
die, move, and answer a question in the category of the space
you reach. The question is read out to you and (new!) the timer
is started. If you answer correctly before time runs out, you
earn another turn or receive a wedge and have another turn, as
appropriate for the space you stand on. Again, as usual, you go
to the middle of the board when your mover is filled with 6 different wedges, and answer a final question to win. The category
of this question is chosen by your opponents.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Trolls turn into stone when hit by a direct ray of light. You use
mirrors and prisms to direct light from your own lanterns into
trolls’ eyes. At the start you place lanterns one by one onto edge
spaces on the board, and then trolls, both as stated in the rules.
In all the game no troll should be placed in a way that blocks
petrifying him. In your turn you can place a mirror or move a mirror, activate lanterns and turn trolls to stone and must then place
new trolls. Mirrors of the same color form a link that cannot be
joined by opponents. You take a troll that you petrified. If you
petrified six or nine trolls, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: en fi * In-game text: no

Trivia quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Trivia quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 16+

Placement game for 2-3 players, ages 8+

Twister

Twister Rave Skip-It

6

Publisher: Hasbro

Typo 2D

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Corné van Moorsel
Publisher: Cwali

9

The well-known agility game does not need much: A plastic
sheet with big colored dots, arranged in four rows, and a spinner.
The spinner determines which hand or foot must touch which
colored dot. The rules have stayed the same – only hand and
feet may touch the mat, if you touch the mat with any other part
of your body you must leave the game. If the spinner gives you
a position that you already hold you must move all the same – a
foot on blue must either go on another blue dot or the other
foot must touch a blue dot. All in all, Twister is good training for
balance and coordinated movement.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Twister Skip-it has only joy in movement in common with the
original dotted mat; in this Version you use a game unit made
up from a sling and an electronic unit, connected by a cord.
You switch on the unit, put a foot through the sling so that it is
placed ankle-high and let Skip-it rotate around your ankle and
jump over it with your other foot. This causes lighting up of color
spots; if you manage to turn up all four colors you have reached
levels 27-30; Red stands for levels 1-7, Blue for levels 8-14, Yellow
for levels 15-21 and Green for levels 22-26.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

61 cards with a letter and a number for its frequency in the deck
are shuffled, four cards begin a row. All choose a card, reveal it
and then place their letter at the end or the beginning of a row,
in alphabetical order of letters chosen, and name a word that
starts with all letters in the row; when STA is in the row you say
STAble or STAtue. When your letter extends a row and a column
at the same time you must name words for both. If you cannot
name a word, you remove the cards of the longest row and take
half of them for penalty and then place your card. The same
goes for wrong words.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Agility game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

Agility game for 1 player, ages 8+

Letter placement game for 2-6 players, ages 9+

Ubongo

Ubongo Das Kartenspiel

Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Publisher: Kosmos

8

Ubongo Junior

8

Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Publisher: Kosmos

5

Each player receives 12 geometric shapes in different colors;
all shapes are made up of squares. For each round each player
draws a puzzle tile. One player rolls the die and turns over the
timer. The symbol rolled determines which parts you must use
to fill the grid on your puzzle tile. Each player takes these parts
and tries to fill his grid as fast as possible. The fastest player
shouts “Ubongo”, moves his pawn on the general board and
takes 2 jewels. The others go on while the timer runs. Each player
finishing in time receives a jewel. In the end the player with most
jewels in a color wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it kr nl and others * In-game text: no

The game comprises 3 x 36 cards; each stack is used in two
rounds. You are dealt 9 cards from the current stack and play
with the white side for the 1st round and the black one for the
2nd round. On a signal you place 7 of your 9 cards correctly: Two
cards touching each other must do so with 2 and only 2 symbols
touching the same symbol on the other card. No other part of
the cards may touch each other. Cards can be placed vertically
or horizontally, branches are possible. If you are done you call
Ubongo and score 10 points, all others score the number of
cards placed. After 6 rounds you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de nl * In-game text: no

The junior version of the colorful placement game features only
nine geometrical shapes in nine colors, each illustrated with an
animal that fits the shape. As in the core game you draw a board,
take the animals shown on it from your stock and try as fast as
you can to place the animals correctly on the white square spots
of the board, no empty spots are allowed and no sticking out
of any shape across the border lines. If you manage to place
your animals within the time set by the timer, you draw jewels
from the bag. When all boards have been played, you win with
most jewels. You can combine Ubongo and Ubongo junior for
a family game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Abstract placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Card game on symbols for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 5+
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Unikum Landschaften & Tiere

Valentina

Designers: inzenhopeter, Markus Hagenauer
Publisher: Sphinx Spieleverlag

Designers: Antonio Crepax, Lorenzo Tucci Sorrentino
Publisher: Cranio Creations

Venezia 2099

10

Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Piatnik

8

Double-sided cards show landscapes on one side and animals
on the other side, each image has something unique to show.
Players are tasked with recognizing those special features and
argue for their acceptance into the range of Unicums. You
choose one side of the cards for a game; cards a laid out for
candidates and you note three of them for acceptance as first,
last-but-one and last Unicum. Then candidate rounds follow
with one argument per candidate with discussion and voting
on the acceptance. After 2 or 3 rounds you score for correct tips
on accepted unicums. Versions for Shapes & Numbers and for
Cthulhu images are available.
Version: multi * Rules: de en* In-game text: no

Works of art by Guido Crepax - depending on the number of
players you are dealt 4, 3 or 2 item cards in black & white. The
colored cards are laid out face-down in a grid of 12x8 tiles. Aim
of the game is to color you item cards by placing corresponding
tiles on them. All play at the same time, take a tile and put it back
openly or face-down, if it does not fit. If you have completed an
item, you announce “Valentina”. You can also play a Valentina
memo in turn. You reveal and are active as long as the revealed
tile fits on one of your item cards. If not, you put it back facedown and your turn ends.
Version: multi * Rules: e it * In-game text: no

As an art collector we salvage valuable treasures from a sinking
Venice. You play in turn and can move one of your pawns - over
land or in a gondola; you can buy a treasure - in the color of a tile
with your pawn on it and for one coin more than already on the
tile. Then you play your lowest prophecy card and turn over the
corresponding tile. A pawn on it sinks and is out of play, unless
you play a gondola card. After the last prophecy card you score
treasures in relation to remaining tiles of this color, remaining
paws, coins and tiles marked with X and win with the highest
total.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

Arguing game for 3-7 players, ages 10+

Spotting and memo game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Treasure collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Versailles

Villa Paletti

Designer: Andrei Novac
Publisher: NSKN Games

Designer: Bill Payne
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Village Port

8

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele / eggertspiele

As an architect or interior architect you design the palace for
Louis XiV. and compete for his favor. You move a worker from
one location to the neighboring one and active all your workers
at that location; each one may be used for an available action:
take resources, build part of the palace, design interior or garden
decoration, acquire new technologies or move the King pawn.
Guild locations offer several actions and some actions are paid
for with resources. When the King pawn reaches the end of its
track or when all cases in the construction yard are full or when
there are not enough palace tiles left, you win with most points
after a final scoring.
Version: en * Rules: de en it ro * In-game text: no

Players compete to place their own pillars on the highest level
of Villa Paletti. In your turn you take one of your own pillars,
be it still loose or already built into a level, and place it one
level higher. If you cannot do so, you ask for a new level. In
case of a veto the opponent must remove a pillar of the player
demanding the level. In case of success this pillar goes out of the
game, otherwise a pillar of the opponent. From the green level
upwards you score points for pillars on the top level and receive
the seal for most points. When the villa tumbles, the owner of
the seal wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it pt * In-game text: no

The second expansion for Village takes us out to sea. In the
action Travel you can move your ship: Leave harbor with hiring
captain, loading and moving ship - Continue travel - Return to
harbor, for the cost of 1 time, unloading ship. When a family
members dies in the Mission Church or on the ship display, it is
placed in the travel section of the village chronicle or is buried at
sea. A market day goes as usual, but you can now sell 1 basket of
cocoa or 1 bale of tea, previously unloaded, at the new market
stalls. The end of the game is also triggered, when the last space
for burial at sea is filled.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Worker placement game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Game of dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Village for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Villainy

Villannex

Designer: Nicholas Trahan
Publisher: Mayfair Games

Designer: Takahiro Amioka
Publisher: KogeKogeDo / Japon Brand

Viva Gorilla!

6

Designers: Opi and Me
Publisher: Piatnik

6

As an aspiring super villainy you try to complete three Evil Plans
to get the better of the pesky super hero Fantastiman who
protects the town. You hire minions and have a choice from
three options in each turn: You can do one of six possible actions
- use an Alias to acquire money or abilities, hire henchmen, do
crimes to improve your stats or do a non-standard action or start
a fight or acquire a specialty - or you can make your team work
or implement an Evil Plan - this must happen in given order and
characters for the plan must be ready. If you defeat Fantastiman
for your Magnum Opus, you win.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Villages are unified and mayors want to prove that their own
village is the best. The value of a village results from resources
plus bonuses from profession cards; building cards change the
value of resources. You choose for of six village cards (building
or profession cards) and show them to all; then you choose two
of those four cards, choose cases that will produce and place
production cards underneath. Then you score as regards to resources and card effects and you win with most points. You can
play two such rounds and there are optional rules, for instance
for drafting cards or a solitaire game.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Monkeys and lianas in a jungle, whose size is agreed upon at the
start, cards placed must fit within the boundaries. You place a
monkey card or action card next to one liana end. Monkey cards
must show monkeys of the same color and cards are placed at
congruent edges, but monkeys can stand on their head. Action
cards result in change of liana direction, change of color or, for a
joker, either change of direction or of color. If you cannot place
a card you draw one and can place it, if it is suitable. If necessary
the jungle can be taken up but for one card and shuffled for a
new draw pile. If you place your last card you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it pl * In-game text: no

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Card placement game for 1-4 players, ages 6+

Card placement game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Icon explanation
Solo Play
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Voll Schaf

Vudu´

Designer: Francesco Rotta
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Designers: Francesco Giovo, Marco Valtriani
Publisher: Nordlandsippe / Red Glove

7

Waggle Dance

8

Designer: Mike Nudd
Publisher: Grublin Games

8

Sheep rival for the best pastures. The joint Big Pasture is assembled anew for each game by placing four parts per player,
adjacent over at least one edge. 16 sheep discs for each player
begin the game as a stack on one of the border squares. For you
turn you leave at least one sheep behind on your current starting position and move the rest of the stack forward over free
squares in a straight line to the next sheep or board edge. When
all your stacks are blocked, you pass to the end of the game. If
nobody can move anymore you win with most pastures, in case
of a tie with the biggest connected pasture.
New edition of Splits, Jactalea 2010
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Powerful curses, nasty ingredients, obscure magic! You start with
a Curse card; in your turn you roll dice for ingredients as often
as you want, but must always set aside one. The result is used
for action, the same one several times, if you want - Draw Curse
card or artifact - use artifact - cast curse with ingredient dice; the
victim must resolve the effects. Then you hand on Vudu. If you
reach the skull on the scoring track you draw a permanent curse
and must adhere to it; if you break it you score penalty points.
When you break a curse and the player who cast it becomes
aware of this he scores the value of the curse. 11 points earn
you victory.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

Meadows, bees and honey! You are an overseer bee in the hive
and want to produce the maximum amount of honey for winter.
Action cards and nectar cubes are laid out, you begin with
three empty combs. In the Day phase you roll dice and place
worker bees = dice on action cards or comb tiles. When all dice
are placed the Night phase begins and you implement action
cards in alphabetical order. Actions in the Night phase are: Take
comb tile, emerge, get egg, get nectar, trade, make honey and
shift nectar or move the queen bee. If you have the previously
agreed-upon number of honey combs, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr pl * In-game text: no

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Dice game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

War of the Ring

Warhammer 40.000 Conquest

Was ist Was Das große Quiz

Designers: R. die Meglio, M. Maggi, F. Nepitello
Publisher: Ares Games

Designers: Brad Andres, Nate French, Eric M. Lang
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designers: Elisabeth Sieber, Thorsten Suckow
Publisher: Kosmos

8

You command one of the armies of factions confronting each
other in this epic struggle: The united armies of the Free People
against the Dark Hosts of the Shadows. In this new edition elements from the limited Collector’s edition have been included;
character abilities, event cards, army deployment of the dwarves,
use of combat cards as well as “The Hunt” and the entering into
Mordor have been modified. In this game with highly complex
rules you can either win with military achievements or with
ring-related events: The Ring is destroyed or Sauron corrupts the
Ringbearer.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

A Living Card Game set in a far, dark future, there is war in the
Traxis Sector. You command a faction and must conquer three
planets of the same type and and balance victory in today’s
battles against planning and preparation for future battles. Each
faction - Space Marines, Astra Militarum, The Orks, Chaos, Eldar,
Dark Eldar or Tau - has a deck and a special Warlord, You send
troops to planets as basis for armies in future rounds, choose the
planet for the Warlord in the Command phase and receive resources and cards as a reward for presence on planets. Conflicts
are resolved adhering to detailed rules.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

You roll both dice, move and decide on a topic from the spot you
reached. The quiz dice tell you the category: A for three answers,
one of them is correct; B for two answers with correlation – for A
and B you choose one of the answers; C for judging a statement
to be correct or wrong. You give your answer only when all other
players have placed a tip if your answer will be correct or not.
Depending on the result coins you and the others receive coins.
In the play-smart-variant iPad mini games played on ?-spots
yield time points for use in a labyrinth search for additional coins.
At the end you win with the highest sum from your coins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Epic strategy game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Living Card Game for 2 players, ages 14+

Quiz game with app for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Was ziehe ich an?

Weltberühmt und unbekannt

Wer ist es?

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Angelika Overath
Publisher: MeterMorphosen

Publisher: Hasbro

3

6

Clothes that fit the weather, dressing and undressing - topics
that are part of daily life and therefore an important educational
topic for children. You can combine the tiles showing pieces of
clothing - hat, top or jacket, long or short trousers and shoes,
always fitting a season and temperature level - in free play or
put them into the wardrobe according to a template card; if you
open the back of the wardrobe, depicted as a front door, you
see the completely dressed child. The back of the template cards
shows only a weather situation, for which you must find the
suitable clothes. Series: Spielend Neues lernen.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

A sturdy box with 100 cards, which are spread for 100 biographic
puzzles. Arranged in 10 categories, for instance actors, science
or society personalities like Hildegard von Bingen or Janis Joplin,
Sigmund Freud and Heath Ledger are presented in surprising
texts in a way that you have not encountered before, revealing
gross whims, secret passions and abysmal character features.
Subtly written by author Angelika Overath and provided with
a copious solution booklet, those miniatures offer fun and
interesting reading, solutions are often a surprise. Do you know
which scientist was afraid of writing?
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Each player sits in front of a portrait gallery, some show a beard,
some sport a hat! Each player chooses a portrait and must find
out his opponent’s choice. Alternately, players ask a question
and close the shutter in front of portraits that do not fit the
answer. Who is quick enough to find the correct portrait first? In
this new edition the portraits are printed on an exchangeable
sheet, the box comes with a second sheet featuring animals.
Additional sheets can be downloaded from the web. The folding
mechanism of the game makes it easy to transport this ideal
travel companion.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Sorting game for 1-3 players, ages 2½+

Guessing games on biographies for 1 or more players, ages 14+

Logic and question game for 2 players, ages 6+
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Wer wird Millionär?

Who am I?

Publisher: Jumbo

Designer: Kao Chu-Lan
Publisher: Big Fun Games

Wickie 4-in-1 Spielesammlung

8

Publisher: Studio100 Media

3

Based on the successful TV quiz show, this German edition
provides 752 new questions. Only one of four answers for each
question is correct – if you do not know the answer you need
a lucky guess or a correct answer from one of the four possible
jokers. Players in turn are quiz masters, who do not participate in
guessing in this round and cannot win any money. Use of jokers
is well regulated, so you can, for instance, look for an answer on
internet when using the telephone joker. Whoever wins a Million
Euro when all have been quiz master equally often, or whoever
has most money after an agreed number of rounds, wins. New
edition 2013.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

20 UPUP cards differ in name and color - there are five names
and four colors - each player only sees the back side of two
cards in his hand and asks other players for clues. Depending
on the number of players 2-4 additional cards are revealed and
8 are removed from the game. In your turn you can pose one
question which is answered by “yes or “no”. You can always ask
or guess, your guess must contain name and color of the cards.
After a few such rounds you win, if you are first to correctly guess
both your cards.
Version: en * Rules: cn en * In-game text: no

The clever and courageous little Viking invites his friends with
this collection to play four different games with him; first of all
a puzzle depicting the mighty Viking ships riding the stormy
waves, made with parts fitting the age of the target group! With
2x 24 picture tiles showing images from the series you can play
two classic children games: a memo according to standard rules
or a game of Lotto; each player is given a board showing six
different images. For the domino the game features 28 double
picture tiles; Lotto and Domino, too, are played according to
standard rules.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it nl * In-game text: no

Quiz game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Deduction game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Game Collection for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Wickie Bowling Set

Wickie Hart am Wind

Publisher: Studio100 Media

Designer: Thomas Daum
Publisher: Studio100 Media

2

Wickie Mit Keule & Köpfchen

5

Designer: Wolfgang Dirscherl
Publisher: Studio100 Media

5

Bowling in your living room or in the nursery, but also in the
garden on an even surface or on a terrace. The cute little Wickie
Bowling pins not only help with learning numbers or colors but
do also train hand-eye- coordination, assessing of distances or
controlled sweeps to overthrow as many pins as possible in one
throw and to score points. You can add values of fallen pins or
count fallen pins or invent your own rules. Agile fun with sturdy,
easy to hold and easy to set up pins; not only for children, but for
the whole family.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it nl * In-game text: no

Wickie and his strong comrades are on the way home in
their Dragon boat, carrying valuable loot, but Terrible Sven is
pursuing them. Only by sailing through the Fjord will they be
able to outdistance his faster boat! The game inlay is filled with
water; one player is the active one and is directed by the Wickie
player who gives orders according to a randomly drawn map to
maneuver the boat through the fjord. Depending on the chosen
timer Dragon Boat or Sven’s Boat advance 1 or 2 steps on the
Escape track when the crossing is successful or when not. All
win together when the Dragon Boat reaches Flake before Sven’s
Boat catches up with it.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it nl * In-game text: no

Wickie and Halvar want to steal their treasures back from Terrible
Sven. Gold coin tiles are displayed openly and then turned over.
You roll a die: For Wickie you much the Wickie marker and, at the
case reached, name a number of coins that you will find beneath
a tile - if you succeed you take the tile. For Halvar you move the
Halvar marker and either play a Viking card suitable in color and
symbol and thus gain all the coins at the case or you place a coin
tile on the case. If you roll Wickie or Halvar with an Arrow other
players can act after the active player. When all Gold tiles have
been taken you win with most coins on your tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it nl * In-game text: no

Agility game for 2-8 players, ages 2+

Puffing game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Memo and gathering game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Wickie Odin‘s Spiegel

Wickie Wikingerschach

Designer: Thomas Daum
Publisher: Studio100 Media

5

Wien! Das Spiel

6

Publisher: Studio100 Media

Designer: SpartacoAlbertarelli
Publisher: Piatnik

8

Wickie and his Vikings discover an ancient treasure, The Mirror of
Odin! If you see your shield in the mirror, you will be invincible!
Each player chooses a Wickie tile, 24 shields are placed in the
mirror compartment and 24 are spread face-up on the table. The
active player relocates the first shield in the compartment to the
back; then all look at the mirror image and try to find the corresponding shield on the table; if you spot it you put your Wickie
tile on it; if you are correct you take the shield tile in front of the
mirror. When more than one Wickie tile is place correctly you get
this tile if your Wickie is the lowest one.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it nl * In-game text: no

You play head-to-head or in teams, on an area of 6x3 or 8x4
meters. Five pawns of each time are lined up at the small sides,
the Viking King sits in the middle. Each team uses six sticks for
throwing, but must first throw all its own pawns, which were
overturned by the other team, into the opposite half and set
them up where they fell. Then you must first overturn all those
pawns before overturning opposing ones. If you cannot do that
the base line of the opposing team changes. The King belongs
to both teams, you throw over or around him! He is governed
by special rules; whoever overturns him first, according to those
rules, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it nl * In-game text: no

The board shows colored spots along a path, attractions and
a time line with events and dates. Cards carry information on
Vienna’s history; seven site markers are on the board. You choose
one of seven dice and then one of two possibilities: 1) move
according to die to reach a site marker quickly and get cards or
2) play 1 to 3 cards to advance on the time line or implement
the special action of a red card. The next player chooses a die
and moves or plays cards, etc. Advancement on the timeline
depends on the kind of card played and on the location of your
marker at the start of the move. Whoever reaches the end of the
timeline first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Spotting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Throwing game for 2-12 players, ages 6+

Roll & Move with history topic for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Wien Catan

Wikinger

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Winter der Toten

Publisher: Jumbo / SmartGames

6

Designer: Jonathan Gilmour
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Vienna must be settled, it is made up of landscapes yielding
wood, grapes, clay, stone and grain for resources; the knights are
called militia in this version. As in the original Catan game the
dice determine in each round who gets which resources from
the landscapes. Those resources pay for building of roads, settlements and monuments and you can trade resources with the
active player. Monuments can only be built on their own special
spots. If the dice result is Seven, the robber arrives, blocks a tile
and steals resources from players. To win you need 10 victory
points from settlements, cities and militia cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Colorful Viking ships have encountered a storm and must know
fight their way across the board, over nine different whirlpools
Ships can move forward and backward and so try to solve one of
60 puzzles in four different levels of difficulty. The puzzle always
provides starting positions for ships and whirlpools and you
must turn the whirlpools to move the ships to their harbors in
corresponding colors, that is, position them exactly in front of
the border mark in the sail color of the ships.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it* In-game text: no

Crossroads is a new series of games testing survival and
cooperation abilities of teams of players, who must survive and
master crises coming from outside and also from inside. Dead
of Winter sends us into a colony of survivors in the middle of
Zombie hordes; each player leads a faction of survivors. In addition to a victory condition for all, each player must complete his
own secret mission - a harmless quirk, a dangerous obsession,
maybe even sabotage or revenge on the colony! You use action
points, variable powers, cards, voting etc., and can play in several
versions, for instance without secret goals.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Development game for 3-4 players, ages 10+

Logic puzzle for 1 or more players, ages 6+

Cooperative tabletop for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Winter Tales

Wir sind das Volk!

Witches

Designers: Matteo Santos, Jocularis
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designers: Peer Sylvester, Richard Sivél
Publisher: Histogame

Designers: Ken Fisher, Joe Andrews
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

10

Winter Tales is a game of story-telling and fairy tales; as a player
you are a member of one of two faction and either represent
one of the characters who stand for all that is good and hopeful
and who are fighting for the return of Spring or you are one of
the Soldiers of Winter who wants to extinguish all remnants of
Hope. You use narrative cards, players complete quests, create
memories and are asked to weave the stories of their characters
into a joint sequence of events and accept and integrate ideas
and suggestions. Each game is different, as you always tell a new
story with a jointly created story line.
Version: de * Rules: de en it *In-game text: no

1945 - 1989, the history of the split Germany. One player takes
on the DDR, the other the BRD. DDR wins if she does not break
down before the end of the game. You use action card to
develop economy, also with factories outside Germany, and to
raise living standards, remove unrest or trigger the event of the
card. If differences in living standards are too big unrest and
finally mass protests occur. When there are four such protests, a
state collapses at the end of the decade. There are four decades
made up from two half decades and an end of a decade with a
10 point check, from state bankruptcy to foreign currency and
prestige.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

The game simulates the power struggle between witches. All
cards are dealt evenly and you pass cards to your neighbor.
Then you play a card, you must follow suit and there are special
rules for wizards. When all cards of a round are played, you note
Fire Points in your tricks. Witches give or take away fire points.
If you cast a Fire Spell, that is, have all Fire Cards plus the Water
Witch and/or The Pygmy Queen in your tricks, you transfer those
points to all other players. In the last round you can deduct them
from your score in order to win. When someone collects 70 fire
points, the game ends and you win with fewest Fire Points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Narrative game for 3-7 players, ages 14+

Historic simulation for 2 players, ages 12+

Tricking card game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Witness

Xalapa

Designer: Dominique Bodin
Publisher: Asmodee / Ystari

Designer: Lauge Luchau
Publisher: Huch! & friends

YES or kNOw

8

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Ravensburger

8

Blake and Mortimer, heroes of a Belgian comic series, solve
complex cases in Witness. Each player has a booklet of clues and
a marker. A case in one of four levels of difficulty is chosen and
each player reads his personal clues. In four whispering rounds
you tell all clues that you have to other players, chosen according to the Whisper Schedule. If you receive clues you may not
ask questions and must not answer with your clues and you may
only make notes after four rounds. Then questions on the case
are read and answers noted. Each correct answer scores a point
and the team tries to achieve the optimum score.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Dreams announce a great drought to the shamans and they
must prove their abilities. A position card determines the locations of oracle stones on player boards, additional template
cards show challenges that must be met by covering symbols
on your board. When the timer runs out, you score disfavor for
every incomplete challenge and also for stones you placed. After
seven rounds you win with the lowest score. In five additional
levels you can play with increasingly difficult templates. In the
variant “Atlacoya” you asses how many challenges you will meet
and score disfavor if you do not meet your assessment.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl tr * In-game text: no

Another new game in the series smartPLAY Brettspiel + Digital,
you can play a board game after just a few preparation steps:
download the free App, place your smartphone into the holder
and you can begin: smartPLAY tells you the rules, recognizes
your game turns and reacts accordingly. Yes or kNOw is a family
quiz game, with Bob the game master, who poses different
tasks - you must guess, assess or react quickly and also must
know a few things. Ten different quiz modes offer more than
2.000 questions, for each age group, the App adapts the game
to individual players.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Cooperative deduction game for 4 players, ages 12+

Placement game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Quiz game with app for 1-6 players, ages 8+
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ZhanGuo

Zicke Zacke Ei Ei Ei

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designers: Marco Canetta, Stefania Niccolini
Publisher: Asmodee / What’s your Game

Designer: Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

4

As a daimyo you try to conquer castles and clans. A castle card
shows icons for daimyo, weapon types, score values etc. and
on the back side clan information, score value and number of
cards in the clan. You roll seven dice, places suitable ones on a
card in the display and roll remaining dice again. If you cannot
place a die, you continue with one die less. When you can fill all
standard symbols on a card you conquer the card, with all cards
you have conquered the clan. To conquer cards from other players you must also fill the additional daimyo symbol on a card.
You cannot attack a complete clan. When all cards have been
conquered, you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

China immediately after the Empire was formed which now
must be unified and united. In five rounds in this card-driven
game you draw two cards each from three decks, which you play
one by one in turn for actions or place underneath your player
board for bonuses. Central element are bonuses for various
acitons and also balanced building of officials, walls or pagodas,
paid for with workers that you recruit with cards or craftsman,
and you also must catch rebels. At the end of a round you score
unification points for discs, currency and laws.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Hercules the cockerel must crow before the hens can lay eggs.
The track is laid out and each hen gets an egg. You roll: For a
hen you place on hen onto a free hen spot. For the cockerel you
move Hercules by one tile. If he reaches the dung heap, you
crow and all in turn take one hen and let it lay an egg into a free
nest. When the freshly laid egg has the color of the nest, you
may take all eggs in the nest. If not, the egg stays in the nest.
Whoever collects six eggs first, wins. In the version “Schnapp den
Hahn!” you use both dice and for „hand + cockerel“ all grab for
Hercules - if you catch him you may let a hen lay an egg.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Complex development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Dice and memo game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Zicke Zacke Hühnerkacke

Zieh Leine, Flynn

Designer: Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designers: Stefan Dorra, Manfred Reindl
Publisher: moses. Verlag

4

Zombeasts

6

Designer: Kinjiro
Publisher: Huch! & friends

8

In the chicken coop the hens try to steal feathers from each
other when overtaking in a race. The hen collecting all feathers
wins. The track is laid out. You draw one of the face-down tiles
and compare it to the tile in front of your hen. If the motive on
the track tile is the same as on the tile you drew, you can move
your hen forward to this track tile. This you may repeat as long
as you turn up a corresponding tile. If you turn up a wrong tile
your move ends. Overtaking other hens is a must as you should
steal their feathers. 10 Year Jubilee Edition. There is now an app
for iPad.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl jp and others * In-game text: no

As a crew member you want to steal back the items stolen from
you by Flynn, the Pirate Owl. The cord cards are sorted by item
and stacked, Flynn sits on top of the stack. You roll a die and pull
out the resulting item card by its cord from the stack. If you roll
the Pirate Flag you choose and name the item before pulling. If
you found the right item and Flynn or the Stack have not fallen,
you may turn over one of your coins. When Flynn or the stack
fall, you must turn back up all your coins, all other players can
discard coins already turned over! Four identical items are put
back into the stack. Whoever turns over all coins first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You place a card to begin or expand a Full Moon - white is a joker
color and you can have only one Full Moon of a color at a time.
Jokers can be placed or swapped for cards from other players. A
complete Full Moon is set aside face-down for points, the color
is available again. A Full moon with four different animals earns
you a bonus card. You draw cards according to the “Dark Value”
on the card you played, from the pile, the general display or from
a player. When you cannot use any card in hand, those cards tunr
into penalty points. When the draw pile is empty you win with
most points at the end of the round. With expert version.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Game of moves and memory for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Memo and dexterity game for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Set placing game with cards, for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Zombie 15‘

Zombies!!! 12 Zombie-Zoo

Designer: Nicolas Schlewitz / Guillaume Lemery
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / iello

Designers: Kerry and Todd A. Breitenstein
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Zum Kuhkuck

16

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

8

In the guise of a teenager you have 15 minutes in order to
escape a Zombie horde. The cooperative game is designed as
a campaign, you can play individual scenarios or design your
own. Players win when they achieve the scenario goal - victory
conditions and level of difficulty vary. As long as the sound track
runs you are active in turns, a special sound announces another
Zombie. You have four actions in turn, depending on the presence of Zombies or on your status, on the floor or not, followed
by a zombie attack. In between scenarios you use the control
point for regeneration and adapt item bags.
Version: en * Rules: en fr * In-game text: yes

A virus has infected animals in the local zoo, Zombies with
the unerring instinct of predators are roaming freely and the
still closed cages will not be closed for long. Become the hero
of the day by reaching the cages, destroying the automatic
opening mechanisms and eliminating animals that have already
escaped. Or, if all else fails, close yourself into a cage and hope
that someone will arrive with more courage than you. Six new
zombie types - Hyenas, polar bears, tigers, lions, chimpanzees
and gorillas, all as miniatures, provide enemies to fight based on
standard rules of the series.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

54 cards to collect and five electricity cards are placed as a
face-down heap in the middle. In turns you always add a card to
your hand, the more the better for your points. When you draw
an electricity card, you set aside all cards and begin anew. When
you have 20 cards you must announce points, otherwise you
decide in each turn if you announce points or not. You lay down
all cards, name a color and score for it according to the info card.
When of the players has announced each color exactly once, the
game ends. When a color was named by both, a bonus is scored
by the player who announced the higher value. You win with
most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Real time adventure for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Expansion for Zombies!!! for 2-6 players, ages 16+

Card game for 2 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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PUBLISHER CONTAC T INFORMATION
1nite werewolf, http://1nite-jinro.com/
2F Spiele, http://www.2f-spiele.de/
Abacus, http://www.abacusspiele.de/
Academy Games, http://academygames.com/
Albe Pavo, http://www.albepavo.com/
Alea, http://www.aleaspiele.de/
Amigo, http://www.amigo-spiele.de/
Ares Games, http://www.aresgames.eu/
Argentum, http://www.argentum-verlag.de/
Asmodee, http://de.asmodee.com/
ASS, http://www.ass-spiele.de/
Asterion, http://www.asterionpress.com/
Backspindle Games, http://www.guardsguards.com/
BakaFire Party, http://www.facebook.com/BakaFire/
Big Fun Games, http://www.bigfungame.tw/
Blackrock Editions, http://www.blackrockeditions.com/
Blue Mana, http://bluemanagames.wix.com/index/
Boardgametravel, http://www.boardgametravel.com/
Bombyx, http://www.studiobombyx.com/
Capsicum, http://www.capsicumgames.com/
Clicker Spiele, http://www.clickerspiele.de/
Conception, Cool mini or not, http://www.coolminiornot.com/
Cranio Creations, http://www.craniocreations.com/
Cwali, http://www.cwali.nl/
Czech Games Edition, http://www.czechgames.com/
Days of Wonder, http://www.daysofwonder.com/
dlp Games, http://www.dlp-games.de/
Dragon Dawn, http://www.arcticunion.org/
Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne, http://hasehasehase.de/
Drei Magier, http://www.dreimagier.de/
dV Giochi, http://www.dvgiochi.com/
Edition Erlkönig, http://www.erlkoenig.ws/
Eggertspiele, http://www.eggertspiele.de/
Fabryka Gier Historycznych, http://www.wydawnictwofgh.pl/
Ferti, http://www.ferti-games.com/
Feuerland Spiele, http://www.feuerland-spiele.de/
FFG, http://www.fantasyflightgames.com/
F-Hein-Spiele, http://www.f-hein-spiele.de/
Franjos, http://www.franjos.de/
Fryx Games, http://www.fryxgames.se/
Galakta, http://www.galakta.pl/
Gamefactory, http://www.gamefactory.ch/
Gerhards, http://www.spiel-und-design.eu/
Gigamic, http://www.gigamic.com/
Gmeiner, http://www.gmeiner-verlag.de/
GMT, http://www.gmtgames.com/
Goliath, http://www.goliathgames.nl/
Green Eye Games, http://www.greeneyegames.com/
Grublin Games, http://www.grublin.com/
Haba, http://www.haba.de/
Hans im Glück, http://www.hans-im-glueck.de/
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Hasbro, http://www.hasbro.com/
HCM Kinzel, https://shop.hcm-kinzel.eu/
Heidelberger, http://www.hds-fantasy.de/
Histogame, http://www.histogame.de/
Historical Games Factory, http://www.wydawnictwofgh.pl/
Horrible Games, http://www.horrible-games.com/
Huch, http://www.huchandfriends.de/
Hurrican, http://www.hurricangames.com/
Hutter, http://www.hutter-trade.com/
Iello, http://www.iello.fr/
Indie, http://www.indieboardsandcards.com/
IQ Spiele, http://www.iq-spiele.de/
Japon, http://www.japonbrand.com/
Juhu Spiele, http://www.juhu-spiele.de/
Jumbo, http://www.jumbo.eu/de/
Junias, http://www.junias.net/
Kaleidos Games, http://www.kaleidosgames.com/
Kanai Factory, http://kanaifactory.web.fc2.com/
Karma Games, http://www.karma-games.com/de/
Kayal, http://www.kayalgames.com.au/
KogeKogeDo, http://koge2do.hateblo.jp/
Komado, http://www.nekomado.com/
Korea Board Games, http://www.koreaboardgames.com/
Kosmos, http://www.kosmos.de/
Kyy Games, http://www.kyygames.com/
Lautapelit, http://www.lautapelit.fi/
Libellud, http://www.libellud.com/
Lifestyle Boardgames, http://www.lifestyleltd.ru/
Logis, http://www.logis.lt/
Lookout Spiele, http://www.lookout-spiele.de/
Loquai, http://www.loquai-holzkunst.de/
LudiCreations, http://ludicreations.com/
Ludonaute, http://www.ludonaute.fr/
Lui-Même, http://www.luimeme.com/
Manifest Destiny, http://ash.jp/~md/
Mantic, http://www.manticgames.com/
Mayfair Games, http://www.mayfairgames.com/
Megableu, http://www.megableu.fr/
Mesaboardgames, http://www.mesaboardgames.pt/en/
Metermorphosen, http://www.metermorphosen.de/
Mindwarriors, http://www.mindwarriorgames.com/
MinimalGames, Moonster, http://www.moonstergames.com/
Moses, http://www.moses-verlag.de/de/
Mücke Spiele, http://www.muecke-spiele.de/
My Witty, http://www.mywittygames.com/
Nestorgames, http://www.nestorgames.com/
Nordlandsippe, http://www.nordlandsippe.com/
Noris, http://www.noris-spiele.de/
NSKN Games, http://www.nskn.net/en2/
nsv Nürnberger Spiele Verlag, http://www.nsv.de/
Numbskull, http://numbskullgames.com/
Okazu Brand, http://okazubrand.seesaa.net/
Österreichisches Spiele Museum, http://www.spielemuseum.at/
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Ostia Spiele, http://www.ostia-spiele.de/
Ouyuuan, http://ouyuuan.cloud-line.com/
PD Verlag, http://www.pd-verlag.de/spiele/
Pearl, http://www.pearlgames.be/
Pegasus, http://www.pegasus.de/
Pestas, http://www.pestas.net/
Piatnik, http://www.piatnik.com/
Plaid Hat, http://www.plaidhatgames.com/
Playthisone, http://www.playthisone.com/en/
Portal Games, http://www.portalgames.pl/
Post Scriptum, http://www.postscriptum-games.it/
Purple Brain, http://www.facebook.com/PurpleBrainCreations/
Purple Games, http://www.purplegames.eu/
Queen Games, http://www.queen-games.de/
R & D Games, Ragnar Brothers, http://www.ragnarbrothers.co.uk/
Ravensburger, http://www.ravensburger.com/
Red Glove, http://www.redglove.eu/
Repos Production, http://www.rprod.com/
Rightgames / RBG, http://www.russianboardgames.com/
Rio Grande, http://www.riograndegames.com/
RollD6, http://www.rolld6.com/
Schmidt, http://www.schmidtspiele.de/
Sierra Madre Games, http://www.sierramadregames.com/
Sit Down, http://www.sitdown-games.com/
Smartgames, http://www.smartgames.eu/de/
Space Cowboys, http://www.spacecowboys.fr/
Sphinx Spieleverlag, http://www.sphinx-spieleverlag.de/
Spiele aus Timbuktu, http://www.spiele-aus-timbuktu.de/
Spielfunke, http://www.atelier198.com/
Spinmaster, http://spinmastergames.com/
Stadlbauer, http://www.stadlbauer.at/
Stratelibri, http://www.stratelibri.it/
Stronghold Games, http://www.strongholdgames.com/
Studio Soso, http://www.sosostudio.com/
Studio100, http://www.studio100.be/
Superlude, http://www.superlude.fr/
Surprised Stare Games, http://www.surprisedstaregames.co.uk/
Table Cross, http://itosuginoki.blogspot.jp/
The Red Joker, http://www.guardians-chronicles.com/
Thinkfun, http://www.thinkfun.com/
Treefrog Games, http://www.treefroggames.com/
Truant Spiele, http://www.truant.de/
UGG, http://www.ugg.de/
Wattsalpoag, http://wattsalpoaggames.com/
What’s your game, http://www.whatsyourgame.eu/
Winning Moves, http://winningmoves.de/
WiWa Spiele, http://www.wiwa-spiele.de/
WRS Spiele, http://www.wrs-spiele.at/
Ystari, http://www.ystari.com/
Yu-gen Roman, http://www.limited-romance.blogspot.jp/
Z-Man, http://www.zmangames.com/
Zoch, http://www.zoch-verlag.com/
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30 years SPIELEFEST
from 14 to 16 November 2014
daily 9 to 19 clock
at the Austria Center Vienna

PLAYERS‘ MAGAZINE | WWW.GAMESORBIT.DE
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Get a free copy at your local gaming store!
GamesOrbit is the #1 free German gaming magazine. Interested in advertising? Please contact us under anzeigen@gamesorbit.de
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201 5
The Games Club Osttirol meets monthly at the Games
and Book hotel “Spiele- und Buchhotel” at Nikolsdorf!

International Spieltage SPIEL ’14 - the biggest consumer Fair for games worldwide offers its visitors a unique opportunity to
get comprehensive information on national and international games on offer and
to test them extensively. Nowhere else
you find such a complete gathering of the
games community. Publishers, designers,
producers and, of course, gamers meet
here one a year to exchange hands-on
experience, to get the latest information
on the newest games and to present their
products to the general public.
On an area of about 48.000 m² all kinds of
board games, games for children, games
for families and adults , as well as strategy
games, games per mail, adventure games,
fantasy games, Science Fiction games and
also computer games. And of course there
are also the classics - Chess, Doppelkopf,
Bridge, Go and Backgammon.
Internationale Spieltage SPIEL ’14 offer
communicative entertainment and experience to adults, adolescents and children.
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